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.4BSTRACT 
Th<:. effects of polymer chain flexibility, molecular lveigbt 
and entanglement capacity, and of polyrr,er sol"Jt.ion concentration 
on drag reduction in rwnpolar sclver:ts Her·e studied in this 
investigation. 
Three samples of polydimethyl siloxane (r-1 =l.lxlo7 , 5.4xlo6 , 
v 
i 
3.0xl0 5 ) in toluene, five samples o.f polyethy2.ene ox5.de Cl'1.r=2.8xl06 , 
• 
2.3xl06 , 8x10 5 , 4xlo 5 , 8xl04 ) in benzene, tl.-10 samples of cis-poly.:isr.)prcme 
(i1v=2.8xl06 , 7.lxl05 ) in toluene,trans-polyisoprene (Hv=6.0xl0 5 ) in 
to.luer..e, cis-polybutadiene (H =3·.5xl0 5 ) .:.n toluene, ethyl c,~}lulcse 
v 
5 ( Hv =1. OxlO ) in toluene and a copolymer of epichlorohych.,in and 
polyethylene oxide (H =2. 0x106 ) in toluene H~re st'...ld.ied. goJJ~cular 
v 
;..:eights o..~f all polymers ivere estimated from intPinsic viscosity, 
excep·t for the moleculur weight of the copolymer whish Has givcri 
by t.he manufacturer. 
·r._~rbu.lent and laminar flow pressure drop data HerE: obtainc.d 
in l-our capillary tubes (0.107, 1).0642, 0.0328 and 0.01G4 inch ID) 
for all the polymer-solvent systems. Turbulent flmv v:·essure crop 
da~a fer sor::e cf the above polyr:1er-solve;nt systems \·!ere also 
obtained in the pipe flow unit (2.0, 1.0 and 0.51 inch ID). 
for a given tube, at lower concentrations the normal trdnsition 
reg.:.on appear-ed between laminar and tud.)1llen·t regi.ons; as the 
concentration Increased, the transition tended to disappear. At 
cor..s•..:a.nt sclution conc~n·;:r•ation ~ the t:::~ans5.ti.-m region tenJed to 
disappear as the tube diai;:etP-r deCl.'eased. The cr•i tJ.cal conc~ntrat:ion, 
C , is defined as the lo~-te~t conccntra1:ion -...rhcr•e the transition 
c 
ii 
will disappear. This cri-tical concentration can define regions 
"dilute'' and "concentrated" polymer solutions for dr·ag reduction in 
a particular tube. 
The flexibility of the polymer chain, ;'1, is defined as the ratio I--
of the root-a-Jean-square end-to-end distance of a polymer molecule in 
a theta solvent to that distance for a freely rotating molecular 
model. The more flexible polymers (low (5 values) such as poly-
' 
dimethyl siloxane and polyethylene oxide show better drag reducing 
ability than other less flexible polymers. 
The entanglement capacity, m', is defined as the ratio of the 
molecular· weight to critical entanglement rr.o.l_ecular weigi1t of the 
.rolyr:ter. The polymer samples with m' higher than about 50 are 
relatively effective drag reducing additives while those with m' 
V-"l.lues below about 15 are poor regardless of their /'3 value. 
Correlations were obtained for estimating the amount of drag 
reduction for "dilute" and "concentration" solutions. Both corre-
lation3 Here tested with the polymer-sol.vent systems studied in 
this investigation and with data obtained from the literature. 
For "dilute" solutions, f/f versus (V/D)/(V/D) was useJ to pv o 
co~relate the experimental data where (V/D) is the representative 
0 
floH ·tirr,e at the onset of drag reduction. For "concentrated" 
solutions, all available data were fi-r: by a single f/f versus pv 
N' relationship. Re 
The effect of degradation on drag rc.;duction wG.s more noticeable 
at lower concentrations ·than at higher concentrations. This 
suggests that the absolute rate of molecular degradation may have 
been approximately the same fo1, o.ll concentrations of any polymer 
i:ii 
whose wall shear stresses (or shea·r r•ates) were of the same 
magnitude at any glven flow rate. Irl the dilute solutions a 
significant number of the effective molecules were degraded while 
in the more concentrated solutions, the same amount of degradaticn 
had a much smaller effect on the drag reducing capacity of the 
solutions. 
iv 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Drag reduction has been defined as the decrease in pr·essure 
loss at constant flow rate in turbulent pipe or tube flow caused 
by the addition of small amounts of additives to the carrier fluld. 
The phenomenon has been observed in polymer solutions, soap solutions 
and solid suspensions in liquids and in gases. 
High polymer additives are particularly effective drag reducing 
agents, even at low concentrations, and many drag reduction studies 
have been made with polymer additives. However, these studies 
generally covered either a limited number of polymer-solvent 
systems or a limited range of concentrations. No broad study aimed 
at learning the effect of variations in polymer structure on their 
ef=ectiveness as drag reducers has been made (45). Also, most 
investiga:tors studied either "dilute" or "concentrated" polymer 
solutions, often dra,~ing contradictory conclusions because the 
significance of the concentration region studied was not recognized. 
Thus, the purpose of this investigation was to study several 
polymers cf various .structures over a wide range 0f concentration 
and to examine the molecular weight dependency of drag reduction. 
For each polymer solvent system, drag reduction was studied in both 
the dilute and concentrated solution regions. In a few cases the 
effect of molecular weight on drag reduction was examined. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2-1 Characteristics of Linear Flexible Polymers 
2-la) Molecular Size 
From X-ray diffraction studies of hydrocarbon crystals 
0 
we know that the C-C bond length is about l.54A and the four 
car·bon valences are distributed symmetrically in space; any two 
carbon valences fcrm a tetrahedral angle of about 109.5° ('+7). 
:t:.inear polymer molecules may take on many conformations. 
Some of them may be densely coiled, and others may be greatly 
extended in space. The average dimensions can be calculated for 
certain simple models. For a freely rotating, linear chain of 
fixed bond angles, 9 , of n bonds, each of length 1, the mean-
d , d' 2 en -to-ena lstance r of 
= 
2 
n ~- [ l+cossl 1-cosG J 
(51) is: 
In a real polymer molecule, internal. rotation about bonds 
2 
(1) 
in the chain cannot be considered. as free; it is always :restricted 
to a degree. ::or the above model, vJith restricted r•otation, the 






r, . h ( lS t e 
rotation). 
n n 2 r· l+cosG J ( }.+ '() 
.X.. L 1-cosG j L l-"( 
internal rotatio:-1 restriction factor ( r =o is 
(2) 
rlhere the bonds in the r·epeating unit of real polyr;:er ar•e not 
the same, the entire unit must be considered in estimating values 
3 
of n, 9 and 9. Mean-square end-to-end distances of real polymers 
ure described in the literatu~e (15). For instance, for natural 
rubber. (or r'ubber-like polymers), Wall (52) and Benoit (4) have 
obtained the following expressions: 
2 0 
rof = 2.90 n A (3) .. 
2 0 
rof = 2.01 n A cis** (4) 
2-lb) Theta Temperature of Pol)~er Solutions 
In solvent, a polymer molecule is randomly coiled. 
The size of the molecular coil is influenced by the polymer-sol\·ent 
interaction forces. In a "good" solvent,·where polymer-solvent 
interactions are favored, the coil is relatively extended. In a 
poor solvent the converse is true. From statisti~al thermo-
dynamics, Flory (l5) obtained the following expression for the 
excess chemical potential of the solvent: 
= 
where ~lis an entropy parameter, R is the gas constant, v2 is 
the volume fraction of the solute, T is absolute temperature, 




** - CH 
CH-
C CH / 
2 
3 




D }t1 depends upon the difference between the thG~i"JV.)dynamic 
i.n1:eraction of a polymer chain segment with another segment and with 
the solvent molecules. There is a particular temperature at which 
these interactions are equal. This Has defined by Flory as the 
G-temperature. It genel'ally lies a few degrees above the temperature 
at which a pol~ner would precipitate from solution. At the 
G-temperature, the polymer molecules in solution neither attract 
nor repel each other. The average size of the polymer molecules is 
not affected by the solvent, but is determined only by the internal 
molecular structure and thermal energy and can be calculated from 
equation (2) •. 
2-lc) Intrinsic Viscosity 
Relative viscosity, ·"'( r' is defined as the viscosity 
of the solution divided by the viscosity of the solvent. The 
specific viscosity '( sp is ( r -1 .. The ratio rsp /t:: is a measure 
of the specific capacity of the polymer to increase the relative 
viscosity. The limiting value of this ratio at infinite dilution 
is called the intrinsic viscosity which is designated as [ '(]. 
lim ( ? /c) 
0 ~ sp: C..j. 
(6) 
Intr·ins ic viscosity, [ (], has been found to increase as 
polymel"' moleculal"' weight, M, increases. The relation between them 
is expressed by the semi-empirical Mar~-Houwink equation: 
(7) 
Her.; K ar..d a are constants fer the particular polymer-solvent 
system. Normally a and K are determined by measuring the intrinsic 
viseosities of two or more wonodisperse samples whose molecular 
weights are known. In a theta solvent, a is 0.5 and K dep~nds on 
the natur·e o£ the polymer and on temperature only. For a "good" 
solvent, a lies between 0.6 and 0.8 for linear flexible polymers (5). 
I.f the solvent within the domain of the coiled molecule is 
free to travel at its own velocity, the molecule is called "fPee 
draining". If the solvent is forced to travel with the velocity 
of the polymer molecule, then the polymer coil and the solvent 
associ~ted with the coil can be approximated by an impermeable 
sphere. If the distribution function for the end-to-end distance 
of polymer chains is Gaussian, more than half of the polymer 
segments lie within the sphere defined by the radius of gyration 
of the molecule, and the velocity of the solven·t within the radius 
of gyration relative to the polymer molecule must be very small. 
F::...,crr. the hydrodyn,.i1lic point of view, this solvent is tra.pped and is 
essentially indistinguishable from the polymer chain. Solvent which 
lies further ah'ay from the center of mass will become progressively 
.less r·estricted. The hydrodynamic effects of the molecules can be 
appr·cximvted by considering an equivalent hydrodynaffiic sphP.re. 
The intrinsic viscosity of a pol~ner in sol~tion ~s related to 
thf-.; hydrodynamic volume of tt.e polymer coils in the solution • 
. . h' h . . . . . . l f<= t' Poly~ers w1tn 11g er 1ntr1ns1c Vlsccs1t1es occ~py . arger e ye~ 1ve 
hydrodynamic volumes than polymers with low i!1trlnsic ._,~sc•)sities. 
6 
Therefore a polymer with a high intrinsic viscosity will pervade 
the same amount of hydrodynamic vol~TJe at a lower concentration. 
The pel'Vaded volume fractions of different polymer-solvent systems 
can be compared by comparison of their c[ '( ] values ( 46). 
Flory and Fox (16, 17); assuming the radius of the hydro-
d • , b . 1 [2 Jl/2 . h ynamlc spnere to e proportlona to r , obtalned t e 
following relations 
[1] = 
1? (~2 ]3/2 
M (8) 
- [2 .]3/2 3 1 -r C{ 
[(J . 0 = M 
where ~ is a universal constant, [r2 ] is the mean-square end-
to-end distance, [r2 ] is the mean-square end-to-end distance at 
0 
h e 0( [-r 2 ]l/2/[r20 ]1/2 . 11 d h t. e ·-temperatur•e, and = lS ca_ e t e 
expansion factor. 
2-ld) Flexibility of Polymer Chains 
(9) 
1be ideal or unperturbed dimensions of the polymer chain, 
(r2 ] 112 , can be calculated from equation (2). 
0 
2 The value of r /M 
0 
depends on the bond dimensions and angles, and on the hindrances 
to rotation and is independent of molecular weight. The value of 
r~f/M can also be calculated with the same bond lengths and angles 
but assuming free rotation. The degree of rotational hindrance 
which is related to the flexibili·ty of· the molecule is defined 
(SO) as: 
f = [ - 1+/(Jl/2 1-'r (10) 
Flory (15), Volkenstein (51) and Brandrup (6) list values of 
for many polymers. The {3 values of the poly:ners studied in this 
investigation a~e listed in Table 7. 
illld molecular weight. 
a is ind.ependent of sol ve:nt 
\ 
Passa.glia, Yang and Hagner (29) obs2rved that the intrinsic 
viscosity of flexible polymers such as polydimethyl siloxane is 
independ~nt of shear rate, while that of stiff c~1ain polymers such 
as ce.llulose derivatives (which have extended conformations), 
decreases with increasing shear rate. This means that for stiff 
polymers, [ r J should be measured at the shear ra-:e of interest 
in order to be useful. 
2-le) Entanglement of Polymer Chains 
The minimum chain length for entanglement in bulk 
polymers is cormnonly observed as an abrupt increase in the power 
dependence of the low shear viscosity on polymer molecular weight 
7 
( 15). The Nei-ltoni.an viscosity for rr.any different amorphous polymers 
ia bulk is observed to increase shc>.rply to a 3 .'+ power dep·2ndence 
on M as a characteristic entanglement molecular' weieht, M , is 
. c 
exceeded. Below M the slope varies with·molecular weight and 
c 
tempera·ture, approaching a theor:=tical limit of 1. 0 ( 31, 32). 
Some polymers with -the same r 2 /fol and glass trar:.sition te;nperature 
0 
have different H values. Bueche ('7, 8) suggests that the entang-
c 
lement depends on the .fle:dbiJ.i ty of the molecule, highly flexible 
pclymel"'S (low (3 values )having low Me values, stiffer polymer 
chains have high l-1 values. Porter and Johnson (32) list values 
c 
s 
of M for many polymers. The M values of the polymers studied 
c c 
in this investigation are listed in Table a., and show little relation 
to flexibility. 
2-2) Purely Viscous Flow in Smooth Round Tube 
In cylindrical tube flow Fanning'? friction factor, f, 
is defined as.: 
f = (D.d P/4L)/(Pv2 /2g ) 
. . c (11) 
Where D is the diameter of the tube, 6 P is the pressure drop 
over the tube length L, f is the fluid density, and V is the bulk 
mean velocity. 
In the laminar region for Newtonian fluids, Fanning's friction 
factor, f, can be shown to be 
f = 16/NRe 
where NRe = DVf!p.. ; }!..... is the fluid viscosity. 
In the turbulent region, Von Karman obtained the following 
relationship: 
For non-Ne·n'tonian fluids, Hetzner and Reed (24) proposed a 
generalized Reynolds number, N' based on the local fit of vis-Re' 
comctic da:ta by"'~= K'(8V/D)n 1 : 
. N I = Dn I v2'-n I p 
Re K' 8n '-1 gc 
where n' - d[log (Db~P/4LD/d[log ( 8V/D)] 







In laminar flow, they obser'ved that a large number of non-Newtonian 
fluids fit the equation: 
f = .16/N' Re (17)' 
In the turbulent region, Dodge and Metzner (12) proposed the 
follo1ving relationship to correlate f and N' : 
Re 
1/,]fr = 4.0 
(n')0.75 
log (N' • f(l-n'/2)) - __ o_~ 
Re (n')l.2 (18) 
If n'=l.O, equation (18) is the same as the Von Karrnon equation 
for Newtonian fluids. 
2-3) Drag Reduction in Turbulent Flow 
The phenomenon of drag reduction in turbulent flm.; was 
first noted by Agoston, et al. and by Mysels for soap solutions 
(1, 27), by Toms for po~ymer solutions (48), and Vanoni (49). for 
solid suspensions. The addition of certain additives to Newtonian 
fluids gives pressure drops in turbulent conduit flow which are 
less than for the carrier solvent at the same flow rate. This 
phenomenon was called drag reduction by Savins (40). Drag reduction 
has recently been reviewed in detail by Patterson, Zakin and 
Rodriguez (30), and only those aspects which bear directly on this 
investigation will be described here. 
2-3a) Onset of Drag Reduction 
S·~veral attempts have been made to predict the onset of 
drag reductibn in pipe flow. Astarita (2), Hershey and Zakin (20, 21), 
10 
and Fabula, et al. (14) assumed th<:~.t drag reduction would occur 
when the characteristic time of the flow becomes shor•te:r than the 
relaxation time of the fluid. Hershey and Zakin took the reciprocal 
of the wall shear rate at the onset of- drag reduction, f"£ wJ{ , 
as a measUl"'e of the time .::haPacteristic of the flow, and the polymer 
molecule relaxation time, 1r1 , predicted from Zimm's theory* (55), 
as a measure of the fluid relaxation time. This time ratio is the 
critical Deborah number, NDe' for the onset of drag reduction and 
values in the range of 1.0 to 4.4 were observed in their studies 
of polyisobutylene and polymethyl methacrylate in different solvents. 
Fabula, e~ al. also _proposed that the onset of drag reduction 
would occur at '(; 1 (. ?' wt) = 1 (where L wt is the shear stress at 
the onset of drag reLction), at about the same time as Hershey 
""" 2 3/2 and ZaJd.n. Fabula, et al. deduced that l.wt=constant/(S ) -
for solut5.ons _of low relative viscosity by substituting the Zimm's 
theory relationship for the first mode relaxation time, 1:-1 , where 
-( S- 2 ) is the rne~n-square of the radius of gyration about the center 
of mass. (s2 ) is assumed proportional to (r2 ) ai1d equation (8)-
is subs-tituted for [ '( ] • This predicts that the critical shear 
stress at the onset of drag reduction is independent of concentration 
and of tube diameter. 
-------------------------------().. M IJ [ 11] 
* L = v _\. __ s_-.t_ 
1 0.586 RT-\ 
where 1:
1 
is the fi l'St mode ( longes_t) 
re1axc:<tion time, ( s is the solvent 
viscosity, )\1 is the eigenvalue 
corresponding to the first mode of 
relaxation, R is the gas constant. 
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Virk (50) asstJ.med that the Ol13l:!t of drag reduction occur red 
at a constant value of DMkd ~·:, which is a product of the dimensions 
of th8 macromolecule in solution (DM) and the dissipation Have number 
(kd~':) characteristic of the turbulent flow. From this asswTaption 
h h d h ( 2)1/2( ""'--' )1/2 . 1 e s owe t at S ( wt J.S constant or t"'-" 2 / = constant/(S ), (..,wt 
independent of polymer concentration and diameter. However, his 
data for ahigh molecular weight polyethylene oxide (HSR 301~':) in 
a 3.21 em diameter pipe show that ~t varied from 2 dynes/cm2 at 
2 100 ppm to 10 dynes/em at 5 ppm. His data for other molecular 
weights o£ polyethylene oxide also shoH variations of ""-/ with 
v wt 
concentration in a single pipe. The data of Elata, et al. (13), 
and Pruit a.nd Cl.'awfor'd ( 34) also shovl that the critical wall shear 
stress varies with concentration at lmv concentrations. Elata, e·!::_ ~1. 
(22) and Virk (50) pointed out that no critical shear stress was 
obser'ved at higher concentrations, but rather the friction factor 
data show a gradual departure from the extension of the laminar line. 
The data of Shaver (44), Dodge and Metzner (12), Seyer and Metzer (42), 
and Ripkin and Pilch (36), also show the onset of drag reduction 
for relatively concentrated solutions to be in the laminar region. 
Therefore, the wall shear stress at the onset of drag reduction, 
.--..-
cwt' is lower (in the laminar region at these higher concentrations). 
Furthermore, sincE: the onset of drag r•eduction occurs at lower 
r'-"' 
Reynolds number as polymer concentration increases, hence lower 0wt 
if the increase in viscosity is negligible: and since (S 2 ) also tends 
to decrease as concentration increases and the molecules in svlution 
approach each other (46), it follows that tbe product (S2 )1 12c?' )1 12 
wt 
cannot be independent of concentration. 
~------------------------------
;See Table 2 for polymer designations. 
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Walsh (53) defined "dilute polymer solutions" as having values 
of C[ ( ] less than 0. 025, and "low shear rate flow" as having 
~ 
values of [ w less than lORT/Gt ]M. By comparing the rate of 
turbulent energy diffusing from the viscous sublayer and the contri-
bution of the polymer molecules to this energy diffusion, he 
obtained a dimensionless relationship, H = 80 CM[~ ] 2 ~ /RT. 
. w 
Under his dilute solution and low shear rate flow restrictions H 
has to be less than 2.0. For a given polymer-solvent system at 
constant temperature, this relationship can be reduced to C Lwt = 
const~nt for estimating the onset of drag reduction. For the data 
of Pruitt and Crawford for WSR 205 and WSR 35 in water which have 
C[ (] values less than 0. 025 and L w values less than lORT /[ 7 ]M, 
H was observed to be about 0.02 at the onset of drag reduction. 
Most other data (20, 36) cannot be examined for H values at the 
onset of drag reduction, because C[ l] is larger than 0. 025. 
Walsh's predictiontthat critical shear rate at the onset of drag 
reduct:icn for a polymer-solvent system is a function of concentration 
is in agreement, at least qualitatively, '\.-lith much experimental 
data (20, 37, 50). However, as will be shown later, degradation 
effects are large at concentrations below C[( ]=0.025 and polymer 
solutions in this range of concentrations are of little value. 
2-3b) Molecular Effects on.Drag Reduction 
Pruitt, Rosen and Crawford (33) studied the effect of 
polymer expansion on drag reduction using three polyethylene oxide 
5 5 
samples, Polyox 35 (Mv=2.35xl0 ), Polyox 205 (Mv=5.5xl0 ) and 
Polyox 301 (M =2.59xl06 ) in water. Expansion of the poJymer coils 
v 
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was changed by adding small amounts of salt. The degree of expansion 
was determined from the intrinsic viscosities of the solutions. 
The exponent "a" in the Mark-Houwink equation, [ '( ]=KMa, was used 
for estimating the expansion of the polymer coils. In poor solvents 
where the chain tends to contract, a low value of "a" would be 
expected and in good solvents where the chain is extended, high 
values of "a" are expected. va·lues of "a" of about 0. 8 were observed 
in a salt-free water solution and "a" decreased from 0.8 to 0.5 
as salt was added. Their results showed good drag reduction for 
more extended molecular conformations (high values of "a") at all 
three molecular weight levels. The drag reduction effect decreased 
as salt concentration was increased and the chains contracted. 
Similar results were observed by Hershey and Zakin (21) in 
non-polar solvents. A polyisobutylene polymer was studied in both 
cyclohexane at 25°C (a good solvent) and in benzene at 21+°C (a 
poor solven"t). The meas'.lred drag reduction in the poor solvent was 
only about 40 per cent of that in the good solvent at similar 
turbulent flow rates in the same tube at essentially equal Height 
concentrations or at equal relative viscosities. These observations 
ar'e cons is tent wi "th a viscoelastic mechanism for drag :.c-eduction. 
The more expanded polymer coils in the cyclohexane solution (with 
larger intrinsic viscosity) have longer relaxation times than the 
compact coils in benzene for the same molecular weight. 
The effect of polymer concentration and cha.in flexibility on 
drag reduction was studied by Shin (45). Shin distinguished between 
"dilute" and "concentr•ated" solutions by calculating a critical 
concentration which was defined assuming each polymer molecule 
occupies a spherical volume with an effective radius of r p-, 
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where r is a function of both the species of polymer and the molecular 
weight. r was calculated by applying the collision theory between 
macromolecules. ( tis generally less than 1.0). The critical 
concentration for completely packing the solution (26 per cent void 
volume) was calculated to be C
0
=0.493/[l] ( 3 • This critical 
concentration is similar in general form to Simha and Zakin'~ 
critical concentration, C
0
=1.08/[tJ, in which hexagonal packing 
was assumed (46). 
A coaxial cylinder viscometer, which could be used with either 
the inner or outer cylinder rotating, was used at high rotational 
speeds whel"'e tur~ulence was generated to study drag reduction. 
Measurements were made at different rotational speeds (1200, 1800 
and 3600 rpm) 'for each concentration in both polyethylene oxide-water 
and polyisobutylene-cyclohexane systems, each at several molecular 
weights. The concentrations for maximum drag reduction C t' were 
op 
obser'ved to be independent of rotational speeds (up to 3600 rpm). 
Maximum drag reduction was observed at lower concentrations for high 
molecular weight samples than for low molecular weight samples. 
The rigidity of polymer chains was also considered by Shin. 
1 Values of (J( , or -fj , the ratio of the root-mean-square end-to-end 
distance of a polymer molecule calculated from a fr'ee rotational 
2 1/2 . (2 1/2 
model, (r f) , to that ~n a theta solvent, r ) , were compared 
0 0 
for the two polymers. The effectiveness of drag reduction, Veff' 
is defined as C t/C • The more flexible polyethylene oxide was a 
· op o 
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bett:er• drag reducing agent than the less flexible polyisobutylcne 
when thc:dr values of V eff were compared on the basis of the saNe 
molecular weight or the same number of chain segments;':, n. However, 
this conclusion which was based on only two polymers, one in a 
non-polar solvent and the other in aqueous solvent, can only be 
considered tentative. 
Pruitt and Crawford (34) studied the effect of molecular 
l'leight and segmental constitution on the drag reduction of water 
soluble polymers in capillary tubes. The polymers tested in their 
study were polyethylene oxide (four C.ifferent molecular weight 
samples), polyacrylamide (three different molecular weight samples), 
carboxyn1ethyl cellulose (six different molecular weight samples) and 
guar gum. Generally, measurements were made at four concentrations 
( 2, J.O, 50 and 250 ppm). They observed that drag reduction increased 
as the number of main·-chain. segments increased and as the size of 
the segmental side-chain decreased. 
2-3c) Drag Reduction Co~relations 
A dimensional analysis approach by Rodriguez, Zakin, and 
Patterson (37, 38) based on a simple viscoelastic fluid (Maxwell) 
model gave three dimensionless groups: f~iction factor ratio (f/f ), pv 
where f is the fpiction factor for purely viscous flow (equation 18); pv 
Deborah number ( G'
1 
V /D), where D is a characteristic length which 
~-<as taken as the tube diameter; and Reynolds numbel'' (DVf 1-f(). 
-------------------------------
n=H/Ho \-lhere Mo is the average rr.olecular weight 
associated v1ith each chc:lin atom, i.e. 
?1o=l4.7 for PEO. 
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Since measured friction factor data in th~ drag reduction region 
for dilute polymer solutions generally have the same slopes at 
equal Deborah numbers in log friction factor versus log Reynolds number 
plots (i.e. the ratio f/f is independent of Reynolds number at pv 
constant Deborah nu.rnber) only the first two va:..,iables dre needed 
to correlate the data. 
Turbulent drag reduction data for several concentrations of 
polymethyl methacrylate (PHMA, Rohm and Haas, M=l.5xl06 ) in toluene, 
polyisobuty lene (PIB, L-200, Enj ay, M=4. 7xl06 ) in toluene and in 
cyclohexane, and polyisobutylene (PIB L-80, Enja:J, M-8.6xl0 5 ) in 
cyclohexane and in benzene were studied in tube sizes r·anging from 
0.0328 to 1.0 inch. Data obtained from these polymer-solvent systems 
showed tha·t the friction factor ratio could be successfully correlated 
with a modified Deborah number, v~1;o0 • 2 , in which tube diameter 
to the 0.2 power was slll?stituted for the length term. This group 
is not dimensionless, probably because o0 · 2 represents some scale 
of turbulence which is weakly dependent on diameter. An empirical 
shift factor, l/(4[ '( ]-1), for the abscissa term shifted the data 
for all the above polymer-solvent systems onto a single curve. 
This corr•elation was also tested with the data of Elata (13) 
for guar gum in wa·ter and those of Toms (48) for polyme·thyl meth-
acrylate in monochlorobenzene for both of which intrinsic viscosities 
could be estimated. The correlation of the effects of concentration 
and o£ diam~ter for each system was good, but the shift factor did 
not work for these systems (38). lfuether this was Gue to inaccuracies 
in estimating values of t'(: 1 , or whether the shift factor is spe_cific 
l'l 
to the solutions for which it was estimated is not k~own. The shift 
factor cannot be completely general as it becomes infinite if [ "( ] 
is equal to 0.25. All the data tested Hith this correlation were 
at low concentrations (i.e. drag reduction starting in the turbulent 
region.) 
Seyer and l~etzner (42)presented'acorrelation with three 
dimensionless groups: fractional drag reduction, F, generalized 
Reynolds number, NRe 1 , and Deborah number ~ V (NRe 1 ) 0 • 75 , where 'l. 
is the relaxation time calculated from the first normal stress 
difference*. First normal stress differences were obtained from 
measurements of the axial thrusts of a fluid jet emerging .frcm a 
sraooth capillary tube, a technique which al.lows rneasurzments to be 
made at high shear rates. The fractional drag reduction, F, was 
defined as F=(f -f)/(f -f1 ), where f is the measured friction pv pv 
factor and f 1 is the friction factor calculated from equation (17). 
The correlation was tested with ET-597 (partially hydrolyzed poly-
acrylamicle) in water. In their plot of F against NDe' F depended 
on both NDe and NRe 1 at high values of NDe where the fluid's 
viscoelastic properties are important and good drag reduction is 
oDserved. At low values of NDe where purely viscous behavior is 
dominant and little drag reduction is observed, F depends on NRe' 
only. All of the data used to obtain this correlation were for 
high concentrations in which the critical shear stress occurred in 
the ldiTlinar flow region and no tr··ansitions to the turbulent region 
were observed. 
;~---p~~-:-p;;-----~---·~------
. C 1 = ---- where 
'l:w 2( 9V) 
D 
P 11 -P 22 is the first normal 
stress difference. 
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.. Elata, Lehrer and Kahanovi tz ( 13) divided fully developed 
turbulent shear flow in a pipe into three zones: a laminar sub-layer, 
an inner turbulent boundary layer, and an outer turbulent boundary 
layer. By using the law of the wall turbulent velocity profile 
equations for these zones ahd incorporating a relaxation time/flow 
2 
time ratio (Deborah number) of the form, u*~l, they obtained 
)J.. 
a new law of the wall equation for the outer turbulent boundary 
J.ayer: 
ulu;'; = 1/k ln ( yu* ) + 5 • 5 + rx. ' 
- "' V'"\ 
(19) 
where K=0.4 for usual fluids, y is the distance from the wall, 
u;'; is the friction velocity' ex ' is a constant characteristic of 
the polymer and 1:1 is the relaxation time calculated from the 
Rouse theory (39). From the law of the wall velocity profile above, 
an expression for the friction factor was obtained as: 
2 
u ... <7'L 
1 ~= 2.0 ln N rf Re"J .... 0.8 + J'~ ln ( ,. u 1) 
Elata, et al. tested the friction factor correlation with· 
sever•al concentrations of gual' gum in water and found it was good 
for four different pipe diameters ranging from 1.2 to 5.1 em. A 
(20) 
draw-back of this correlation is that ex ' must be evaluated at each 
solution concentration for each polymer. A similar correlation 
was proposed by Meyer (26). 
Seyer and Metzner (43) recently proposed a new co~relation: 
~ ~ = 2.46 ·(1- 11) 2 log(NReJf) + (l-f1.) 2 BC<:") - 2.1.~5 log 2 1{2) - G 
(21) 
.._o ........., 
where )t , G and B ( (.. ) are three parameters which were obtained 
experimentally. JJ.. is the laminar sublayer thickness which can 
be calculated if B((:) is known. G is 3.0 for ET-597 in water 
and B(~) is a function of relaxation time. The relaxation time 
is obtained from normal stress difference data as before. This 
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correlation was successfully tested with both dilute (0.01 per cent) 




3-1) Experimental Plan 
Friction factor ver.sus Reynolds number data for the polymer 
solutions studied were obtained in a capillary-tube apparatus 
and,in several cases, a pipe flow unit. The molecular sizes and 
molecular weights of the polymer molecules studied were estimated 
by means of intrinsic viscosity measurements in dilute solutions. 
The effect of polymer structure on drag reduction was examined 
using the intrinsic viscosity and friction factor data and information 
available in.the literature. 
3-2) Apparatus 
3-2a) Viscometers 
Cannon-Ubbelohde viscometers of size SO and 100 with 
100 cc dilution .bulbs and size 50 with a 20 cc dilution bulb were 
mounted in a pyrex jar constant temperature bath. Temperature 
was controlled to + O.Ol°C. A standard electric timer, which was 
graduated to 0.1 seconds, was used for measu1~ing the efflux time. 
The viscometers were calibrated by Chou (10) and Luh (23). The 
constants in the viscometer equation, J>=At - B/t are listed in 
Table l. 
TABLE l. Constants for the Viscometer Equation. 
Viscometer Dilution Bulb Constant Unit Constant Unit 
Volume (ml) A B 
S-50 20 0.00380 0.594 
S-50 100 0.00380 2.61 
S-100 100 0.01330 0.968 
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3-2b) Capillary-Tube Flow System 
The system was made up of four components which were 
pumps, temperature control bath, capillary tubes and pressure measuring 
devices as shown in Figure l. The system was described in detail 
by Green (19) and by Hershey (20). Tubes L/D ranged from 505 to 690. 
Three Zenith metering gear pumps, which were driven by a 
1-hp, 1750-rpm motor and a Graham variable speed transmission, 
were used to pump the fluid. The small pump had a maximum capacity 
of 50 ml/minute and was used for the small tubes with pressure drops 
up to 500 psi. The medium size pump had a maximum capacity of 
500 ml/minute and was used for the 0.0328-inch tube. The large 
pump was used for high flow rates, 1200 ml/minute maximum, in the 
large (0.0652 and 0.107 inch ID) tubes where pressure drops were 
low. Nylon tubing (l/4-inch ID) was used to carry the fluid from 
the pumps to the constant temperature bath. 
The bath was a metal can filled with tap water whose temperature 
was controlled within + O.l°C by means of a thermoregulator, heaters 
and cooling water. The process fluid passed through 18 feet of 
l/4-inch ID stainless steel coil which was immersed in this water 
bath. 
The capillary tubes were mounted horizontally and jacketed 
so that constant temperature water could be pumped through the 
jacket to maintain the fluid at test temperature. Four capillary 
ttilies of 0.107, 0.0653, 0.0328 and 0.0104 inch ID were used in 
order to obtain a wide range of shear rates in viscometry measurements 
and to study the effect of diameter in the turbulent drag reduction 
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measur•ements. Diameters of the tubes indicated above were calibrated 
by pressure drop measurements in.'larninar flow with mineral oil 
by Radin (35). 
Two manometers and two pressure gauges were used for measuring 
the pressure drops through the capillary tubes. The manometers 
were filled with process fluid and mercury, so that their pressure 
ranges were 0-170 inches of water and of mercury, respectively. 
The two pressure gauges measu~ed in the range of 30-250 psi and 
200-700 psi. 
3-2c) Pipe Flow System 
The pipe flow system was made up of five components 
which were a reservoir with temperature control, two pumps, test 
section, turbine meters for flow measurement, and manometers for 
pressure drop measurement as shown in Figure 2. The system was 
descriped in detail hy Hershey (20) and by Rodriguez (37). 
A stainless steel water coil (3/8 inch ID) was installed inside 
a 100 gallon reservoir tank. The circulating water temperature 
was controlled by adjusting the rate of water flow and steam flow 
in a concentric tube heat exchanger through which the circulating 
water passed before entering the coil. Fine control was achieved 
by injecting steam into the water. The steam was automatically 
turned on or off by a solenoid valve operated by a sensitive thermo-
regulator mounted in the reservoir tank. The temperature of the 
fluid in the test sections could be controlled by this heat transfer 
system to ~ O.l°C. 
I 
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The test fluid was pumped from the reservoir tank to the 
pipes by one of the two positive displacement pumps: a Viking Model 
Q-124 heavy duty pump rated at 200 gpm of water at 380 rpm driven 
by a 10-hp hydraulic transmission which was in turn driven by_a 
10-hp 220 volt motor, and a Viking K-135 heavy duty pump rated at 
35 gpm at 400 rpm driven by a 3-hp Reeves Varidrive unit. 
Three parallel tubes of 2.0, 1.0 and 0.51-inch ID with lengths 
of 27.0, 24.0 and 17.5 feet, respectively, were used for the pressure 
drop measurements. Entrance lengths before pressure tops were SO, 
75, and 100 diameters for the 2.0, 1.0 and 0.51-inch ID tubes, 
respectively. 
Brooks Hydropoise Model HP-24N and HP-12N turbine flow meters 
were installed in two parallel pipes, with 1 1/2- and 1/2-inch 
diameters, respectively, upstream of the test section. Model HP-24N 
has a range of 10-140 gpm and. Model HP-12N has a range of 1.5-15 gpm 
both with a linearity of 0.5 per cent. The flow meters were used 
to monitor the flow to ensure steady state conditions. The frequency 
output sig:r.al from the meters was read by a digital counter Model 361 
(Transistor Specialties, Incorporated). Flow rates were measured by 
directing the test fluid into a 55 gallon drum in a measured period 
of time and then weighing the fluid. 
Three manometers were used: a U-shape mercury manometer with 
a range of 0-200 inches of mercury, an inverted U-shape manometer 
with a range of 0 to 200 inches of test fluid and a slant U-shape 
manometer with a range of 0 to 4.75 inches of test fluid. The 
manometers wer.e connected to the pipes with 1/4-inch nylon tubes. 
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The appropriate manometer was selected for the pressure drop 
measurement and connected to the test section through a valve table. 
3~3) Polymers and Solvents Studied 
Solvents used for the polymer solutions in this investigation 
were as follows: 
Benzene. Specific gravity range 0.882-0.886; maximum boiling 
range 1°C, including 80.1°C; color (Saybolt)-30; acid wash color 
0-1; acidity-negative; doctor test-sweet; corrosion-16 maximum; 
sulfur as H2s;so2 negative; thiophene free; solidification point-
4.850C maximum; purchased from Independent Petrochemical Corporation, 
St. Louis, Missouri. 
Toluene. Purity (wt. % toluene) 99.5% minimum; impurities-
heptane isomers 0.5% maximum; maximum boiling range l°C, including 
ll0.6°C, specific gravity between 0.869 and 0.873 at 15.5°C; 
ni tr•ation grade; purchased from G. S. Robins Company, St. Louis, 
Missouri. 
The unfractionated polymers used in this investigation are 
listed in Table 2. 
Solutions were prepared by completely dissolving weighed 
samples of polymer in weighed amounts of solvent. Solutions to 
be used for intrinsic viscosity measurements were filtered before 
measurement. 
3-4) Proceduves 
3-4a) Intrinsic Viscosity Measurements 
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General Electric Company 
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Shell Chemical Company 
B. F. Goodrich Company · 
Poiymel' Corporation 
B.f. Goodrich Company 
B.F. Goodrich Company 
Enjay Corporation 
II II 
Rohm and Hdas Company 
Dow Chemical Company 
Dow Chemicdl Company 
Hercules Powder Company 
Moiecular Weight 
l.lx 107 6 5.6 X 10 
3.0 X 105 
2.8 6 X 106 2.3 X 105 4.0 X 105 
7.8 X 10 
7.8 X 10 
2.8 5 X 10 
X 105 7.1 
6.0 X 105 
3.5 X 105 
2.0 X 106 
5 8.6 X 10,.. 
4.7 X 10° 
1.5 X 106 
2.4 X 105 
5 1.0 X 10 
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1.7 were used to estimate1intrinsic viscosity. After each measurement 
the viscometer was rinsed three times with filtered solvents. 
3-4b) Capillary-Tube Flow Measurements 
The temperature of the fluid was held at 2s.oo + 0.1oc 
during the measurements by adjusting the thermoregulator controlling 
the bath temperature. In order to ensure that no contaminants 
were present in the system, the solvent was pumped through the 
Hhole system for about 10 minutes and then drained. This cleaning 
procedure was repeated three times with clean solvent and three 
times with fresh solution at the start of each run. Air trapped 
in the system was forced out by building up the syst~m pressure 
and forcing all fluid containing air through the vent line. Removal 
of air was important to ensure accurate flow rate and pressure drop 
measurements. 
To minimize the effect of polymer degradation during the tests, 
measurements were first made in the largest tube at the lowest 
flow rate. Higher flow rates were then measured. The same sequence 
was followed in the next smaller tube. The desired flow rate was 
obtained by adjusting the variable speed drive. The flow rate was 
measured by collecting the fluid in a graduated cylinder in a measured 
period of time. A stop watch graduated in 0.1 seconds was used to 
measure the collection time. 
Pressure drop was read twice, before and after the flew rate 
measurement, in order to check that the flow rate was steady. 
Initial readings were not taken until the manometer stopped moving. 
New flow rates were obtained by resetting the variable speed drive. 
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Usually 12 sets of data, i.e. 12 flow rates through the laminar and 
turbulent region, were obtained for each tube. The readings of the 
mercury and process fluid manometers were also recorded for zero 
flow rate of each tube. 
The evaporation effect on concentration was minimized by 
discarding the fluid collected in the graduated cylinder and replacing 
with fresh solution. The effect of solvent evaporation during the 
run on the concent~ation of the solution was checked with 0.15 per 
cent PIP 70 in toluene at a fluid temperature of 25°C and room 
temperature of 21°C. Values of 0.15 per cent and 0.16 per cent 
were obtained by evaporation to dryness before and after runing in 
three capillary tubes. Viscosities were checked for all concen-
trations before and after each concentration was run. Values of 
0.79 cp before the run and 0.77 cp after the run were obtained for 
the 0.15 per cent PIP 70 (solvent viscosity was 0.56 cp). The 
decrease in viscosity was the net result of the combination of 
polymer degradation and solvent evaporation. 
3-4 c) Pipe Flow Unit Measurements 
In order to avoid any contaminants in the system, the 
system was flushed with 55 gallons of a good solvent for the polymer 
present immediately after a solu~ion was drained. The clean solvent 
I 
was forced to circulate through·all the pipelines and the tank for 
a few hours. All the manometers were flushed also. 
In order to reduce the possibility of corrosion, the system 
was not dral.ned until immediately before another run of different 
solution was made. 
.30 
Air in the nylon tubes connecting the manometers was forced 
out with fluid by building up the pressure in the pipes, by increasing 
the flow rate and bleeding one section of the lines, and then 
building up reverse pressure in the manometer with compressed air 
and bleeding air from the remainder of the connecting lines. 
The temperature of the fluid was held at 25° ~ 0.1oc by 
adjusting the temperature control system during measurements. 
The unit was filled with 55 gallons of fresh solvent immediately 
after the cleaning solvent was drained, then appropriate amounts 
of concentrated polymer solution were added to the we.igh drum tank. 
The solution was mixed by introducing process fluid into the weigh 
drum and pumping it back into the recirculation system several times. 
The flow rate, which was monitored by one of the turbine flow 
meters and indicated by the digital counter, was selected by setting 
the variable speed drive. The pressure drops across the pipes and 
the flow rate readings were not taken until steady state was indicated 
at both the manometer and the meter. Flow rates were calibrated by 
weighing the fluid flowing into the calibration tank for a measured 
period of time for each reading on the digital counter, after the 
pressure drop measurements for all the pipes had been completed. 
The sequence of largest pipe and lowest flow rate first, used in 
the capillary tube unit was also used in this system to minimize 
the effect of degradation. 
The degradation was checked at the highest flow rate in the 
1. 0 -inch pipe ( 440 lb/minute) for the 0. 0 8 per cent SR 54 in toluene 
31 
before and after all the pressure. drop measurements in the 0.51-inch 
tube. 55 and 53 per cent friction factor reduction were observed, 
respectively. 
4. DATA AND RESULTS 
4-1) Estimation of Molecular Weights from Intrinsic Viscosity 
The molecular weights of all the polymer salnples used in this 
investigation were estimat:ed from their intrinsic viscosities. 
The constant "K" and "a" in the Mark-Hom·rink equation:. [ '( ]=KMa, 
were obtained from the literature and are listed in Table 3. 
/ Table 4 lists the measured intrinsic viscosities for each solution 
32 
and the estimated molecular weights for each polymer. The molecular 
weight of Hydrin 200 listed in Table 4 was given by the manufacturer 
because the constants "K" and "a" are not available in the literature. 
4-2) Characterization of Solutions from Viscometric Data 
Table 5 lists the constants, .kr'and n', for· the equation 
' (DLlP/4L)=k'(BV/D)n for all the solutions used in this investigation. 
Values of k 1 and n' wer~ obtained by least-squares analysis of the 
data. Values of n' differed only slightly from 1.0 except for the 
most concentrated PEO coag-benzene and cis PIP 280-toluene solutions. 
4-3) Friction Factcr Data 
All the polymer-solvent systems were investigated in the 
capillary-tube flow unit. Four of them (PEO coag and WSR 205 in 
benzene, cis-PIP 280 a~d SR 54 in toluene) were also investigated 
in the pipe flow unit. Figures 3 to 44, show the plots of measured 
friction factors versus generalized Reynolds number. The solid 
lines on the figures represent equation (17) in the laminar flow 
r•egion and equation (18) in the turbulent flow region. The data 
for these runs are listed in the Appendix~ Tables 1 and 2 • 
TAB~E ., Constants for Mark- Houwink Equation, (17] a where ['(J dl/g ..... = KM , l.S l.n \ 
Polymer Solvent Temperature K a Reference 
Polyethylene Oxide Watel"' 30° c 1.25 X 10-4 0.78 (6) 
Polydimethyl Siloxane· Toluene 25°\:! 2.15 . 0-4 X J. 0.65 I 6) 1 .\ 
cis-PolyL;oprene Toluene 25°C 5.02 X 10-4 0.667 (6) 
trans-Poly isoprene· Benzene 32°C 4.37 X 10-4 0.65 (6) 
Ethyl cellulose Benzene 25°C 2.92 X 10 
-J.j. 
0.81 (6) 
cis-Polybutadiene Toluene 30°C 3.05 X 10-4 .0. 725 (6) 
TABLE 4. Polymer Molecular Weights 
Polymer Solvent Temperature Intrinsic Estimated Viscosity 
oc Viscosity, Average 
dl/g Molecular Weight 
PEO coag Water 30 13.2 2,750,000 
WSR 301 Water 30 11.4 2,300,000 
WSR 35 Water 30 2.95 400,000 
WSR 205 Water 30 4.95 780,000 
WSRN 10 Water 30 0. 80 78,000 
SR 130 Toluene 25 8.0 10,700,000 
SR 54 Toluene 25 5.3 5,600,000 
SE 30 Toluene 25 0.835 300,000 
cis-PIP 280 Toluene 25 8.5 2,800,000 
cis-PIP 70 Toluene 25 4.0 710,000 
trans-PIP 60 Benzene 32 2.5 600,000 
ECN Benzene 25 3.10 100,000 
cis-PBD Toluene 30 3.60 350,000 
Hydrin 200 Toluene :.>5 3.10 2,000,000 
TABLE 5. Rheological Properties of Solutions 
Polymer Solvent Concentration n' k' g 2-n' 
wt. % em sec 
SR 130 Toluene 0.003 1.0 0.580 
Toluene 0.001 1.0 0.570 
Toluene 0.0003 1.0 0.563 
SR 54 Toluene 0.08 1.02 0.870 
Toluene 0.05 0.97 0.723 
Toluene 0.008 1.0 0.588 
Toluene 0 .. 003 1.0 0·. 570 
·SE-30 Toluene 0.60 1.0 1.23 
Toluene 0.25 1.0 0.74 
cis-PIP 280 Toluene 0.2 0.90 0.0379 
Toluene 0.08 0.95 0.0142 
Toluene 0.02 1.0 0.642 
Toluene 0.008 1.0 0.576 
Toluene 0.003 1.0 0.570 
cis-PIP 70 Toluene 0.15 1.0 0.790 
Toluene 0.05 1.0 0.623 
Toluene 0.002 1.0 0.565 
trans-PIP 60 Toluene 0.40 1.0 1.18 
Toluene 0.25 1.0 0.825 
ECN Toluene 0.20 1.0 1.02 
Polybutadiene Toluene 0.20 1.0 1.03 
Hydrin 200 Toluene 0.10 1.0 0.783 
Toluene 0.30 1.0 1.06 
Continued on next page 
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TABLE 5. Rheological Properties of Solutions (continued) 
Polymer Solvent Concentration n' k' g 2-n' 
wt. 9o em sec 
PEO ccag Benzene 0.2 0.92 0.0306 
Benzene 0.10 0.982 0.0150 
Benzene 0.05 1.0 0.95 
Benzene 0.02 1.0 0.735 
Benzene 0.008 1.0 0.660 
WSR 301 Benzene 0.05 1.0 0.945 
Benzene 0.02 1.0 0.740 
Benzene 0.008 1.0 0.670 
Benzene 0.003 1.0 . 0.640 
WSR 205 Benzene 0.40 1.02 1.195 
Benzene 0.25 o. 982 1.07 
Benzene 0.10 1.0 0.793 
Benzene 0.05 1.0 0.691 
·Benzene 0.02 1.0 0.644 
Benzene 0.008 1.0 0.623 
WSR 35 Benzene 0.25 0.97 1.35 
Benzene 0.10 1.0 0.874 
Benzene 0.05 1.0 o. 721 
Benzene 0.02 1.0 0.666 
Benzene 0.008 1.0 0.644 
\~SRt'i 10 Benzene 0.4 1.0 
,·. ' 
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
5-l) Effect of Flow and PoJ.ymer Variables on Drag Reduc_tion 
5-la) Effects of Solution Concentration and Tube Diameter 
on Drag Reduction 
Friction factor measurements for WSR 35 in benzene 
79 
(0.25, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02 and 0.008 per cent) were made in the capillary-
tube flow unit and illustrate the effect of diameter and of concen-
tration. Drag reduction was observed in three capillary tubes 
(0.107, 0.0652, and 0.0328 inch ID) for solutions used in this 
investigation. 
Figure 3 shows the friction factor-generalized Reynolds number 
results fvr the 0.25 per cent solution. No transition region is 
observed, only a gradual departure from the laminar flow curve for 
all the capillary tubes up to the highest attainable generalized 
Reynolds number, N'Re' of 9000. Figure 4 shows the results for 
the 0.1 per cent solution. A small transition region was observed 
in the 0.1-inch tube from N'Re of about 2000 to 3000. No transition 
region was observed for this solution in the 0.06- and 0.03-inch 
tubes. 
The results for the 0.05 per cent WSR 35 solution are shown 
in Figure 5. A transition region is clearly seen in the 0.1-inch 
tube data, but no transition was obs~rved in the 0.06- and 0.03-inch 
tUbes. The data for the 0.02 per cent solution (Figure 6) shows a 
transition region in the 0.06-inch tube as well as in the 0.1-inch 
tube, but still no transition for the 0.03-jnch tube. Figure 7 
shows the results for the 0.008 per cent solution, which is the 
so 
lowest concentration solution investigated in this polymer-solvent 
system. A transition region can be clearly seen in the data for 
all three capillary tubes. 
The results for WSR 35 in benzene show that at a constant 
solution concentration, the transition region tends to disappear 
as tube diameter decreases. At constant tube diameter, the 
transition region tends to disappear as the concentration of the 
solution increases. 
Degradation of the polymer was observed at the highest flow 
rates for the 0.008 pe~ cent solution, particularly in the two 
smaller tubes. The effect of degradation on drag reduction was 
less noticeable at higher concentrations. This suggests that the 
absolute rate of molecular degradation may have been approximately 
the same for all the solutions whose wall shear stresses (or shear 
rates) were of the same_magnitude at any given flow rate. In the 
dilute solutions a significant number of the effective molecules 
were degraded while in the more concentrated solutions, the same 
amolli~t of degradation had a much smaller effect on the drag reducing 
capacity of the solutions. 
Figures 9 to 1~4 show similar results for other.polymer-solvent 
systems of this investigation. The same trends in drag reduction 
behavior as were seen for WSR 35 in benzene were observed for the 
other solutions. Thus for a given tube, a concentration, C , 
c 
exists for each polymer-solvent systen below whictf a transition 
region is observed before drag reduction occurs. Above this critical 
concentration, no transition region is observed. This critical 
concentration can define regions of "dilute" and "concentrated" 
polymer solutions for drag reduction in a particular tube. The 
value of the critical concentration decreases with decrease in tube 
diameter. Thus, the C estimates of Shin and of Simha and Zakin, 
0 
and the dilute criterion C[ '( ]=0. 025 of Walsh which take no account 
of tube diameter are not adequate for predicting this phenomenon. 
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Examination of the data of Hershey (20) for PIBL-80 in cyclohex~1e 
(0.0325-inch tube, 0.3 per cent critical concentration), of Rodriguez 
(37) for PIBL-200 in toluene (0.0325-and 0.0462-inch tube~ 0.4 per 
cent critical concentration) and of Seyer (43) for ET-597 in water 
( 0. 5 -inch tube, 0 .l per cent critical concentration) showed the 
s~~e types of behavior. The transition region disappeared at high 
concentrations, i.e. a gradual departure from the laminar line was 
observed instead of drag reduction occurring after turbulent flow 
was fully developed as observed at lower concentrations. 
Other data in the literature were either entirely in the high 
concentration region and no transition region was observed (42), 
or entirely in the low concentration region and a transition region 
was always observed (13, 37). 
Tables 6 and 7 list the critical concentrations, C , for 
c 
avoiding the transition to fully developed turbulent flow in the 
0.1- and 0.03-inch tub5for each polymer-solvent system studied, 
along with values of Cc['(J in consistent units. Cc[(J is a 
measure of the pervaded volume fraction of the polymer in the 
solution at the critical concentration. 
TABLE 6. Critical Concentrations in 0.107 inch Tube 
Polymer Solvent Concentration [ 1. ] dl Cc[ 1 ]* 
wt. % g 
SR 130 Toluene 0.003 8.0 0.021 
SR 54 Toluene 0.02 5.3 0.091 
SE 30 Toluene >0.6 0.87 >0.45 
PEO coqg Benzene 0.008 13.5 0.093 
WSR 301 Benzene o.oo8 12.7 0.088 
WSR 35 Benzene 0.10 4.5 0.40 
WSR 205 Benzene 0.25 2.5 0.53 
I 
Hydrin 200 Toluene ?>0.3 3.1 >0.79 
trans-PIP 60 Toluene >0.4 2.5 >0.86 
cis-PIP 280 Toluene 0.2 8.4 1.45 
cis-PIP 70 Toluene >0.15 4.0 >0.52 
PIBL-200 Toluene >0.4 4.2 >1.40 
PIBL-80 Toluene >0,2 6.6 >1.14 
*C in g/dl 
c 
TABLE 7. Critical Concentrations in 0.0328-inch Tube 
Polymer Solvent Tube (inch) Weight [ (J dl/g Cc[ (. ]* ,;;.? C (per cent) p 
c 
SR 130 Toluene 0.0328 0.001 8.0 ·. 0;;;007 1.30 
SR 54 Toluene 0.0328 0.003 5.3 0.014 l. 30 
SE 30 Toluene 0.0328 >0.6 0.87 >0.45 1.30 
PEO coag Benzene 0.0328 0.003 13.5 0.035 1.38 
WSR 301 Benzene 0.0328 . 0.003 12.7 0.034 1.38 
WSR 205 Benzene 0.0328 0.05 2.5 0.087 1.38 
WSR 35 Benzene 0.0328 0.02 ll.S 0.079 1.38 
WSRN 10 Benzene 0.0328 >0.4 0.78 >0~27 1.38 
; 
trans PIP 60 Toluene 0.0328 0.2 2.5 0.43 ; 1.50 
t:!')t,-.-; 
cis-PBD 'i'oluene 0.0328 >0.2 3.6 >0.62 11.61 e-..,~-J 
cis -PIP 280 Toluene 0.0328 0.08 8.4 0.58 ; l. 70 
cis-PIP 70 Toluene 0.0328 >0.15 4.0 >0.52 ( l. 70 
PIBL-200 Toluene 0.0328 0.4 4.2 1.40 l. 80 
PIBL-200 ~yclohexane 0.0328 0.2 6.6 1.14 l. 80 
-
PIBL-80 Cyclohexane 0.0328 0.3 3.5 0.91 l. 80 
PIBL-80 \Benzene 0.0328 >0.9 0.82 >0.64 1.80 
PMMA Toluene 0.0328 >0.9 1.7 >1.32 2._1Q) 
Hydrin 200 Toluene 0.0328 0.1 3.1 >0.27 
ECN Toluene 0.0328 0.25 2.5 0.54 2.0 
*C in g/dl en 
c \.U 
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5-lb) Effect of Polymer Chain Flexibility on Drag Reduction 
The flexibility of the polymer chain, (3 
' 
was defined 
and calculated from equation ( 10). Values of ~ are given in 
references (6, 51). For the polymers studied in this investigation, 
values of ~ are listed in Tal;>le 7. 
Table 7 also lists the values of Cc[ (J for the 0.0328-inch 
tube for all the polymer-solvents studied in this investigation 
and comparable data of Hershey and of Rodriguez. This diameter was 
chosen as values of C could be obtained with more of the solutions 
c 
studied in this tube than with any other tube. As can be seen in 
Table 7, the more flexible pol¥mers (polydimethyl siloxane and 
polyethylene oxide) generally show the lowest critical pervaded 
volume fraction, Cc[ l], for preventing fully developed turbulence. 
SE-30 and WSRN 10, low molecular weight samples of polydimethyl 
siloxane and polyethylene oxide, are exceptions to this. The 
reasons for this wili be discussed in the next section. 
Cis-polyisoprene and trans-polyisoprene with the same backbone 
and side chain but different configurations showed different 
Cc[~'(J values. The more.flexible trans-PIP 60 Cf=l.SO, Mv=600,000) 
was more effective than the less flexible cis-PIP 70 ( f=l.70, 
H =700 ,000). 
v 
The values of C c[ l] for less flexible polymers, polyisobutylene 
and polymethyl methacrylate are of the order of 1.0 or more for the 
0.03-inch diameter tube. 
The values of Cc[ (] for PIB L-200 in cyclohexane and in 
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independent of solvent for good solvents. Cornpa~iscn of the sa~e 
polymer, PIB L-80, in a good solvent and in a poor sclvent is not 
complete as Hershey's data for bt?.nzene soJutions of FIB L-80 extend 
only to 0.9 per cent and he did not reach C for -rnis system in the 
c 
0.03-inch tube. 
The variations of C [ ] values for a single value of are 
c 
mostly due to the inaccuracy of C values, because concentration is 
c 
varied by a factor of about 3 for friction factor measurements and no 
interpolation was attempted. Figure 45 shows the plots of versus 
C [ ] for all polymer solvent systems which have definite C [ ] values. 
c c 
5-lc) Effect of Polymer Chain Entanglement on Drag Reduction 
The entanglement capacity of a polymer chain, m 1 , is 
defined as: 
m' = M/M 
c 
Values of M, M and m' for all the polymers for which there is 
c 
data on drag reduction in organic solvents and characterization data al"e 
listed in Table 8 along with rough classifications of their effectiveness 
as drag red11cing agents. For the highest flow rates obtained in this 
investigation more than 50% drag reduction in all the capillary tubes 
is caJ.ssified as good; less than 20% drag reduction in 0.1" tube and 
5096 dr3.g reduction in the 0. 06 11 and 0. 03" tubes is classified as fair; 
no drag reduction in the 0.1" tube but slight drag r•eduction in the 
0.0611 and 0.03" tubes is classified as poor. 
Although polydimethyl silo:x:ane and polyethylene oxide are 
generally good drag reducers as discussed in the previous sections, 
low molecular weight samples of SE-30 (M=3000,000) and WS~ 10 
( M=78 ,000) wer'e not good drag reducers, even though SE-30 and WSRN 10 
possess flexible chains. 
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The molecular weight of SE 30 was in the same range as WSR 205 
(M-400,000) and WSR 205 was a good drag reducer. The values of m' 
for SE-30, WSRN 10 and WSR 250 were 10, 13 and 67 respectively. 
sa 
Thus, the low entanglement capacities of HSRN 10 and SE-30 apparently 
affect their ability to act as effective drag reducing agents. 
This is also true for the ECN and PS samples. The polymer samples 
with m' higher than about 50 are relatively effective drag reducing 
additives while those with m' values below about 15 are poor 
regardless of their [3 value. This provides a guide to the molecular 
weight level necessary for significant drag reduction in ·a give polymer. 
5-2) Drag Reduction Correlations 
5-2a) · Correlation of Dilute Solution Drag Reduction 
The viscoelastic hypotheses assume that drag reduction 
occ,.trs when the characteristic time of flow becomes shol"'ter than 
the relaxation time of the fluid. The relaxation times calculated 
fr•om either Zimm's or- Rouse's theory ,.,rere based on an infinitely 
dilute solution model and are not truly applicable for obtaining 
relaxation times in solutions of moderate concentration. Nevertheless, 
for a given system they seem to give relative estimates of relaxation 
times which allow correlation of drag reduction as shown by Rodriguez 
,.~ 0.2 (f/r vei'sus L 1V/D ). pv 
Rodriguez's shift factor, 1/( 4[ 1... ]-1), was tested with some of 
the solutions studied in this investigation. For SE 30 - toluene 
the shift factor fit the data to his master curve. However, for 
PIP :280-toluene, PIP 70-toluene, trans-PIP 60-toluene, SR 5 1~-toluene 
and WSR 205-benzene, it did not. This could be because of the 
89 
difficulties in chdracterizi.ng the polymer molecular weig~t, or 
because the shift factor is not general. Under either of these 
circumstances, drag reduction data in at least one tube at one 
concentration is required to locate the curve for a new polymer-
solvent system. 
Another \-lay of correlating the data is to plot f/f versus pv 
(V/D)/(V/D) , where (V/D) , a reciprocal flow time, is taken at 
0 0 
the point where f/f starts to deviate from unity. Figure 46 pv 
shows this type of plot for PIP 280 at several concentrations and 
tube diameters. Diameters range from 0.0328 to 1.0 inch and 
concentrations from 0.003 to 0.08 per cent; A similar plot for 
nine different polymer-~olvent systems is shown in Figure 47, 
diameters ranging from 0.03 inch to 2.0 inch. These include the 
data of Hershey for PIB L-30 in cyclohexane, of Rodriguez for 
PIB L-200 in toluene, of Elata, et al. (13) for guar gum in water 
and of Seyer (43) for ET-597 in water. All data fall in a 
:r·elatively narrow band about the mean curve. 
This is a convenient way to correlate the drag reduction data 
if values of (V/D) are known. 
0 
Hershey (20), Virk (50), Fabula (14), 
and Walsh (53) did attempt to predict the onset of drag reduction, 
but their precictions are not accurate enough for practical use. 
Thus, v~lu6s of (V/D) must be obtained experimentally. Table 9 
. 0 
. . 
shows that the values of (V/D) decrease as concentration increases 
0 
for constant tube diame~er. As noted by Hershey (20), the critical 
velocity for the ceviation of f/£ from unity is almost independent pv 
of diameter at constant concentration, and values of (V/D) can be 
I · 0 
TABLE 9. Reciprocal Flow Times at Incipient Drag Reduction. 
Polymer Solvent Concentration Tube Diameter ( V/D) -1 wt. % (inch) sec 0 
cis-PIP 280 Toluene 0.08 1.0 73 
Toluene 0.51 136 
Toluene 0.02 0.1 507 
Toluene 0.008 0.1 563 
Toluene 0.06 962 
Toluene 0'.003. 0.1 881 
Toluene 0.06 1500 
Toluene 0.03 2860 
cia-PIP 70 Toluene 0.15 0.1 440 
Toluene 0.06 921 
Toluene o.os 0.1 690 
Toluene 0.06 950 
trans-PIP 60 Tol'I.Otme 0.2 0.1 635 
SR 54 Toluene o.o8 1.0 34 
Tol1.1ene 0.51 75 
SE 30 Toluene o. 25 0.03 70,000 
PE.O Coag Benzene 0.05 1.0 70 
WSR 205 .Benzene 0.02 0.51 400 
Benzene o.o8 0.1 525 
Benzene 0.06 980 \j,) 
0 
Continued on·next page. 
TABLE 9. Reciprocal Flow Times at Incipient Drag Reduction. (continued) 
Concentration Tube Diameter -1 Polymer Solvent wt. % (inch) (V /D) sec . () 
WSR 35 Benzene 0.008 0.1 358 
cis .. PBD Toluene 0.2 0.1 567 
Hydrin 200 Toluene 0.1 0.1 288 
WSRN 10 Benzene 0.4 0.03 6400 
ECN Benzene. . 0.25 0.06 2320 
PIBL-200 Toluene 0.22 0.51 170 
Toluene 0.1 0.06 1190 
PIBL-200 Cyclohexane 0.2 0.51 545 
PIBL-80 Cyc1ohexane 0.3 0.51 525 













cis~PIP 280 in Toluene 
0 0.08 rl 1. 0'1 . p 
0 o.os ~ 0 ~II . ) 
A 0.02 % 0.1 11 
0 0.008 r1 ,o 0.1 11 ' 
t:: 0.008 ~ ,o 0.06 11 
0 0.00.3 % 0.1 11 
Q 0.00.3 d 0.06 11 /0 
A 0.003 %- 0.0)" 
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o 0.08 % Guar Gum in Water 
~ 0.05 % PIBL-200 in Toluene 
A 0.3 % PIBL-80 in Cyclohezane 
u 0.05 % P~W Goag in Benzene 
~ 0.08 % cis-PIP 2BO in Toluene 
0 0.1 % Hydrin 200 in Toluene 
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obtained for other tubes at a given concentration if (V/D) is 
0 
measured for a single tube. 
Since f/f is a function of both (V/D)/(V/D) and v;o0 ·$_ 
pv o (.., 1' 
the latter two quantities must be related. If we assume that the 
relationship is linear, then (V/D)
0 
is proportional to 11n°·~ 
1 
d V • . 1 o. 2 t7' an 1s proport1ona to D I (. . This dependence of V on 
0 1 0 
diameter is a little stronger than that noted by Hershey (20). 
5-2b) Correlation of Concentrated Solution Drag Reduction 
94 
Plots of friction factor versus generalized Reynolds number 
for solutions at concentrations above C ; Figures 3~ 9, 15, 16, 
c 
.19; 20, 21~ 25.~ 37 and 40,. showed no diameter effect for n'=l.O. 
Figure 48 shows the friction factor - generalized Reynolds number 
plot for four WSR 35-benzene solutions (0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.25 
per cent) in the 0.328 inch tube and for Seyer's ET-597- water 
solutions (0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 per cent) in a 0.5 inch tube. No 
concentration effect is observed in these two polymer - solvent 
svsterns both of which are above C for the tube diameters. However, ~ c 
the Seyer data lie well below those for the WSR 35 - benzene solutions. 
This can be accounted for by the "differences in the conventional 
predicted friction factors, f , for the tlYO systems. The \·lSR 35 -pv 
benzene solutions with n'=l.O have much higher f values than the pv 
ET-597 - water solutions with n'=0.52-0.6 at the same N'Re" 
However, if the rat.l.o f/f is plotted versus N'R as sho>m in 
pv . e 
Figure 49, the data for both systems coincide. 
This correlation was tested \-Tith eight polymer-solvent systems. 
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CMC in water in a 3/4-inch tube (n'=0.53), of Seyer for 0.6 per cent 
ET 597 in water in a 1/2-inch tube (n'•0.52), and of Meter' for 
1.0 per cent Natrosol in water in a 1/2-inch tube (n'~0.35 to 
0.52) are included in this plot. Thus, this correlation is good 
for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids, for both polar and 
non-polar solvent solutions at all concentrations above C and is 
c 
independent of tube diameter. The relationship between f/f pv 
and NRe obtained from regression of all the data was found to be: 
2 
f/fpv = -2.628 + 1.845 log (NRe) - 2.712 (log(NRe)) 
Virk has postulated a maximum drag reduction asymptote, 
f=0.42 N- 0 · 55 , on the basis of data for PEO in water solutions. 
Re 
This asymptOte is plotted on Figures 48 and 50. The deviation of 
his asymptote from these results is generally less than 10 per cent. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Drag reducing polymer solutions can be classified as "dilute" 
or "concentrated" dependi_ng on wehther a normal transition is 
observed in friction factor versus ~eynolds number plots between 
laminar and turbulent flow, ·or whether there is merely a gradual 
departure from laminar behavior. 
A critical pervaded volume fraction of polymer in solution 
C
0
[ ~] can be determined for each polymer for each tube size to 
distinguish betHeen dilute and concentrated soluti.ons. Values of 
C 
0
[ I[] are apparently independent of molecular weight but increase 
with·tube diameter. 
Based on results for polymer in non-polar solvents and 
comparisons of C c[ {] in a single tube, the flexibility parameter 
t~ is a measure of the effectiveness of the polymer as a drag 
reducer. Polymer·s with p values increasi_ng from 1. 3 to 2 .1· showed 
decreasing drag reduction effectiveness. Insufficient data are 
available to determine if it varies with the "good" and "poor" 
solvents. 
99 
The ratio of polymer molecular weight to the critical entanglement 
molecular "''eight, H/H , must c . exceed about: 50 for significant 
drag reduction to occur even with p-:>lymers of low (3 values. 
For dilute solutions, the friction factor 
of all the svstems exa~ined was observed to be 
.· ., 
ratio, f/f , pv 
a function (V/D)/{V/D) 
0 
only. The r>lot of f/f versus (V/D)/(V/D) is a simple way for pv o 
correl~t.ing .the drag reduction data. However, estimation of (V/D)0 
100 
must be obtained experimentally. No accurate procedure to predict 
(V /D) is knO\-m since the available data show no sjmple r-elationship 0 . . 
betv:een it and molecular properties. 
The friction factor ratio f/f was observed to be a function pv 
of generalized Reynolds numbe~"> HRe' , only, for concentrated drag 
reducing solv~nts. This relationship was tested with both Newtonian 
and non-Newtonian fluids ( . to n' =0. 35) with b.oth polar and 
non-polar solvents. The relationship was observed to be: 
f/fpv = -2.92 + 2.018 log(NRe')- 0.297 (log (NRe'))2 
7. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to further elucidate the drag reduction phenomena, 
the following studies are recommended: 
This study should be extended to aqueous systems to determine 
101 
if the same molecular parameters ~ and m' determine the effectiveness 
of polymer additives in polar systems. 
Some of the correlations of drag reducing pipe flow data have 
been based on the estimate of molecular relaxation times based on 
zero shear stress intrinsic viscosities. Intrinsic viscosity of 
a polymer is dependent on shear stress. Therefore, it is recommended 
that relaxation times estimated from intrinsic viscosities measured 
at the same shear stresses as exist in the turbulent flow be examined 
to see if they improve the Rodriguez, et al. correlation or Hershey's 
prediction of the onset of drag reduction. 
It is recommended that the use of /1 as an effectiveness 
measure for drag reduction be tested with higher molecular weights 
of ethyl cellulose and other polymers with low values of m'. 
It is also recommended that the effect of molecular weight 
distributions of the polymer additives on their drag reducing 
effectiveness be studied. 
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.a. APPENDIX 
Capillary Tube Flow Data and Pipe Flow Data 
The following tables are computer print-outs of data and 
results. The column headings are abbreviations possible with computer 
sy~~ols. They are as follows; 
TUB - tube size in inches 
PSI - pressure drop in psi 
FT/SEC - bulk mean velocity in ft/sec 
RE - generalized NRe 
F MEAS - measured friction factor 
DP/41 - D.OP/41 in dynes/cm2 
.;,.1 
8V/D - 8V/D in sec 
F CALC - friction factor expected at solvent Reynolds number 
GPM - flow rate in gallons per minute 
DDPOL D~P/4L 
F - measured friction factor 
ThBLE 1. CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.25 % WSR 35 in Benzene 
HJ8 PSI F TIS f:C F ~EA S f1P/4L 8VIl1-· F CALC DRAG RATIO 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
O.l % WSR 35 in Benzene 
TU~ PSI FT/SFC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.05 % WSR 35 in Benzene 
RE F :1E AS D-P/4L RV/0 F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.?4(3 1.032 858.0 C.Ol902 8.2171 924.1 0.01Ah5 l.Ol9A2 
J)_J 10 7? ~~J--.C~.3:.)_7_f2 __ L_Jl 4 1 r.:_CI_2_._0 0. :J 1 ">C 4 1 n. "15 ti9 1 17 6. 2 a. o 1 't6? 1 • 0 u, -:q 
,0.1072341 0.420~ 1.811 1513.? G.OlG93 14.7206 1629,9 0.01057 1.03339 
0.1072341 0.5762 2.412 2004.h 0.00~35 19.7499 21~~.1 0.0079A 1.04658 
0.1072341 1.00CA 3.?47 26q8.R C.GORCG 34.3011 ?q06.9 C.Oll25 0.71134 
_ O. 1G 7 2 '-' 41 ___ 1. -~?.8 ? __ _ 1-t_,_3 4 5_3.f.J l .• 'i_O_ ._C Cl.7?. 7 55 _,_R_0_5_~ __ 3J3_ s_q_._8_0 ..• .1ll.O 2 9 0 .J..!Jh '+~3c...__.__ 
0.1072341 ?.1791 5.A78 47t9;l C.C0570 74.699~ 5GH2.8 0.00951 0.594lA 
0.1072341 2. 0 541 7.461 6?01.1 0.0044A 101.2514 6679.1 C.OGP8G 0.50R46 
1 0.1072341 4.0854 9.~60 7r62.5 0.00385 140.0~71 A468,6 O.OUR24 0.46706 
_o_._l0.723_41 s_._4..3 .. 6_9_-ll.....!t.S_H _ __252.4 ..... _o._o_..._oi1..3A9 1 R6...3.!t-..5.5_ 1 oz'is. 1 o.oozrn o.'•4r.ns 
0.0652H27 u.RR63 1.H>6 P15.l C.C1Y6~ 22.17(,6 1450.10.0196.3 l,iJIJlJU 
0 • 0 6 5.2..8..21 1 • Vt.L;-L._.2~'4'3 . 1 2...5...6 • 1 0 • i) 1 ? 'i R U.-.1-LI• 4 3 7 7 5 • 7 G • () l 7 7 4 0 • '1 8 7 t. I) 
0.06~2927 2.0471 3.R74 JP95.3 C.OOR3G 51.2090 56Q7.0 O.OOA44 0.9Q434 
.Q.0652R27 3.3473 5.748 2A11.9 0.00624 A3.735~ A4~l.4 0.01111 0.56127 
;0.0652A27 0.5S~4 1.023 500.5 0.03267 13.8950 1504.3 0.03197 1.0217A 
_Q. •. O 65 2 82.1 __ 6 • ..0...7-43--R-3'3 6.__4.08.7_.L-Q •. CO.'l35-_:_l-5l •. q52..')-...-l~'-2 S..1..-6.-0....UtJ-lJ..-9~?----0-..-..53-<JiJ~3....___ 
0.0652827 10.1186 11.G77 5A59.2 O.OU434 253.1244 17612.3 0.008°4 0.4R5~4 
0.0652R27 1~.7870 16.256 7952.7 O.OC16A ~94.9241 ~3905.0 C.OCR22 0.44744 
.0.06528?7 ?3.4761 21.16~ 1C355.9 C.00122 5A7.2744 31128.6 0.00766 0.42116 
..O.....O.O.S..-22...2---3-~'i.-1-C 1 1 2? 7 ~. G 0? ~4 41 1 77 01 • 7 0. 00 7 7 R 0 • 4G 15 0 
o.o32f1?5l- 1.8G47 1.H23 471.5 c.03413___ 46.crss S33CJ.9 o.o3379 1.ocq<J'+ 
0 0 ':\ 7 R Z 5 1._ 2. ~ t; 5 q C) 2 _.. h ) 4 6 l2._,__l_Q_,J2.2_1_' 4 £:-f) .~]..2.2__1...6 4 4 • 8 G • 0 7 3 5 6 CJ • 9 q 8 o 7 -o-:-o-:~f2P.~l ·4·.-<s-753 4,026 J045.Q o.o1~:>e0 I04.G719 11774.8 o.o1'13o t.u32~'+ 
o.o~zsi~l 6.3q03 6.139 1594.9 c.OlJ65 I63.1B<J3 179S5.1 o.o1co1 t.06177 
0.0~28251 10.495R 9.214 73q3.6 0.00777 268.0312 26947.3 O.Ol16A O.Ah47H 
0. 0 3 2 ~?51 1 R. 0 7_5_1_13 ._7_2_1 _ _3_1J_A_4_._4 _C_._Ov_(l(,J _____ _!~ 6 1 • .5 R_5_7_1t_O_l2_8_ • .J._Q._O_L03_4_0__._?_p3.b...5 __ 
-o-.-032A?-5l--?9.-6-~5'5 F~.'t3G 5(:47.4 0.0~:ttn4 7_?8.1372 568?.3.7 0.00933 0.~2961 
0.0328251 30.2851 1g.430 5U47.4 0.005(•4 773.3931 56B23.7 0.00933 0.5401~ 
0.03~~~~1 S0.3617 ?8.293 7149.9 0.00395 l2?6.0A91 82745.7 0.00840 0.47076 Q,!)_j2RZ'=il 74.1188 -17.45_1_ 973Q 1 5 0.00312 1802.777.6 109546.6 0.00778 O.tt2643 
-0.0328251 98.2942 45.670 llH64.0 0.00296 2510.1458 133564.9 0.00739 0.40076 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.02 % WSR 35 in Benzene 
-
TIJr\ PSI FT/SEC RE F MEAS 0Pl4L 8V/ f1 F CALC ORI\G RATI O 
0 .107234 1 0 .1741 0 . ~85 lC71 . 6 G. Cl514 s.o74g R~2.1 0 . 014~~ 1.01395 
-0.-.1.-U.J~~ 1 0 • '{ 36 C 1 • 3 2 3 l 4 3 ° . G ~; • ' ll. l 3 () e 0 lJ 1 3 ll R 4 • t, 0 • Q l ll 2 1 • G 2 2-U 2 
0 .1 077341 0 . 3250 1.764 1~1~ . ~ c . uoAn1 11.1~02 1579 . 5 0 . 00814 1. 0~5A7 
0 .1 072~41 0 . 70C7 2 . 36~ 7~71 . 8 0 . 01~~6 24 . 0 148 211 7.1 0 . 01142 0 . ~24~~ 
0 .1 072)4 1 1.?35C 1 . 223 3510 . 7 0 . 0U9Qq 42.32AQ 2A90 . 1 G.OlL38 0 . 0h247 
.Jl...J.OJ2_34 1 L...JJ"03-~.JJ~b-43.....5-0.....C.OB..l-g:J-__ 6.(l..6J.6.1 3822 ...... 6--(}...iU)...%~-•. -ASF-,!)6 
0 • l 0 7 2 3'tl 2 • "3 7't P. 5 • 5 8'+ 6 0 7?.. • J '0 • 0 0 6 ·~ 2 Fll • 3 9 4 0 4 9 CJ 8 • R 0 • 0 G 8 A 5 0 • 7 2 5 4 2 
0 .1 072341 3 . 3~18 7.376 8021 . 6 C. OC5 18 1l 4 . 54C3 AA03 . 5 O. OOR?O O. h3 177 
0.\07234 \ 4 . 39~9 9 . 300 1 0 11 3 .7 0 . 00420 150 . 66hS 8325.7 0 . 00770 O . S56~0 
0.10723 1•1 ? . 7..0!t..sL..l,.l._..31•'·· 17330 . 5 r: . or374 l9 ') . srq 10l'l7.~ C, 007ll •).511)09 
0 . 0652A2 7 - - , . (420 1 . 07h 686 . 0 O. C214Q 11 . 05 74 15R2 . 5 0 . 02310 t. 00~27 
.J)~_5~..1 __ Q_,_6_1_90 1 . ')19 1)69 . 5 O. OJ?'\1 1'1 .r,nr,7 22Vt.l 0 . ()165(1 1. 00027 
0 . 06~2R27 0.9Q31 2 . 443 155 9 .3 0 . 01024 24 . 0~24 35q3 . 2 0 . 0 10lA 0 . 497~6 
0 , 0652H27 2 . 1457 3 . 6?1 2310.7 O. Ol 0U 7 53 . 6763 5324 . 6 0 . 01182 O. A5251 
0 . 0652A27 3 . 7499 5 . 469 1~Q0.4 G. 00772 91 . 8070 R047 . R 0 . 01040 0 .7~Jijl 
_O_. •J.6S?fl27 _ _ r;_.530C _ _ 7_ ._Q2_~_5_C_5J_._!LQ._0_0..532 l _~,_ ... A3AL_.LL65!t ._6.Jl .• illL9.l.LtL • ...'il.03~1 __ 
0,0652827 8 . 0673 11. 743 7 174 . 6 C. 003Q3 70l . U091 16532 . 4 O. OUR4S 0 . 4h475 
0.061)2~?7 12 . 2496 15.193 °6Q5 .~ 0 . 00 327 3th . 4331 2734 1. 1 0 . 0077Q 0 . 41CJ25 
0. 0652A27 1 8 . 3A~6 7( . 004 12765.h 0 . 002q3 4AG . 0 066 29415 . A 0 . 00725 O. Jq0 14 
_Q-.0..65.2...~?7 2!>..5.3r;l 2') . 017 15Q_65 .1 Q. J t/ ;>61 66 .L796'• 3671lt3.4 O . t!t l 6B5 D . 38102 
0.032B2~1 1.2~1Q 1 . 7 13 5qs .c 0 . 0274~ 3? .7362 5C0~.7 L. 02715 l. 00 10R 
a • o 3 213..25..L--l • 9 s s 9 ~ • 6 2 4 a 9 6 I 3 " I fl 11 a 5 ~.4 1 s 1 6 74 • 1 o • ,-: 1 1 s ~ o • g ·J a 7 r 
0 . 0~?.6?51 3 . 065 7 3 .906 13 34 . 2 0 . 01?h2 7~ . 2~87 1147.~ . ~ 0 . 011QO t . G527h 
0 . 032R?~l 4.7038 5. CJ6q 2C3R i q O. C0829 17.0 . 1224 17457 . 2 O. OU7H5 1. 0~699 
0 . 0~2A2~l 8 .1 3oo 9 . 014 3C78 . 9 0 . 00h29 207 . 8700 26~Al . 5 0.0 10HO 0 . 5R2~1 
_Q._Q.321J25L-l3....73.43-13...22Q__45.l5_. A C. •"1)4.9.4 35!1.-731-4--~5 O. Ou~t.._o. 5123\4 
0.032A71) 1 2 1.4727 ]A . 2ZR 6226 . 3 O. OU4C6 ~48.3503 5330H . 8 0 . 0~?79 0 .4hl~5 
0 . 0320251 38.6438 27. 142 9305 . 2 0 . 00327 ge~ . R5G3 79670 . 7 0 .0078R 0 .4 1537 
0.032825 1 58 . 56o2 36 . 055 12315.~ 0.002A1 1495.6 860 105445.9 0 . 00 73 ? 0 . 3A606 
o.032 B2Sl ao.S671 44.~ha 15257. 9 o.co~~s 2C65 .l0~ 9 lJQ615.~ o . uQ~9J o.J~76o 
TU11 r s I F T /Sf( 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0,008 % WSR 35 in Benzene 
RF F MEAS DP/4L AV/n F CALC ORAG ~~TIO 
0.1072341 0.1696 1.0?1 1l73,q 0~01167 S.R1~0 915.7 0.013e7 0.98586 
0 • l n 7 2-3.-4 1 0 • 2-l 2. C• 1 • 2 () 5 1 lt 6 ('; • g 1J 0 O..U-l-6 7 • 1> 0 7 6 l 1 ') 9 • 4 0 • 0 1 0 g 5 l • 0 l R 9 1 
0 • l 0 7? 14 l 0 • 3 1 6 3 1 • 7 A 4 1 g () 0. 2 0 • 0 G 8 ') 7 1 0 • 8 4 l 6 1 ? 7 g. , 0. 0 Q 8 0 '~ 1 o 0 6 5 R 6 
0.1072141 0,6Q35 2.346 2~46.5 C.G1062 23.7670 2100.3 O.Ollj2 n.93R3~ 
0,107?~41 1.26A7 3.200 3609.8 0.01045 43.4838 2864.9 0.01030 1.01464 
Jl ... l0-7234-L-1. 0 L50---4-.22l-4163.J-G-e--!109-05 & 5-.--63-6-9 31lt0-.--0-0-.--0-CQ-'+9 0. 9-5-'t-+-~-+--3 --
0.1072~41 2.70P3 5.546 6256.3 C.0074? 0~.827Q 4965.2 0.00878 Q.R4562 
0.1072341 3.8241 7.3?0 R257.0 0.0060?. 131.0691 65S3.1 0.00813 0.739R9 
0.1C72141 5.26S4 G,lA7 10~6~.6 O.G0526 1R0.4695 8224.9 0.00765 0.68720 
...O ... -l-0--7.-;~-2.-4 1 7 ... -Cl.l7 -'• 1 l • ;;? (; 5 1 ' h VJ • 6 0 • 0 0 41 6 2--4-7- • 9 l 7 0 1 0 0 3 l. 2 0 • Q U 7 7 7 0 • 6 5 4 Q ? 
0.0652.9?.7 0.4119 1.056 70().7 0.02285 1U.3550 -1')52.7 0.022S5 1·.011fj~ 
_0_._06 '52 8 Ll __ Q_,_D 0 ~.h l • S 7 0 1 0 55_,_l_C~_.__0_1_5 2 2 1 s .2!±.9 I 2 -:~, 0 H • 6 CJ • 0 115 l 6 1 • 0 C '3 3 6 
o.Ob52B27 c.96G7 2.464 1655.9 o.ooq74 24.03?4 36?1.o o.oug66 t.ouAt1 
0.06')2K27 2.35RO 3.646 2450.7 0.01002 5R.086?.. 5361.9 0.01160 O.q4121 
0.06528~7 4.3JRg 5.292 3556.Q G.J0947 107,7909 77K2.2 0.01014 0.91563 
_0_.0652R?.7 __ 6._9_6'5_8 7._850 527'5. 7 O.C(!h96 174.?.556 LL5.!tZ_._q__Q__._ocq_Ll __ !J __ .__I5513 __ 
G • 0 652 R:?. 7 1 t. 510 f-fl-. 04_0_7_4?t~-~-1--u-.-C)C: 53 f-- --t6t. ci f<'H-16234. 6 0. 0 083 7 0. 63 3 7 5 
0.06528?7 ·16.2?02 15.142 1Gl77.1 0.00435 405.7625 22266.7 0.00769 0.56hlG 
0.06S2R27 24.4721 l9.64g 13206.4 0.00190 61Z.1Bq0 ?APg4,5 0.00719 0.54281 
_o_._o_652l'21__3_7_.55_!3JL24~0 ~ 16 '2, 31. n o_&CDS_1__9_3...?_._5_63 0 3 "'~H.S. R a. o<J681 a.· 5 z 45?_ 
0.03?8251 l.259C 1.753 605.2 G.0?575 ~2.1507 5125.8 0.02644 0,973"6 
..O....C).3.2--3..2.51 1. e 715 2. s o4 ~ s s. 3 o. :H-1-SS't 1-;J.-.vl-.~ r. 74 ·J a. 4 o. o 1 ao 7 o. awn:. 
0.0328?51 3.C40? 3.966 1369.5 O.Jl?l4 77.637A 11599.1 C.Ol168 1.03936. 
0.032A25l 4.6?.00 5,q4q 2054.? l.OO~?? 11R.212J 17308,6 0.00779 l.05SO~ 
0.032q~51 1C.360Q A.6o3 ?SS1.4 O.OORA7 764.5872 75336.1 0.01090 0.79574 
__ Q .032 S25L-L7.-L5Al-l2._8fl_.0 __ Ltlt40----L.__Q_._()0.6-?2--4-"'H...Ob.6-7--3J--6.D9. l 0. OC 968 0. 67 7.99 
0.032B25l 27.8901 1q.179 6605.2 C.J0470 712.2053 55945.0 O.OOR65 0.55~71 
0.037.9251 44.5~56 26.R41 92o8.0 0.00189 ll3R.5857 7R49R.7 0.0078q 0.49112 
0,0328251 69.5282 34.352 11861.7 O.G0370 1775.5461 100466,6 0,00739 0.50100 
0.0328251 102.0622 41.563 14351,6 o.o0111 2606.a679 1?1555.7 o.ou704 o.527~U 
HI~ PSI F TIS EC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.25 % WSR 205 in Benzene 
RE F ~EAS 8V/D F Cf\U: DRJ\G Rf\TIO 
o.IC7234l . G.27Ao c.96B 657.s c.cz~oo 9.5299 B67.o o.o2413 1.02125 
.._Q_-LQ..I_2_._1!t..l_0_..3_6ll 1. 2li! __ l3_6.9_"c; (1 , Cl Q7l 1 ?. 3850 1 142.6 O.Ql 847 1 .J.J 304 
0.107?341 0.5042 1.764 llq7,R U.Ol3A6 17.2829 1579.5 0.01336 1.0226') 
0.1072341 0.673? ?.384 1618.3 C.00999 23.07?1 ?133.9 0.00989 1.01047 
0.1072341 G.9A02 3.?~8 2198.1 O~C07A9 33.596R 2R98.5 O.Ol2CO 0.65685 
_0_. 1.072"3/+l~_l_.Lt 1 1t 1 __ 4 ._2_70_2 8_9_9._C_G_._I:;_')_f., '.14 4 B •. 4A7_0_3'Y_2_._6..__Q_._D_l..l0 1 0 •. 59_4.25 __ 
0.1072341 2.1213 5.631 3822.8 0.005~4 72.7078 504C.R 0.01012 0.55745 
0.1072341 3.1T71 7.414 5033.3 '0.00481 107.5220 A637.1 0.00034 0.51'537 
0.1072341 4.4416 9,413 63QC.4 C.GG42~ 152.2330 A4?6.6 0.00973 0.48414 
_O_.._L(_l.2_.3_4j__5_,_8_95Jl 11. 31 8 7A 8 3 o 8 Q.._Q_Q3 . .8 8 20 7. 0 777 1 C 1 3 2 o D 0. 0 08.2..9 0. 46 ]'l 3 
0.0652R27 0.6770 1.01H 429.1 C.0383A l6.811A 1526.6 0.03729 1.Ul9lR 
--0.....0.6..52...8.21- .G.-9.11 1 1 • " 2 '* 6 3 o • o o • n 2 5 1 2 2 r. • ? g 1 1 2 2l• 1 • 6 o • o 7 54 o 1 • o 1 z a 1 
O.CA5?~27 1.5501 2.402 1C?9.A 0.01~37 ~R.7772 3663.9 0.01554 0.9A9ll 
0.0652827 2.3~34 3.823 l53C.3 O.C0995 59.1231 5622.5 C.OlG12 0.98275 
0.0652~27 3.7913 5.6C9 ?31A.1 C.OG742 94.8431 A247.6 0.01190 0.62847 
....0. 06 '3 7 8 7.7----6. 6 5.?. L--S .... 3l.H ..... -3 4.18 ....0-C ... .O C 59 2--l1l f~kl-3 6.-12..2.....3....l ... B-C .·J.l0'_.5-.0-.-5.66.3El...-
0.0652827 11.111R 11.850 4f~7.9 G.00487 ?77.9705 17426.1 0.00941 0.51740 
0.0652Al7 17.1479 16.C79 6645.7 O.J0408 428.9690 23644.4 0.00~63 0.47285 
0.0652q27 24.9186 20.814 R602.7 0.00154 623.3594 30607.4 O.OOR04 0.44008 
. o • D 6 s 2..fl.?_7--l.4.. o l7 s ;> s • 1.c 1 1 c l:. 7 2 • 6 (J -Co 3.1 7 as c • g a :3 6 3 11 <:' ·a. 1 o • o o 1 & o Q • 4 1 o 1 9 
0.03?R2Sl 2.C60h 1.903 4CC.q Q,C30R4 52.62CB 5272.3 0.03991 0.99H07 
_o_..._Q3.zB25 1 2 _9_6_9 3 2 • f. c 4 2L.<:......Q_Jj • o z ru 1 ~ • R 2 6 z 1 f. 1 5 • 5 o • o z 7'> 3 o . 0 q 56 e 
0.032R251 4.5992 3,946 R77,5 0.019~6 117.4505 11540.~ 0.01R23 1.01773 
0.012~251 7.1956 6.020 1340.7 0.01244 1R3.7544 1763?.9 0.01193 1.04211 
O.C32A251 11.~07? 9.064 2015.5 C.COR80 zq1,R59A 2650A.O 0.00794 1.1085~ 
_0_._0}2 P 7 51 19. 38G f, 1 3. 't?.C ;> 9A4. "3 J. \~ 06 76 '-t_9S.., __ L23_1_3_'!2.4_9 .... LO .• ..J.1..0_9_LD .... 62.0~0-t-'6'!--
0 • 0 :12~-2 5"!-32 .• -R·2·3-<f .. "I o ,)79-4)_8_7·.-2-G-.-O-CT'5_5_5--R 1R. 7 2 1•9 563~4. 3 0 • 0097A 0 • ~6 706 
0.0328251 51.7327 26.991 6C07,C 0.00446 1121.101A 78937.9 O.OOAHA 0.50226 
i0.032R251 77.6986 36.755 8C62.1 0.00371 1984.1926 106C31.7 0.00819 0.45163 
_o_._Q32R251 107.5031 46.170 10266.9 O.GC317 2745.3)23 135029.4 O.OQ767 0.41291 
-
·- . -~--- -- ----·-· ·-----------·· 
TU~ PSI FT/SEC RE 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.10 % WSR 205 in Benzene 
F MEA S DP/4l 8V/D F CALC ORAG RATIO 
0 1072141 0.2157 1.G?1 ~37.1 C.8173B 7.392~ Gl5.7 0.01707 1.01797. o:zoz~j41 c.2769 l.3G9 Ilo9.3 o.at362 9.4soq 1112.0 a.01334 r.a210o 
0.1072341 C.3748 1.708 l5A4.6 C.Ol083 l?.R46S 1529.0 0.01C23 1.05948 
0.107?1~1 0.53G7 2.~74 2175.0 O.COR07 18.4967' 2175.5 O.Ol20S O.A70l8 
. 0.1072141 1.C997 ~.238 296~.9 C.OGBR5 17.6910 ?89P.5 0.01093 O.R0948 
_Q .. lG_72..l4~.----l •. 5'.~o2.B __ _IJ. 298 393_7_._Lt~.!J0...7£.4 52..8193 3B!-tJ-.. R-O...O.l-0.0..3-1J_.J-0•-l-].:::J.-9~3--
. 0.1072341 2.1438 5.631 5158.1 0.00570 73.4765 5C40.B 0.00927 0.61495 
o.t07?34l 7.7187 R.c34 et84.7. o.oozsr q3.1654 7ggs.t o.oos1~ o.35ZZO 
0.107?341 3.9195 9.384 P596.9 0.00175 134.3407 8401.4 0.00805 0.46~44 
O.li':7.231tl 5. • .2.491 lL.'tC•2 l(41t5.2 w.CV31•0 17'?...91'2!> 10207.7 0.007~)4 0.44~71 
O.J65ZSZ7 0.561"> 1.165 634.4 C.C/)541 14.0453 11l2.8~0.02522 1.009131 
0 • 0 6 r; 2 f1 .2 7 0 • 7 5 n 2 1 • 5 7 G R 5 5 • O___Q_,_.D_l_3 7 ~ U3.Jt 7 rS 77 2 .H, 8 • 6 0 • 0 1 8 7 1 '1 • 0 0 11 5 -C.06528~7----1~1A9~2.502 1362.5 G.Cl170 29.7631 367R.B 0.01174 o.q9636 0.065?~?? 1.8180 3.74~ 2038.3 0.00799 45.4778 5503.4 0.007R, 1.01769 
O.J652A27 3.1967 5.57f 3C34.0 0.80634 19.QG85 Blql.l 0.010~5 0.5~4la 
_O_._Of 52 g? 7 _____ 5_. 5_1 H~l ___ 8.? AO 4 5 C c;. 6 0. 0 049 5 13 R. 041t 0 121 75_._9__c._._o_o~q_6_4 _ _0_._~_1_3f3_6 __ 
o. Oo5 2M:> 1 g. 1744 ll.-174-64-12 :s-c·:co4t17 ___ ?.fq;s-o4_1}_f __ i 3T4. 4 o. oe>s 7 2 o. 4A 111 
n.JA528?7 l4.249P l5.G7R 8702.1 0.00344 356.4705 23495.4 O.OOR02 0.42R3q O.C65~q?7 22.P.815 2?.131 1?053.2 0.00288 572.3984 32543.6 0.00736 0.39078 _0_._0_'1_52E27___2_9_.25Jt,S_..2....'Lt.5..7!:t___1.3_,<!.2...~_._B o. ')•)_?_7_5 7-~ J ._9355_.3 I6D_7_.._6. o. oc 1r1q o. ':),f3 s ~ 3 0.032H2~1 1.6AS1 1.903 512.9 G.C29?4 41.0~26 5565.2 0.03119 0.937?7 
·..O...il.32 8 2 r; 1 ? • .. 2 l l 2 • 5 c 4 ..c:u .. • 9 0 • i) 2 ·Ct..?. /.. 6 1 • 8 ? 7 7 7 3 ? '2 • 6 Q • 0 2 3 7 1 l • 0 '? 3 4 4 0.037~?51 ~.7q92 3.966 1C69.C 0.01518 S7.0214 115g9.l 0.01497 1.01310 O.G3282~L 5.gqzq 6.129 1652.1 0.01002 153.0405 17925.8 C.0096R 1.034~5 0.132R2~l l0.460Q 9.555 7575.3 0.00770 267.1409 27943.2 0.01142 0.63054 
. 0. 03 2 J25. L-1.8 .•. 1. 9_16.._13 ·-''2-C,___3_6.L1.-4-0.-0 C! 6...1,5____!t1::!-t .•. 6...U...S~3...<12J.._g....._4-.0......-0.-l-0.2-9..-0 .... -6-l .Q.3 .v.U --
0.03282~1 29.2769 18.2ZP 4913.1 0.00554 747.6467 53j08.R O.OOg4Q 0.5RR7l 0.03?R~51 34.7193 24.037 6478.8 0.00378 ~A6.6282 70297.7 O.OOP,69 0.43424 
0.0328?51 47.61?.3 29.996 8CA5.0 G.00332 121~.~774 67725.1 0.00818 0.40647 
0.0328251 63.0074 36.656 9RSO.? 0.00205 1609.0237 107203.4 0.00775 0.3A006 0.03282~1 86.5249 45.269 12?01.8 O.C0265 2209.5908 132393.2 0.00733 0.36167 
TUil PSI FT/SEC 
. CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.05 % WSR 205 in Benzene 
RE F MEAS DP/4L ~V/D F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.19?0 1.001 1001.9 c.at6l4 6.5796 ns6.4 o.01597 l.OllOO 
0 • 1 o 7 2 Vtl u • 7-5? 2 1 .... 3 2 3 1 3 ?it • o r • c-1 2 2 9 a_7.4 B 5 1 1 n 4. 6 o • a 1 7 o a 1 • o 1 7 2 6 
0.1072341 0,3431 1.774 1774,8 C.COQ20 ll.76S6 l587,q 0.00902 1.02063 
0.1072141 0.6496 2.365 2366.1 0.00979 22.26~9 ?117.1 0.01173 O.R35?9 
0.107?141 1.191? 3.1~1 119?.7 O.J09AA 40.8069 2A56.5 0.01068 0.92495 
_Q_._J__C 7234l __ l .. t.8.CJ9_J;. ... 2nl_42n3_.2_D,.ODJ.RS S7 ... 92-23 ___ .3.8.L~--2 O. 00..9.B..!LO .• 80104-
0.107?~41 2.2995 5.631 5634.1 0.00~12 78.A131 5040.R G.OU904 0.67632 
0,107?~41 3.1341 1.?07 7211.7 0.00509 107.471~ 64~2.2 0.00844 0.6028G 
0.107214.1 4.1920 9,3R4 9390.2 C.C0401 143.679~ 8401.4 0.00786 0.5108? 
0 • l C 7 2 3 41 5 • 4-1-L3-l.-l.-...31t 6 ll 3 5 2 • 8 0 • C C 3 5 B 1 8 7 • '3 ;;> 8 3 l C l 5 7 , 7 C Jt C· 7 4 7 G • 4 7 Q 5 7 
0.0652R?1 0.466R 1.C79 653.5 0.0246Q 11.6783 158A.2 0.02~4R l.OGR55 
_0_._0 6 5 2Jl.2J __ G_._6_4._i.5_1_._5._0...L_~~LL.....2_Q.J1U5-, 112 • 1 2 1 •l 2 2 11 • 9 o • o 1 7 5 6 o • 9 9 8 5 a 
0 • 0 h ~.?A? 7 l • 0 3 6 5 2 • 44 6 l 4 R 1 • R C. C l 0 6 6 2 ':i. 9 2 R 1 3 ') q A • q C • 0 1(18 0 0 • q 8 ·74ft -r-
0.0652827 1.9223 3.748 2210.~ 0.00842 4R.G671. 551C,q O.GlJAB 0.70901 
0.0652827 3.6951 5.545 3359.5 0.00740 92.43~6 8154.5 0.01052 0.70293 
... O.Of, S 2 8?.7 __ 5. 4613 __ H.lT9_4_9_5_1+._8 _0_. Oi:J50Z_J 11,_. _ _6_l 71l___l2 C_? _7__,_Q_Q._QQOJ i3_0 .... 5.l?6='-'4,x-_ 
0.0652~27 8.5749 11.749 7117.R O.OG3~? ?14.5091 17277.1 0.00R~7 0.~5134 
0.0652?.27 13.2041 15.952. 9864.2 0.00319 330.31 1A 234~~.2 O .. OC7{W 0.40~55 
O.O~S?R?7 . 20.5bR5 21.770 l28A5.6 C.007RO 514.~]66 31277.6 0.00723 0.38691 
_o_. Ol1.5Lt1 ?_7 __ .1f1 .•. 3 ... 42.5_2.5_._6 Z5_155...2!t_.~_C..L...Q_G2n_6 _ __1 c 0 .•. 0.U.1_3..1.f i3 2. 1 0 • .D..G.6..20 o. 18 51 e 
0.0328251 1.4135 l.RC3 581.0 0.07731 ~6.0975 5272.3 0.02754 0.90227· 
0.032q25l · 2,C545 7--6~''• av~.2 C.OL9.C-!t fi?.4b66 76lt>.5 0,01907 0.99847 
0.037R?Sl 3.26lC 1.996 1287.A 0.012~1 A3.2757 11686.9 0.01?4? 1.0~269 
0.032A2~1 4.872° 6.009 19~6.6 0.00848 124.4396 17574.3 O.OOR26 1.0!6?0 
·o.0328251 R.3057 9,164 ?053.3 C.OC621 ?12.1041 26800.0 0.010q4 0.56785 
D .0328 2 51--14. 302C--l3.420_..!t 325 •. L ... .O.-OC1t fJ9 ___ 16? .2 322~3.0?. ... 4q .... 1t-0. •. 0.0 ... 9.7-6.-i.).....5..i-l2~3--
0.03?A25l '3.6129 lq.n?9 6132.6 0,00410 AC3.0037 5~65?.0 0.00883 0.46403 
0.0328251 38.162C 26.040 H3Q2,0 O.OC354 S74.5A7g 76155.4 0&00810 0.43664 
O.C3?R?51 5A.R088 ~4.~53 11732.3 G.G0304 1501.A04~ 1Cl93l.1 0.0074Q 0.40586 
c • o 3? a 2 s J ~..? • 7 5 3 5 4 4 • a 6 a 1 4.1~') o • o o ? 5-S----2-W;t..?. ..... ~ 2 1 H 7 2 1 • 6 o • (W 1 'J 2 o • 3 ~-, 7 7 o 
0.032PZ51 34.7193 24.037 7746.4 O.OG37~ 88h,6?P? 70297.2 0.0082H 0.4561P 
0.03?A?~l 47.6123 ?g,Qq6 9666.9 0,00337 1?15.~774 87725.1 O.OC7HO 0.42641 
0.0328251 61.2926 36.6~6 11Rl3.1 C.002Q6 1616.3059 1072C3.4 0.00740 0.40012 
_0.0.32.82 51 _86. 5249 ... 4.5 .2.6...9..-l4.58..9 .... L.O...D02-65 __ .....22G9 .• 5 908_...1323.93 . .2.......1.1 • .0.0..7..0 ... 1~2863---
TUR PSI FT/SFC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
Oo02 % WSR 205 in Benzene 
RE F MEAS nPt4L 8 VI 0 F CAl C f) RAG R AT I 0 . 
0.107?141 0.1812 l.CCR 1CR4.1 C.C1~04 6.2112 ~C2.3 0.01475 1.019~2 
_o_.J._Q]_2_2!!l __ O-t.2 !+.D 0 1 .3 ~-~3.1:t • 2 C'oJJ.lL4 0 8. 2 2 5 7 1 l 9 ~. C; c • a 1 1 1 6 1. r; 2 1 4 9 
0.1072141 0.323C 1.781 1Gl6.9 O.C0859 11.0714 1~94.6 G.OOR15 1.02q62 
0.107?341 0.7130 2.393 2575.4 C.01050 24.4~80 2142.3 0.01142 0.91052 
0.1072~41 . 1.2666 3.?1q 3464.2 0.01011 43.4107 ?881.7 0.01042 O.YR8R5 
_0 • _1_07 234 1 __ 1_. P? _76 _,+ ._?_1 0 __ 4 5<)_5_.'• __ c_._o CR _4 ') ___ 6? • A__3_Q 0 __ 1_~_? 2_. _6_0_ .JLC~9_5_9_Q._[l P ~5_8 __ 
0.1072~41 2.5569 5.~?1 6C49.7 G.006A? A7.6361 50~2.4 0.00AB6 O.f69R6 
0.1072341 3.5471 7.367 7928.3 0.00551 121.5757 65Y5.1 O.OOR?2 0.67015 
0.1072341 4.8012 9.1?8 1GC39.1 0.00465 164.5610 8~51.0 0.00772 0.6G276 
_O ... .li")12J.ll ___ 6 .!0.t1-'__l_l_._26_l_l2_Ll9_ .. _7_Q_J)_(':...4.20 2? 1 • 2 G6 'J, 1 ()(JR] • 6 0. QO 73 5 0. 58 4 2° 
0.0652P27 0.4438 1.101 711.1 C.J2251 11.1021 1610.7 0.02250 l.OU06l 
0.06'>2i3?J--0.....62.73 l.'l62 }OG8.7 ,-;,01582 l5~S 1?-7.ll7..4 0.01586 0.997lti 
0.0652R27 1.0007 ~.~lq 1626.6 O.CC970 25.0336 37G4.9 0.009q4 0.98641 
0.065?8~7 2.471( 3.6Q7 2386.8 0.01113 61.Pl42 5416.3 0.011A9 0.9~1~3 
0.065?A27 4.4704 5.343 3449.4 O.G0964 lll.A30J 7R~6.6 0.01044 0.92345 
_Q • .D 652 327-----1-.5 282 ___ R. 05/ __ c:; 19 R. 6_ O. 001.15--lBB. ... 3? I)J ___ Ll-B!t.C. .. B--0-.-.00.9-2-5__n__._7-V.34--
0.C652921 1C.9955 11.445 73RG.2 O.OC517 ~7~.G~CB 16830.~ O.OORJB 0.61620 
0.065?8?7 15.S36~ 15.699 10135.6 C.00~9A 3"R.659~ 23GA5.8 O.OL770 0.51686 
0.065?A?7 ?4.2637 20.915 135C3.2 0.00341 6C6.Q761 30756.~ O.J071~ 0.47774 
0 , 0 6El21l.?J_?..4._'ib 1 A-2-,4....-Q 4.1 l 6 1 C 2 • 'i 0 • 0 C--V• 2 8. 6 4 • 5 8 l 3 3 fl 6 7 f. • 7 0 • C 04 H :~ 1,). flO (U 8 
0.032~2~1 1.2603 1.7?3 ~GR.5 G.J266R ~?.1A47 503R.0 0.02671 0.9Q820 
_0_. 0.J?-Ji.~_·5_1 __ 1_._f~!)_l? __2_,_5..5!t __ p, P_7_d_I.::_._O_L7_<]_5 1+L_5.JlJJ5 7'r6 9. 1 C. 01 ~03 0. 'l9 ?3 7 
O.G~?R?.Sl 3.0827 4.C?h 1398.9 C.Ollqc:; 78.7242 11174.~ C.Oll44 1.04467 
0.032B2Sl 4.17Rl A.C6Y 7lCR.R 0.00815 122.032R 1775r.l 0.01217 0.~6097 
O.O~?P2~1 Q.l520 Q.014 3131.9 0.0070R 233.7149 263~1.~ 0.01075 0.6~84A 
o. o '3? P? ~ 1 1 6. 5o 31 1 3. o? o 4 ".? 3. R o. 00612 ___ 4_?.1._4 5 6n_J_s_o_77_._7 __ o_.~'2Q_~hJ_o_._6.3_?o'--"'·'--
-o. 0 32 R.?? 1--2 4 ;4 70 6--1 n: 6ZA--64-72 ;5-- ().-004 1t3 6 ? 1t. <JCH\7 5~4 HG. 1+ 0. OOf. 70 0. 50 q4? 
0.0328251 1A.l620 26.04G gQ47.6 C.OC154 q74.~67a "76155.4 0.00794 0.44557 
0.032R251 58.9846 34.4'53 11970.7 0.00312 1'506.2939 100759.4 0.00737 0.42356 
_Q_.Q328,~'51 85.83ll43.466 15102.5 0.00285 ?102.043•) 12712).0 O.Q0694 Q.41101 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
o.OOB % WSR 205 in Benzene 
----··------ ----·--·------- -----·-·-- . --------··-··- ·--
TUR PSI FT/SEC . PE F MEAS DP/4L BV/D F C~LC OR~G RATIO 
0.1072~41 0.1515 G.920 109R.R 0.01530 5.?617 R23.3 0.01456 l.OS11G 
0.1Q7?341 0.2025 J.lf32 l412.R C • .Ql2?J f:.C'14C2 1058.6 0.()]1'13 J.07EJ . .._? __ 
0.107?341 0.2q43 1.670 lS05.9 G.C0A59 9.7452 149~.4 O~OGRO? 1.071Al 
0.1072341 0.68Q? 2.11R 276g.5 C.0108Z 23.6210 2075.1 0.01116 U.9ARqA 
0.1072141 1.277A 3.1(')1 3A1~.3 C.Ol05R 43.7975 285h.5 0.01C11 1.044RR 
0. 1 Q 7 2 'l, 4.1 _ _2._Q_8_6_.3__.!t .. 22 3 5 ()L. 5_._7 (). C G q 8 r, 7 l • '1 Q.1.L 3 7 n C_.__6 0. G C.93..3 . .....L.05IltL_ 
0 • 1 0 7 2 3 1-tl 3 • 1 0 Vt 5 • 54 6 6 6 ?. 6 • 7 G • 0 0 8 5 1 l 0 6 • 3 6 g 3 4 9 A 5 • 2 0 • 0 0 R 6 4 0 • 9 H 4 6 5 
0.107?341 4.47~1 7.311 A734.7 0.00706 1~3.3134 6544.7 O.OOA01 0.880~6 
0 • 1 0 7 2 'l 4 1 '6. i 1 8 9 9 • 1 7 R 1 ('; g 6 6 • G 0. 8 0 '1 1 3 ? C g • 7 2 4 S tl 2 1 o. 5 0 • 0 0 7 5 4 0 • R 1 ?. 21 
(). 1 0 7 /")·...4..1---B • (' 3? 2 1 ) • ) Q 2 1 ·; 7 f1 4. 6 C. 0 i""· 5 r:; 0 2 7 5. "Hi 2 5 9 0 3 8 • H n • Ofl1..1JL . .0.....26.5r:-:::5-!-')--
0.C'6'52R~7 --~).4363 1.120 (J.Q3.G C.0210R lO.q26f> 166C.7 0.019~3 1.0'5781 
0.0652n~7 0.58AO 1.'5?7 1085.6 0.015~5 14.7~11 2245.3 0.01474 1.05431 
u.0657.H2 7 G.9~t,C ··z-.4llO 1 7C6. 7 u.Cl1ITIJ '· 3.414·+ .. ')T•T;-9---;:r;IJ(Jq)"Tl.-:-C.6-G4j-
0.0652B27 ~.5451 3.748 2~64.5 0.01115 63.6671 5510.8 0.01130 0.98729 
O.C652A27 4.6455 5.343 379R.7 0.01002 116.211q 7856.6 0.01014 0.9977R 
0.0652~27 7.Rl6Q 7.000 5617.1 0.00771 lG~.54~0 11Al7.4 0.009C5 U.R~16R 
-o·~-Ofi5?.B 2T-:-T7 ~-lfi 7 R-1 I ·;21Tr <ns-;;r;-c; J0'5Q 5~ ~"Jit .• ""lFrHZ~ 6·4a5;2---c• .-o 08?. 1-0.72 4fl5" __ _ 
O.C652R~7 18.46Rl 15.091 10730.1 0.80499 461.9949 ~219~.2 O.OU75R 0.65799 
0.0652q?7 ?9.15AG 20.0~4 14?5R.A O.CC446 729.411~ ~(')490.~ 0.00705 0.&3319 
0.065?~27 40.0283 ?.3.751 16R87.1 G.OC/417 1001.'->401 Vtq?6.o 0.00675 O.A4flT2 
o. o 3 2 p? '51 1. R:J sr---z:-664--s·o-4·.-4 o. o 1n 6q---1;9-~-r 3-9u i7(i··c.3--0-:()-i76.9 ~o·.-;.;;;;:3o--
a.rnz~?sl 2.9449 3.S46 J33Q.7 c.JJJss 7!J.?043 11540.5 o.ill 104 Q..3CII+rw 
0.032R251 5.C715 6.109 2074.1 O.OOR54 l2Q.5121 17867.2 0.00771 1.10666 
o.o~zgzsi 11. 0 127 A.693 2951.3 o.G09oc 304.21~1 ?~4?4.2 c.o1095 0.90485 
O.J1?8?51 20.2572 12.810 434A.8 C.G0776 S17.31CR 37462.6 0.00974 0.7961)9 
_0_~32.Et25 .. L..JLJ61 5 18...£.18 61 ~.L3__1"'..u...D.G61 2 .132.L..lQ98 S2e6.9_.3_0 .. ..D..OB..83 __ u_.]UOA.:S __ 
Q.012R?51 40.2104 24.938 8466.4 0.00407 1257.1990 72913.4 0.00808 0.61~60 
O.OJ2A2~1 74.5410 33.151 11254.5 0.004?6 l9C1.5R06 96Q51.6 0.00749 0.56~Q3 
0.0328251 112.4?81 4G.862 13R72.6 C.~0423 2A71.0A23 119505.4 0.00710 0.5q612 
Q.032S251 1.3528 1.903 646.0 Q.~2347 34.5465 5565.2 0.02477 Q.94773 
--
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.05 % WSR 301 in Benzene 
TU~ PSI F1/SEC RE F ME~S OP/4L AVID F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 c.?901 1.ocq 711.5 o.G2~?l 9.A017 903.1 o.o2249 I.0321A 
0.107?341 0.3554 l.3C4 920.0 0,~1761 \2,\8~6 1167.8 0.01739 l.Ol?B4 
0.1072141 0.4905 l.AZ1 1284.0 C.0124A 16.R100 162G.9 0.01246 l.D0139 
0.1072341 0.7060 2.406 1760.~ O.C0955 24.1Q74 22J4.A O.OOQCQ 1.05124 
o.l072141 1.1101 3.~13 254~.2 c.oo76? 40.4145 3234.5 o.o1146 o.66~27 
_o. Hl7234l--2.1774 ___ 5 ._17 L-'3 61~6. 9_il.£C68.J __ J_4.I)2_9_?+__.4n2-<J_.J_----O.-.Jll-U-2__b__0_..._66 90 l 
0.1072341 -, 3.651A 7.121 5023.6 C.C06G7 125.1~55 6376.6 0.00934 0.6495A 
0.1072341 4.945? 9.272 6539.3 0.004A5 16~.4096 A300.5 0.00867 0.5S936 
0.1072341 6.1q47 11.4C2 8041.8 O.CC402 212.3205 10207.7 0.00819 0.49044 
0 • 0 6 52 P,? 7 C. h S 1 0 1 • C 4 3 '1 6 7 • 0- G. 0 3') go 15-. 0 :n 6 11) 3 4. 1 0 • 0 3 4?. 6 0 • 9 fJ 1 H R 
_o~ .. D n 5]_~? 7 0_._~5 __ _3_1_1_. 't4_6 __ 6_4_w~[',__._!1? "i 12 21. v~6J 21 7 6. 1 (L •1 24 7 7 1 • n 1 61 8 
:1.06':12'1.?7 1.2127 2.CH9 ct.V'i.l 0.1)171 1) 30.31'57 3C71.9 0.01711 ·o.Y<J952 
O.C6528~7 l.R509 3.076 1177.1 0.01204 46.3017 4524.1 0.01162 1.03590 
0.0652827 2.7418 4.305 1926.9 C.G0911 6R.5886 · 6330.0 0.00810 1.0<J671 
0 .I) 6 52~~ 7 4. 4 g 58 6. 07 7 ? 7 20.? 0. 00 7 tt8 1 12. ?.1 52 A 0 3 6 ,!t_Q_.Jlll22.____D__._Q_p~~J:__l_ 
-·o. ·) 6'52.K 2 7----7 ~- 6-5 7_3 ___ R .-685-3 135 7 .6-C-.-uO-(l-(f')--1 111 ;5_5_3:~-Ti771. 7 0. 0 ll)O 7 0. n2 039 
0.065?R27 l1.R252 12.255 54R5.R 0.00485 295.8179 1A021.9 o.ooq11 0.53181 
0.0652877 17.274R 16.307 7299.? G.GC400 432.142R 23G79.5 0.00841 0.475?9 
_o_. __ o __65.l.fL?J_2.J_.__ui8_R__2_o__. __ 6_6 2 92 4_tt....L_O_._a_I.L:r3 4 ".no. tJ.'16'+ 10 3 B4. o c. oo1s 9 o. 42113 
0.0652R?7 31.3507 2~.600 1145R.Q 0.002q4 7~4.?Al7 37644.8 C.00746 0.19492 
() • 0 3 2 8 2 51 l • 9 1 G 4 1 • <):; 3 4 7 7. 2 0. 0 31 4 7 It 8. 7 .9 6-l- -- 5-7 1 1 • 7 0 • 0 3 3 5 3 d • 9 3 8 6 3 
..0.....032S2 !:) 1 2 • 5 8 2 c 2.......5-1 4 !> 2 9 • c 0 • f) 2 4 4 9 6 5 • 9 3 6 6 7 5 ') 7 • 7 c • J 2 ? 4 4 0 • '] 6 2 '5 b 
0.0328751 3.7772 3.4RO R50.5 0.01959 96.45R1 10178.5 U.018R1 1.04140 
0.0328251 6.0891 5.4CP 1321.6 0.01308 155.4975 15816.9 0.01211 1.080~5 
0.03242~1 9.775? R.C8? 197~.0 O.C094G 249.6307 23637.5 0.00810 1.1605~ 
-0. 0 3 2 R?. 5 L-16 .!d B-'t--12_. 2 L g__2 9_R 5 _..P-C-.J) 0691?-----41-Cl.-1-.S-% ·~ 5 7~14~-S--O....-iJ.-l-0.9-1-0--. . .6-3--4-.:3-Q-_ 
o.o12B~'l1 25.~035 16.625 4C62.6 c.oo~Ao 651.2639 48622.3 o.00994 o.sa~19 
0.032R2~1 37.318A 22.194 5423.4 0.00476 953.0C~A 64907.9 0.00914 0.52672 
0.03?.8251 53.8651 29.34~ 7170.A 0.00393 1375.5554 85821.3 O.OOA45 0.46490 
0.;:.37.8?51 72.5142 37.0?7 9055.2. O.CC.332 lRSl.RCOQ lOR375.Q Q.·;}Q793 0.41Al(:, 
0.0328~51 90.0928 43.366 10597.1 0.00301 2300.7061 126828.0 0.00761 0.39~52 
TU~ PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0. 02 % l•fSR. 301 in Benzene · 
RF F MEAS RV/0 F CALC D~AG RATIO 
.0.1072141 C.lR34 C.862 793.1 C.C20RG 6.2873 772.1 0.0201R 1.03080 
_f)_._LW. _}4_l __ o..JD_7±_o_._a..F_l __ su_._n_o_,...Qll.n 9 1 • 10 91 r 1 1 • a a • o 1 1 1 4 1 • o z so 3 
O.lv72341 0.2743 1.312 1206.4 0.01344 Q.40l3 1174.~ 0.01326 l.u1323 
0.1072141 0.3855 1.n~4 1695.7 o.CC 0 56 13.2114 1650.9 c.00944 1.01301 
0.107~341 C.5694 2.553 2347.2 0.00737 19.5173 2?R5.2 0.01176 0.62AB5 
0 • l C7 2 Vtl 0 .9f>? 7 1. 1:-41 3 3'~R .3 0 •. )0612 l2_,_~_25_7 __ 3_2551__._7_G_._QJS)5__3_Q_._'l_B_l_j _ _,7 _ 
-o-.T07"1V~T---r.-6-27G-t;.2f1:<--4~t 0 i3-~iJ-o-.-JJf)b4 55.7654 4671.2 o.rJQ047 0.51222 
O.tG72141 2.6d9l 7.179 6A01.6 0.00440 q2.169B 6427.0 O.OOA65 0.~08~R 
0.1072341 J.9R71 9.3C9 H~60.5 C.C03A8 13b.656R R334~2 O.OOAOS 0.4RlA? 
. 0 .10:7..2.1~--L_S_. 37_3__l_ll_d_g_{_L0__5_h_.?_L5_QLC_(\j~ 3 l R4 ._L6 2 'i 10 2 8'3. 3 0. OC 7A 2 0 .tt508 f3 
0.0652827 0.5341 l.lh5 67~.4 C.G2423 13.3601 171Z.R 0.02370 1.01964 
0. 0 6.5_;)_.3.2 7 G .... -1-2.B-1-l_.6-C.-8.-_9,? ..9 .... 5 0. G l 73 3 l R.? l 51---2] 64. 1+ 0. 0 l-7 21 l • Jrj 7 0 3 
0.0652A27 l.C176 2.3C~ 133~.1 ~.01203 25.95~9 33R8.4 O.Ol2Gl 1.00134 
o.o6~1R27 1.6471 3.4RQ 2017.1 o.oog33 41.2041 5131.0 o.oo1~1 1.04973 
0.06~?877 2.935A 5.105 306~.7 O.J0642 73.441Q 7AOO.A 0.01082 0.59359 
--0~.0 6 52R2.7 _ __ 5 ..33!t.6_.B_ • .f.JLL-'t.66 9. •. 6_0.DD5D.B-1.34 .• _7 Ol.?--l-11L7-B .. -'~-O...Cl095-4--0 ... .S3.2-2~5--
0.0652827 9.0926 11.673 6748.? 0.00411 227.4~91 17165.4 O.OGR60 0.47174 
O.Oh52R?7 15.21~9 16.649 96?4.6 Q.COJ3A 1H0.63R4 244A2.2 0.007Al 0.4328? 
0.065?8?7 22.~l20 ?1.928 12676.7 0.00287 ~61.1538 32245.7 0.00726 0.3Q534 
o. 'J 65 2 s 21 :2~2...asl.4-7-Ll...-2C 1 l5l so. s._c....Jc 2 67 ---:JA.'+.-1-566 1a? 3 u.s o. n vo9 4 o. 38 547 
o.o3z~zs1 1.s223-- 1.873 SBc.o o.o2121 3A.A742 ~477.3 o.o21sH G.9BB4R 
__Q_,_Qj _2.£]_'?j __ ?_~-Q.~_3_?___2_._0~0 4 P 0 6 • ') 0 e.-'ll3~ (i lli 1t 6 Q!~ • 5 0 • 0 19 A 4 0 • 9 7 7 71 
0.03lq25l 3.6246 4.CS6 1?56.2 O.J13~4 92.5617 11A62.7 0.01?74 1.0H67~ 
. O.O~?R?~1 5.5304 5.9C9 lR~O.l C.UQ~05 141.220? 17281.4 0.00874 1.138?1 
Q.03~q251 8.6775 q.491 263C.3 0.007~6 2?1.5977 24A18.4 0.01134 0.66636 
0. 0 3 2 P, 2 51 13. q 4 3 6 1 2 • 1 6Q 3 76 P.. 7 G. OQ~~} __ ~_5_~._0_7_~_~_1_')_5-'I}_B_._O_(J_LQlCU_Q_0_._5_ttz_Q_7::---­
- o·. o·3lR2 ~ r-2-1 ;2-2 r1-1 {;·.-6-2"5-ST4·9--.-0-Cf.~:f04 R 2 54 l. 9409 4~6 22. 3 0. 0097 F. 0. 5199 2 
0.032~~51 32.4942 22.134 6855.0 0.00417 829.8059 64732.1 0.00856 0.4~687 
0.0328251 46.7989 28.994 8979.7 0.001')G 1195.1055. ~4796.1 0.00795 U.439R3 
· 0.012EP5l___6 1h_QJ9C· 36.-t..5.2.LU2ZJ.6 0.003Jl.l) 1660.90')8 10691(1.5 0.00748 0.40886 
-o~03z82-~l A6.6l99 45.970 14237.3 o.oo258 2212.0176 134443.6 o.oo7o5 0.36530 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.008 % WSR 301 in Benzene 
- -·· 
TU~ PSI FT/SrC 1~£ F MEtiS OP/4l 8V/D F CALC !H~AG RATIO 
0;1072341 O.l7R3 O.S76 1041.1 C.Ol578 G.l\00 873.7 0.01537 1.02701 
J)_._lJ)2?-_}_~_l __ 0_,_]3_?~309 1~96--L-'L.0..01172 8.1h75 1112.0 n.f)J Jtt6 i .02334 
0.107?~41 0.3415 l.rlc 1°62.1 C.OOA5l 11.7046 1646.7 C.OOB15 1.04377 
0.1072141 o.5562 ?.543 211z.q o.oa725 19.0645 2276.8 o.o1123 o.64~5? 
0.1072341 0.9381 3.~13 3854.1 c.oo606 3?.1~15 3234.5 o.o1o1o o.6C016 
_0_._1_0 72J 41_1. ~~)_3"3 ____ 5 ._15 C_5 53 5._~_0_._()0_47j __ ______3_L._5_? 3_R __ t+_6_4_6_._()_0u._Q_0_9_0_()_0_.5_Ll_Cl_D,_____ 
0.1072~41 2.41So 7.156 7633.2 G.CG39R A2aq0~? 6406.0 O.OUA31 0.4791H 
0.1C72341 3.5732 o.272 9Hoo.6 0 •. 00'~50 122.4712 R3C0.5 0.00775 0.45227 
c.1Q72341 4.86~8 11.46R 12233.1 o.oo112 16A.9122 1G266.5 o.oo733 o.4?6uo 
0.06'12fP7 0.4tt5't 1.0R!J.. 6S7.9 C.-r.z:nz 1-1.14?G . 1601.1 0.02293 l.0GR54 
_Q..._i! 55 2 B ?.2 iJ • 6 43.9 J • 5 n 3 1 C l-!-1- • 3 C: • 'J l~-4-.-1-CJ>...l--~ 1? 1 • 2 0 • 0 11) 11 1 • 0 (' 3 i 4 
:0.0~~?~27 O.q227 2.2R9 1467.1 C.Q10R4 ?3.0A27 33A6.l 0.01091 0.99384 
.0.0652827 1.5llP 3.494 2239.6 0.0076'2 · 37.A1Bl 51_18.5 0.01193 0.63856 
0.06528?7 ?.6915 5.117 3408.2 0.00586 67.3312 7819.4 C.0104R 0.55927 
__ Q .. .O 65?. 82 7 ___ 4 •. 91Lt£ __ Jt.J D.3.__5 L03. ... 4 ___ Q..l}u.4.6.l---122 • ..94B2--Ll.9.15 ... 3--0-...0-U-9.-2b--0-.-4-9-1-4-3-~..~-0--
. 0.065?R27 8.3024 11.622 7449.2 0.0017A 7C7.6006 l7C91.U O.OOR17 0.4521q 
0.06528~7 14.0862 16.2Rl 10435.4 C.OOl?7 352.17~4 21942.2 0.00764 0.42~04 
o. o A sz H 2 1 2 o. ~ 5q 9 ?.1 • 64 9 13 e 16. o o. no z 11 51 6. :~ 2 3 5 31 B 3 6. 1 o. J u 11 u o. 3!1 2 31 
-O-.. C6.S2-112.1-.2.2..-41131 25.827 165'13.9 o.oe-~53 h.-115.SU'O 37fl79.9 o.or:.o7o o.11256 
0.0328?'>1 1.4327 1.923 649.9 ('.024Jil 36.5875 'J623.R C.024h? 0.913A74 
p_._0_3_2J~2_5_l __ L._2_5__?2.__2_J-.34 R9_Q~? O.tH171 49.'7104 770-3.4 0.01797 0.9~'205 
o.032B25l 3.022b 3.646 1212.0 u.01479 77.1886 10661.8 u.Ol299 1.10021 
G.03282~1 4.7656 5.408 1R27.7 0.01J?4 1?1.700~ 15816.9 O.OOR7S 1.16936 
0.032R2~1 7.3749 7.642 25A2.5 0.007g3 1AR.3J19 2214B.7 0.01141 0.69554 
0 .03_2 ~ 2 5_1_1_1_._3_0 2_? __ 9_._~_1_5_3 215. 4 c. ')_a_IB4 __ 2B_B_._t-2f14____2_"lli2.6_._Q__Q._Q_LC_6_6_j)_.]_'3~~· 5L1:7,-L-2 __ 
0.03?.8251 16.5q7'• 1'+.322 4-fr4·o-.-i-o-.-,JO'JOR 423.R5C1 41885.5 o.0091t4 o.538~s 
0.0328?51 23.650R 1A.478 6?44.7 0.00415 603.971?. 54041.1 O.OOP7A 0.49~41 
0.032R251 34.91Q3 24.037 8123.1 G.J03RO 891.7354 70207.2 O.OUR17 0.4A477 
.0_._03_] B_2_5_1._4_IJ_9_7: q 2 9 • 11t 5 1 c 0 52 • '· (j • t) 0 3 3 -, 1 21 0 • 4 ()It 5 R 6 <) 9 2 • 9 c . () G ]7 2 0 • 4 3 617 
o.o3zqz~l 62.0234 36.155 1221R.6 c.oozgs 15R3.R958 105738.9 o.oo733 u.406'JB 
0.0328251 83.7364 '•4.368 1.4994.0 0.00267 2138.3823 129757.1 0.00696 0.38412 
TUB PSl F TIS EC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.003 % WSR 301 in Benzene 
RE F ~fhS OPI4L AVID F CALC DR~G RATIO 
o.l0??l41 0.162° o.~oz q66.6 o.nt778 ~.5R25 708.1 o.01655 1.04~96 
·Q.J0723ttl n.22li 1.2~8 l3l,3.5 0.-'HliV 7.s:~?t• ll25.8 O.Oll73 l.OC?~t> 
0.1072341 0.307? 1.717 1862.0 C.SJ87B 10.528q 1537.4 Q.OOA59 1.02214 
o.lJ72341 c.70l9 2.365 Z5b4.l G.01058 ?4.0575 ?117.1 o.o1143 o.~756l 
0.1077341 1.035~ 3.050 l306.o O.CG93Q 15.4879 2730.4 0.01057 O.RA785 
_ 0 _._l 0.7 2 Jlt-1--1 .3 9£L"/ ___ .J ._.<?Al-42.7 3....5-.il...D-Dl-5.9 4 1...-.94.Ql_____35.2.J3. ... 6-C.....0-09.1-Q-D--..L152-4*---
0.1D7214l 1.7587 4.875 52R6.0 0.00624 60.?796 4364.5 0.00°21 0.6775° 
0.1072341 2.3037 6.25G 6776.6 O.OG497 73.9584 5595.3 0.00859 0.~7915 
0.1072341 3.004~ B.12A 94b2.A C.90133 102.9888 7Rl3.3 0.00784 0.42472 
o.L072Vt-l 4.1591;.... CJ.r)47 1Ct...6o.o c.oc·~11 1'•2.?681 8636.6 o.oo764 o.4 9 15A 
0. 1Cr7? 34 1 ~. 6 '3'n 11 • ? 61 12? 1 c. 1 o. 0 0 3 7 5 1 9 ~.? 7 c:: 3 1 o c 8 1. 6 u. 0 o 7 :~ 3 0. ? 1 1 3 0 
0.0652827 0.3710 0.934 616.7 0.02615 9.2Rbl 1374.0 0.0?594 l.JUR09 
_O_.,_Q..:~5 ?..:~._2_7 __ Q_._i_9_4L _ _l~'if'L.7 go4. 5 l'. QJ..D!J.h L4..J 179 2 21 '5. 5 (). o 1 60q o. '-l9 792 
O.o6~2~~.q4sG 2.4~8 1609.~ c.uo0B~ Z3.760A 3~R5.R u.ooog4 o.oH90? 
0.06~?.827 1.9937 3.570 215n.6 0.00963 49.87~1 5?50.2 0.01174 O.R1983 
0.06528?7 3.1021 5.039 1326.G 0.00752 77.A004 7409.A 0.0105~ 0.71?.53 
. 0 ._0 65 2 R 27_ 4. 52~ 5 7. 166 '• 730. 0 0. CO "itt? 1 l ~ .160 2 1 C 5_~7_._6_f.)_ • .DU.95_l_Q.._'U_G2 '5 
·o. o 652 n 21 --6. 5r4_4 ___ -9.-7C:J9 -t;4r;·fr .-z--o-.-GCiitT ~--r6·z .-9rJ'?.. z-r4-41 v. o o. oos 1 o o. 4R uu~c--
o.o65?827 9.R229 13.167 A69t.l o.oo349 24?.7279 19362.3 o.ooscz o.43469 
0.0652~27 15.3RR9 17.471 11512.5 0.00110 384.96S6 ?5692.1 0.00744 0.41687 
_0.~ ()_f?.52:'32_1_]J_._L9_2_4..._22...3R4 14 77h9_0_.._j)J:2Jl5 5 8.C...__35J8 -~291 '). 9 0. GQ698 0. 40 R06 
0.06~2~?7 31.45A7 ?5.270 166~0.~ 0.00103 7A6.9lAO 37l60.A 0.00677 0.44758 
O.t).V>\?';1 1.1U45 1.632 ')41.8 0.0?7'~2 j().248q 47l4.4 0.02953 O.Y'+563 
n • o 3 2 g z 13 1 2 • c •+ 1 '+ 2 • 6 54 s An • 9 ( ' .• J 1 n z 1 ..., z • 1 ~ 2 s 7 1 o 2 • o n • a 1 a 1 o____!__.._C~n ~2 4~5~·-__ 
0.032R251 2.7~30 ~.A05 1106.7 O.J1345 ?1.0704 10544.6 0.01337 t.C0597 
0.0~29?51 4.l~G4 5.2G8 17?8.5 C.JCq70 l06.9H45 15231.1 0.009?6 1.04~~A 
0.03ZR251 6.4537 7.361 2443.2 C.0074n lb~.BOA4 21528.6 C.0116l 0.64459 
J) • D 3 2 82 5 L_Li! ~- 6.5_9_~D...31 6 3-4.23 .• p_c_._Q.C 62.9 __ 2..12 .21.9 \l.__3 .CU.69 .• _3 __ Q._Ql.04 6_.0. 6 U.162. __ 
0.032R251 16.1441 13.621 45?0.7 G.J0547 412.?722 39R35.2 0.00963 1).56751 
0.0128251 ?3.8737 17.6?7 5P50.3 0.00483 609.663~ 51551.4 O.OCR95 0.53956 
0.032R2~1 16.4475 ?7.~35 7512.3 O.OC447 010.7612 66lg6.6 0.00835 0.53554 
0.·13232'11 58.!.179 28.944 r16Q6.4 O.·)C435 148].6,-157 .O.It649.6 0.0(1781 0.55711 
0.0328?.51 93.5282 34.~52 11401.4 O.u04qR 238R.4358 10C466.6 0.00747 0.66702 
---.. - ---~~-·--------
TUii PSI 
-=-·a • -1 t) 7? r: ~ l, r(; 
0.107? 0 .~-l:)f, 
C.lC7:' C.7A47 
0 • 1 0 7 2 I) • ') 1 ? 7 
0 • 1 U 7 I T.\l1i7-r-;-
0.1C7:? 1.7?.62 
0.1,(17;? 1. S2<:l3 
o. 1 o 7 2 1 • 1 c· 4 r 
-c;:-6-f:~s-rr-Y:-~, r; "·? · 
() • C• h c; ?- ! 1 • I+ n, :? r) 
0 • 'J A '! -~ ' 1_ • :1 ,,.. 7 '3 
Ci • 0 (1 ~ 1 ? : ? "' ') 7 
·o • 0 6 t_) :~.· 7 • r) fl> 1 
-0.(1')1)~-\ 3.il(17° 
' 0 • 0 r, '1 ? ~ • f--. ""\ ? c, 
_1)_,_').6'=\~_ '• 4. '.0')7 
--o ~---r1l :> ;r ----:t.- rrr.,6~ 
0 0 ., 7 ;.; ') • ;> 0 q 1 
r • 01 ? ~ :' • q l, 1 r 6 :~~?.;~. ().r)~'>t· 
-o- -TJ'1-.,;r H. ) 'I ) ., 
0 : 0 3 ? ~ l ll • ~ i ~ 2 
o.017q ,~....I?.t.l 
0 • 0 1 ? 8 l 9 • : ~ ~- ~ 
-0 ~ G l b It . 3 l • '+ 7 7 (' 
0.010 1+ 4?. 537~ 
0 • 0 1 0 4 r; 1 • r ~ 8 (· 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
o.2 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
---------
TUf1 PSI FT /SEC PE 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.1 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
F ME!\ S DP/4L BV/0 F CALC OR~G RATIO 
TU o. PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW D~TA 
0.05 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
. 
RF F ~f~S OPI4l BVtn F C~LC nRAG RATin 
0.1072341 0.2599 G.948 675.0 0.02439 A.9073 848.5 0.02370 1.02014 
_Q. )JJ72"'41 0.3.D2L_L_L21 7.9J)__,_L_s_o2_0.!t_6 lO.':tt)6P. 10U4_._0 C.OZOt~3 1.02113 
lr;-10-"(23'+1 0.35'tC 1.3C9 °3?.4 C:.Cil742 1?.1346 1172.0 0.01716 1.01.509 
0.1072341 0.44~3 1.661 lJA3.0 O.Qll6l 15.2617 1487.0 0.01352 1.00619 
0.1072341 0.5574 Z.C41 1453.7 0.01128 19.1053 1R27.3 0.01101 1.0250~ 
0. 10 7 2 341 0. 7 45 h ?. • 64 'Z lf<fH. 4 0. OC· 9C l 7. r). 5 '5 61 2__3_fl_5_._C.I__Q_._O_QEt5_0_L_0_53__4=2 __ 
-o-~-rc72'li.-r--r-.-co1-r-3-.-45_3_?.i .. -5-9-~6-C.I)_o_to-A 34-.-3-n;,+--3('191. 1 o. o 115 8 o. 61109 
0.1072341 1.3469 4.?2R 3011.0 C.OG635 46.lh3J 37R4.R 0.010BR 0.5R413 
0.1072341 1.7853 5.20R 3709.4 0.00555 61.1696 4tA2.8 0.01021 0.54~41 
_o_.J.Y 1 U!t.l z. 1.9_r_7_r,_~~-l.?--.!L4__.3J_,_3_c__.J r"? 3 a z • z 1 6 t"' 5 ') 10. 1 o. o c q r) o o • 51 o? z 
0.1072341 3.1qoz 7.470 5370.2 G.CC48l 10~.9993 f,6A7.S 0.0091q 0.52284 
0.107234] 3.9649 A.67l 6175.7 O.OC445 l35.A949 77~2.9 Q,QOPBl 0.504~0 
0.1072341 4.8250 9.Y9~ 711B.l C.00407 16~.3764 ~947.4 O.OOR47 0.4A086 
0 • l 0 7? 3 4 i . 5 ,6 2 3 l 1 1 • 1 ? l 7 q "l 0 • 1 0. 00 VB J 9 2 • 7 2 9 9 __ 9 q 5 -~• 6___0 _ ,_ _Q C 8 2 1 0 • 4 A h 0 n 
0. ~)6-3 2 ~f2 t---·--(f. 7 24 3-----~.., 0 1--5 94. -o -----;:,~- ~-ir}T3-- 1 R. ll fl? l t1 qq. c; G. 0?. 69 0 a. g Q lR 5 
0.06~2~~7 C.RA3G 1.58C 7?7.9 C.O?.l77 22.0nq4 232~.5 0.0?1qR 0,9902~ 
0.0~52H27 1.C6R5 1.q14 8Rl.9 0.01705 76.7200 2Hl5.0 G.Ol814 0,98909 
0.06S2827 1.3121 2.355 1CB4.H G.01456 32.q237 3462.9 0.01475 O.OA737 
Q_._ G 6 52 R27 ___ j.-1 n 7 CJ_J .-15 f} __ t45 L.~_J_-.:._11 G 9 7--Jt 4. J 25-1--4.63 2-.--1- C. :J l-l--0.-.3 0 , 9 9-4';JJ··~. __ 
0.0552827 ?.24R7 3.g98 1R41.9 C.DORAA SA.z~;s 5R79.4 0.0CB60 0.09665 
0.06?7~?1 3.lq4~ 5.191 2301.1 O.Ou7?7 79.6A41 7h33.2 0.011A9 O.AZ2JH 
0,0652827 4.6646 6.Rh~ 3161.2 C.0061C 116.6A87 10090.7 0.01012 0.561~9 
...O...C652q27 6.6193 e.66C 398"1,4 t,Q0543 l6S.5S.t1< 17.734,4 Q,tJO~aQ Q,543!)S 
0.0652n?? 8.9455 11.102 5155.8 0.00440 221.7781 1A45A.U O.OG927 0.473Q2 
0.0652827 11.5~65 12.76? 587Q.1 0.00416 2RR.5945 18766.A 0.0089~ 0~48794 
0.0652~~7 13.4~61 14.?Rl 6~7R.9 0.00407 137.3£-,55 21000.7 O.OUA6~ 0.47JUR 
_Q_._Q 65 2 327 __ 16 _. 93 7 Ll 6_._7 3-2-I IlO .. lt-D~O 0-3-73--42-4-. 1-0] L-.2A6 1 2 • 5 C • 0 (; R29-0-._45Jll,-'-O;l.--
0.0~5?H27 z~.1o55 10.219 BA5~.6 c.oo33B 507.9~75 28261.5 o.oo7q8 o.42~B7 
o.Oh5?R?7 ?4.9047 zz.ozn 10148.4 c.oo~l6 623.011? 3?3Q4.6 o.0077o 0.41035 
0.065?R?7 ~S.A?33 ?4.?~7 11174.9 G.OG310 741.0~15 35£-,71.1 O.OC750 0.4128P 
0 • 0 3 2 ~ ;> ':11 2 • 8 8 4 2 3 • lC1 5 -- 8 4 2 • G C • 0 1 R i\ C 7 'l, • 6 5 4 1 9 G 13 0 • 1 0 • 0 1 S 0 u 0 • q ~ o ? 3 
0.0128251 1.5075 1.6(2 434.6 0.03688 1~,4964 . 46R~.~ 0.036~2 1.0017~ 
0.03?~?51 4.1851 4.537 1230.3 0.~1277 1Ch.874l 13?68.6 0.01300 O.GA2?8 
C •. ) 1? ~ 2 S 1 __ _4 ._92B C_ 5.? PP ___ 11• }4. C_C ._t1l10) __ LZ ')_. ~~~-~ l_L5~_6_5_._~t_O_.J)_Lll6_0__.__9_!)_23 5 
0 • C .3 2 117 '1 1 6 • 7 ? 7. 7 7 • 1 11 1 91. R • 3 C • 0 : ... n 3 '5 1 71. A 7 7 4 ? 0 7 q 6 • l () • 0 u A ~ 0 l. 0 0 6 ( 1---
0.J32q2~1 11.7721 11.?17 3C41.9 C.005AS 3G0.~21R 32~05.4 O.OlGR4 0,547oj 0.032Rl5l 24.8458 1A.R26 4~62.R O.Jr~51 634.48R1 4920H,1 O.QOg6l 0.57~9 1 
_0_._032e_?_5_l__3_6.1244 2l.~~l__2_q]_Q_,__L(·.()Gtt76 qz?.'>ll "J 6~853.4 O.OC•HCl2 0. 53 ~9 ') 0.032H?~1 48,0856 2~.441 777q,R ~·?Q419 12~7.QA46 7A49A.7 0.00842 U.49A11 
0.01?G?~l 62.90Q6 3?.44q 879Q.8 G.u~375 1606.~261 04G01.4 O.OCAOU o. 469 4R 0.032~2~1 77,6166 37.457 10157.7 G.0034~ l9R2.100P 10q546.6 0.00770 0 45167 
_o. Ol28 2 51 ____ 9 :3._9_74 7 42. 66 '5 1157C_.,_l__Q_. QQ1_2~ __ ?._J 09~ R_3f:9 1_2'f_7~7_,_LQ_,JJG 144 ___ Q:_'t_1_~_1~'5 __ 
TU~ PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.02 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
--------- ---
RE 9V/D F CAL( OR~(, RATIO 
0.1072~~1 C.1903 C.99? S63,4 0.01631 h.5239. - BqR,Q 0.01661 0,9A?14 
-0...-1072341 (J...-2J101) -1.398 13!1-fl.C C,.i)-l_.?rln v,5'l7° l25l.a iJ.Oll78 1.·'"'2503 
0.1072341 0.2062 1.004 975.2 0.01725 7.0~77 898.9 O.OL64l 1,0511J 
0.1072341 0.3362 1.6RO 1631 .• 4 c.o1oas 11.5231 1503.8 o.OG9Al t.o243Y 
0.1072341 0.47?1 2.01R 195~.5 0.00°75 l4.475R 1PC6.3 0.00817 1.07141 
-D---lD-123 4J.---O-.-'i6S-'t~2--5..'-4__2-'t 6-C-.-B----0 .• -CD-1-4 ~--l_r-1 .. +1-'l'> .?-2-AB--.--4 J • 0 l--l-~A-l-.~:l4P--
0.1072341 0.7985 3.2~7 3151.5 0.00619 27.36R1 2906,9 0.01071 0,5Q545 
0.1072341 1.1586 4.14R 40?R.4 O.OG56R 39.7101 3713.4 0.009~7 0.569~2 
0.107?341 1.609l 5.171 5021.8 0.00507 55.1515 4629.1 0.00°34 0,54105 
-1.1-.1G72.3kl 2-.-Z-l-4--4 6.503 6316.0 C"__.o.(l44l 7?.R<J8Q 5f122-.l C.00876 0.5041~ 
0.1072341 3.0353 R.005 7774.1 0,00~99 104.0328 7166,4 O.OOA27 0,48308 
0.1072141 4.0033 9.57? 9296.3 0.00368 1~7.211R r569.4 0.007RR 0.4~763 
o:o-652-827 0,';026 1.114 -651.7 C.OZ4_rJ_? 12.5720 1(,-3·8.4 0.0:? 1t55 1.01503 
_o_._Q_f:?_'i2~2_7_c_._65.1>_4__l_,~'U q u 83...._I_j)_L.Ql15..C 1 6.~J g 1 z z -~ 4 • 1 o • 0 1 R o r n • o z z 1 z 
0.0652q27 0.5145 1.1~2 674.0 G.C?1P6 12.R715 1A94.2 0.02374 1.00495 
0.0652A27 0.677~ 1.519 BAA.7 G.CiR07 16.9490 2234.1 0.01BOO ),00350 
0.06~2827 0.8639 1.937 1133.2 0.~1417 21.6106 2R4B.5 0.01412 l.C0353 
_O_.O_h52R27 ___ l_.j_40J_2_._~_1_9 __ 1 __ 4_73_._~_0._G_lll)5 __ ]_?_._,_ZQ_7 __ 3__7_0__4_,_g_Q_,_QLOB_6 __ L.J~l321,-----
0.0652f327 1.725f\ 3.583 2CQfl.C C.OC-R-?7 4"3.17?5 ~268.~ O.C0763 l.OR'387 
o.o652827 2.5~17 4.811 2Rl4.4 o.co~73 Al.3327 7074.7 o.o1111 o.6061l 
0.06528?7 3.9137 6.4H2 3792.0 C.~0573 97.904R 0 532.? 0.01015 0.5~503 
_o_._0_.05_2_RL7_____5_,_6.!+.f-J__Jl.,_35_6_4JiB.Et._l_fl.-JJ_O!-t3 n 1 41 • ? ~LS 1 2 2 o. 7. 6 0. 009 4 2 o. 52 8'+5 
o.o65ZAZ7 7.7317 1o.1R2 6C71.1 c.OG442 1c~,4151 15266.4 o.ooees o.49q~q 
0,0652A27 10.2867 1?.610 7176.6 O.OG3qA 257,328~ 18543.1 O.OOB3q 0.47467 
o.0652R27 13.03A6 15.6?3 q139.3 0.G0329 ~z~.L700 ?2°74.1 o.oo1q1 u.41540 
0 .0 6 52 A 2 7 16. 13 1° 1 R. 2? 1 1<) 6 64. q _ 0 .0 0? <"? q 4 0 1, 55 2_7__?_65_Q9._3_Q ._Q_Q_7_6_0_0_._"1_CU_2.0 __ 
-o. 0-6'52 R 27--20.-396L-. 2Y.- Cf'+-2-f? 109 ~r---0 ~ 002 R4 ___ 5lu.?. 21 1+ 30<.f42. 5 G. 00 73 2 0. 3 8 742 
0.065?.~27 25.8807 24.108 1421q,q O.C077C h47.4263 15745.8 u.0070~ 0.3P226 
-6 : 6 3 2 ~ 2 s 1 2: 0 4 7 8 2 >55 9 - p 1 c. 7 0: 0 i q 6 5 -52: ?. g 3 B 7 4 R 3 • 7 (;: G i q 2 6 1 • 0 2 0 10 
0.032q2~1 2.6533 3.310 1C74.5 O.J152? 67.75R7 9ARO.S O.Ol&RQ 1.C2IB3 
0.03?S251 3.3315 4.151 1347.6 G.Ol21~ 85.1010 1?140.9 0.011~7 1.G2~2R 
_Q. 032 R 2 '3 L--.4.53C6-S._55-R--l80.4._4-_C_.OC.9 ?l---1-1-5 ... 6 971.._1---tl-.?.-56 .1 0. OOP£L1-l-.-C-3-9:.}-'J'y_) --
0.032R25l 6.7RBO 7.h67 2487,2 C.OU727 173.3450 22407.3 0.01154 0.6?rJ37 
0.03282~1 11.52?1 11.?57 3654.4 O.OC571 204.2417 ?2°?2.6 0.01016 0.~5688 
0.031°251 18.327G 16.685 5416.6 C.0G414 46A.0417 4A708,1 C.00914 0.45?30 
-0-..03.7...2~ s 1 11~~· ?. l • ?- ~? 6 a 9-?~-w .... o.0442---H-l--.() .... ~-CD 6 • J o • ~;~;a "i ':i 0 • 5.1 7 7 s 
0.032RZ51 45.1793 24.7RA PC46.8 0.00462 1153.74~8 72494.1 0.00819 0.5639q 
0.0328251 57.4998 3).?51 1C794,l O.GC327 l46R.3750 .97244.6 0.00757 0,43147 
0.03?3251 69.956R. 38.208 12403.~ 0.JG~C1 17~6.4900 111743.4 0.00730 0.41?22 
-0.-.-0-32B251-83 .. 3.AJJ __ 4-3 .. 20.0-l-40-45.A.-C ... .0.02Jw---2-1-2S .... 45'J 8 1265 35 .l 0. 00 707 (.) .19 54-4 .... --
PSI FT/SFC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0,008 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
RE F f'JfAS DP/4L. AVID F CALC 11RAG RATIO 
0.1072341 C.1601 O.R71 q36.5 r.Gl772 5.4A61 7Al.3 G.017CR 1.01715 
·-~-J o 1 z j 4 1 o .J_14 4 L~s:u_J.2.n_e_~~l? s 1 1 ._J_'i 1 z 1 o 1 5 • ·i- o • a 1 ? 4 1 1 .. o o q z o 
0.1072141 o.zqtz l.~as 1711.9 c.ocq~~ 9.98C2 14?A.2 o.00935 1.~3217 
0.107?341 0.4747 2.102 22S5.7 O.C0906 lh.?704 18A1.9 0.J119l 0.76083 
0.107~341 0.9754 2.797 30C0.8 0.01~52 33.43C6 2~03.6 0.01GRO 0.96576 
_Q_._l072J_f+J _l._l2_46 ___ _4 • __ C 1 7_ _ ~_3_09_._~_D_._,J_(L<:JGJ ___ 5 <1_._1_036 __ 15'l5_. _ _8_0_.__QD_U1_Q. 0 2 27 3 
0.1072341 2.A4Bl 5.A11 6041.9 0.00758 97.6192 ~040.8 0.00887 0.85419 
O.lQ72l41 4.9138 7.620 8176.7 0.00714 168.4194 6A21.9 O.OOR16 0.~74q6 
0.1u7?341 6.4309 9.535 10231.0 C.C0597 220.4171 A535.B 0.0076~ 0.77665 
_o_.l0.72.:i.'tt__e_. 4 ?2 9__1L_lfl6_12__0_Q3_ • .3_G_.JlC5_6__q 2 P 'l._o.3__6_L_l_O_Ul4. 4 o. on 1 ~ 1 J. 11 1 49 
0.0652~27 G.4506 1.177 7~9.3 C.C21A4 11.2709 1657.0 0.02164 1.00922 
.0.0652>l2"L-G...-5...912 1.~04 S86,9 Q,i'-l-6.2~ 11ho399 ?211,8 0,('1671 l.0 1J?L9 
0.06528?7 0.74Q4 1.R99 1246.1 0.0127q 18.7460 2792.6 0,01284 O.Q 0 594 
0,065?q~7 1.0144 2.5S7 167A.1 0.00955 25.~770 176C.A 0.00953 1.00117 
0,0652R27 1.5130 3.611 2~75,q 0,00711 37.R724 5324.6 0.01171 ~.A06q2 
_Q.__()6 5282.7- 2.3.•JA9--'t. Bf)/____3.LY-D--lLQ.____O C.62tt 5.:~.9.iJ_q 7 7~1-49---2-0-.---0---l--C-6 9 G. '>E-4-"+-1+=q __ 
0.065?R~7 1.6761 6.Ah2 4502.5 o.o048C 91.Qhl3 lOOQ0.7 c.ooa64 o,4Q8lq 
0.06529?7 ~.7642 9.419 61A0.6 0,00400 144.1954 l3R51,5 O.OOAd1 0.45~8~ 
0.0652q?7 A.6673 17.154 7S75.0 0.00161 216.81?g l7R72,q 0,00821 0,4397B 
~~--1-l-2----2---7---4~5.'>72 1C2l7.n O. CC31Q JC~ .. 9(.;7fl :Ufl.!l-G, 7 0.0076R D.40V1l 
0.0652827 1~.6142 1A.282 11~95.7 0.0028R 3Q0,6C1~ 26AR3.A C.00717 0.19019 
0.0652q?7 2A,R133 22.434 14720.5 O.COl5? 720.7H83 32990.4 0.00699 0.50405 
0 n32R25l 1 15~4 l 572 544 6 C.029~1 29,4534 45QA,6 0.02938 0.99764 
o • _6 3., ~ 5 5 1 1 ::~ _o r 1 1 • __1_5 1 6 o 1: 1 c • o26 (, z 3l.23 11+ ~ t z s • ~ c • n z 6 ~ 6 1 • o c a ~n ·a-:o-~1-l_R_2-,rl--l-.fi209-2~45-4 84-9.9 0.01i.JOC 46.~010 7176.2 q.u1~83 1.G0934 
o 03?8?51 2 11~1 3 3R5 1177.5 c Gl4RQ 6q.3~47 qqoo.? o.o1~65 1.onoR7 
· a·b1~Rj51 j•7q~3 ~·5~7 15Ri.9 0:01142 96.P451 1335A.5 0.01011 1.12q41 
o: o 3 zn 2 51_ 5 :J_746 __ f:>:_ccq_- zcst._4 __ c_.__co9oo ____ l 3 ~-.J !+J~~-1J5L4_._3_o_ .. _o_o.J_?_q_Llll2Q_ -~;0328251 -7~8G97 8.213 ?P44.A O.JG7?7 1°9.4~70 24C1H.3 0.01~~7 0.6~717 
0 0~2B25l 11.9292 11.2h7 3SG2.6 C.OG5qQ 3C4.6~67 32951.9 0.01C06 O.~R691 
o·o12R251 1s 3034 1s ~24 5411.6 c.o0471 467.4156 45693.3 o.oc915 o.51503 
_0 __ .:_03 7~_Z51 28:250C (_L_uz 7~54.~ C.....Q0394 721.4?11 620Q6.Q c.ooa~9 C.46Wl8 0 032R251 4?.GC~9 ?8.443 9A52.G C.00326 107?.7u75 63185.1 O.OC776 0,42050 




CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.003 % PPC Coag in Benzene 
TUB PSI FT/SEC RE F MEAS QD/4L AVID F CALC DRAG R~TIO 
0.107?141 0.1598 C.Ql~ 1015.8 C.S16G6 ~.47RO RZG.O ~.Ol57S 1.01Q95 
O.H•123 1tl 0 • .7160 1.?--29 1"3'~1.......5-D.JJ.12f"""" 7.tiw7 1 lJ.jl).fl 0.01173 1.0:'~'-JO 
0.1072341 0.2842 1.614 1790.2 C.C~920 Q.7406 1445.0 O.OGP94 1.02917 
0.1071341 0.6096 2.177 2414.7 C.01Cq4 ?Q.q950 1949.1 0.01165 U.91077 
0.1072141 0.9399 2.7C3 2Q97.5 C.8l~S5 32.21~2 2419.A O.OlOAQ O.Q9603 
_Q ... !(L7 2 3 1-+ L-L.A 536...-3 .. -41 b..-3 7~'1 8-.-6.-G ... G 10 5(L______lt-9.-E2-G-3--3.0-'l.B-.-l-0-..D--1C-1-5-l-.-0.3-5+~.0H7'----
0.1072341 2.23~1 4.411 489l.R O.cog~q 76.6072 39~R.6 C.OOQ42 l.OZR91 
o.l072341 3.3461 5.739 6364.6 c.ocq57 114.6878 5137.4 o.ooB74 o.9P057 
0.1072341 4.8981 7.583 8409.8 O.OC71A 167.8804 6788.3 0.00809 O.R8754 
--O-.-l-1';..1.;;?~-4---9.3S4 104-0-2.1 0.0~)640 2;.?9.04aB'J H~Ol.4 l'.00765 O.R1684 
0.1072141 8.5992 ll.111 12323.7. G•OO'>R7 ?.94.735R 9947.2 0.00732 O.R0283 
0.065~A~1-- 0.4&82 1.165 7r6.4 C.02C31 11.2120 17l2.A 0.02014 0.9993Q 
_Q~_()Jl52 A ?..J __ 0_._5]JLL_l_,_5J)J____l_CLI, 2 0. Q l 5 r~ 8 __llt_._4 7 q ')____] 2 1 5 • 5 a • o 1 57 3 o • o q 7 1 8 
O.J652A?7 0.7351 1.937 1107.9 C.J12Cf 1H.1Pf? 284~.~ 0.01223 U.9~556 
0.06528?7 l.Cl36 ?.608 1760.9 0.00917 25.3559 3835.2 0.00909 1.00917 
0.0652R?7 2.3306 3.h21 2444.R G.C1004 5q.1020 5324.6 0.01161 O.Y4264 
0.06528~7_ 1+.67?9 '::.241 3519.C C.01047 116.8963 __7__7_Q7_._7_c;_._Q_l0_3_6_L._OLV.l3 · 
·-a· .tY652 82 7 -7 ;669-2--7. 14 f-4 ezT~-2-0-.-0Ci-~"f2"i)--fo r;.q 5C;1-l0 500. 3 0. 009'i6 0. 97906--
0.0652R~7 11.8923 Q.5Q7 6479.6 C.007q5 2S7.4g44 14112.1 0.00869 0.91408 
0.06528?7 16.A294 12.230 8?57.6 0.006q?. 4?..1.0007 179A4.6 0.00813 0.85136 
_o_._0_65].3.?_7 _ _;>_o_._9..61G_L't.._gJ..9 .. J .. Q.C8Ju. 9_0_.__01)578 S2!t.. s 11r·o 21 96 a. s o. ao 771 o. zs n a 1 
0.0652q27 7~.3235 16.712 11283.7 O.CU55A hJ3.487l 24575.2 0.00749 0.74551 
0.0652~27 32.55'1? 19.244 12993.3 8.00'141 814.1955 28298.8 0.0072?. 0.74971 
0.0652827 40.320~ 22.055 14891.0 0.00510 lOCA.6450 3?431.9 0.00607 0.73198 
0.0128?51-- 1.4163 2.001 71~.4 0.0271R 36.1674 ~B5A.l 0.02?27 0.99~~U-
-0--C..3..7.S.25.-l l • 9 6 5 C 2_:r:I..1t <; 9 5 • 0 0. 'J.-1~-!5.-0 . ..-1.-.Jl.O 8 8 l l 3. 5 C , ') 16 C n o , go ·~:...;;5~iJ...___ 
0.03?82Sl 2.6857 3.605 1293.2 0.01?98 68.5R5~ 10544.6 0.01237 l.04~GO 
0.032R251 4.2040 5.528 lqR2.8 O.C08A4 107.3~66 16168.4 O.OOR07 1.07096 
0.03?8251 9.0318 7.61? 27~0.0 O.C0980 l30.6074 222AC.8 0.01111 O.A7374 
-0.0.32H~Sl--L4 .. -4702-lC.k1A-..1 .. 7.3.!~JLD .. -!JCR-3.5---~.6R.-?4CJ~iGA6.2-.-?-0--0-1-0-l-9~l-9-4-5--
0.03?8251 23.2344 14.422 5172.6 0.00702 5Q~.33°6 42178.4 0.00977 0.75744 
0.03?~?51 34.6292 18.628 6631.~ 0.006?7 884.3274 54480.4 0.00862 0.72730 
0.03287~1 49.7059 23.436 8405.5 0.0056S 1269.3428 68539.9 O.OOA0o 0.70242 
0 • 0 3 7 g 7 5 1 7 0 , C 4 1 5 7 8 • 54 4 1 0 2.3-7 • 5 0 • 0 C 54 0 l 7 fl2 • 6 53 o 8 3 4 7 fi • l G • 0 0 7 6 A G • 7 (.' 13 5 
0.032A2Sl 94.6576 33.351 11961.7 0.005~5 2417.2759 97537.5 0.00737 0.72523 
o.032B2~1 122.6641 37.357 13398.5 o.oo552 3132.4802 109253.7 u.o0716 o.77Ii9 
---- .. TU~ . PS{. FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.4 % WSRN 10 in Benzene 
RE 
TUR PSI FT/SFC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.20 % cis-PIP 280 in Toluene 
--·-
RE F MEf-\S OP/4L RV/D F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.5391 l.OC4 373.7 0.04571 18.4776 AOR.9 0.047~1 1.06779 
_o_._l Q + ~ 1!+ l __ QJJ-Bf 0 1 • 3 J 4 ') 0_2_._1_Q_,._Q3 3 q 8 Z l • 5 11 9 1 17 6 • z G • 0 ·11 8 5 1 • n 6 6 7 3 
-o.ru /'341 u.Bn~t 1.764 691r.7 o.0244R 30.S'51? 1?79.5 o.o?303 1.0h3D9 
0.107?341 1.1571 2.365 95R.9 O.Cl769 39.6652 2117.1 0.01669 1.06031 
0.107?341 1.~~12 1.278 1350.4 0.01256 52.4R03 7n90.1 0.01185 I.C6017 
0. 10 7 2 V+ 1 2. G 9 3 6 4. 4 7 6 19 3 4. 7 0. 0 Oil9 3 IL.3 __ 'ii2 __ ,~_(jJ{]_._!f_Q_.j)_(l_~_?_7_L_Q]_O_l_5 __ 
-o-.--u., 12 3-t;r- ---?-~ G71rr---c~-T9 4-z T65-.-3---:o--. -c-o664 1. o 2. 01 4CJ 5 s44. 9 o. o 1 111 o • j 44 3 3 
0.1072~41 4,1414 ~.0~2 36CQ,5 C.OG546 l4l.q469 7?08.4 0.01023 0.53397 
O.lC72~4l 5.71~6 0,94A 4656.8 0.00495 1GA,5175 B005.4 C.00955 0.51R6R 
_Q_._l_Q..7_.2_-~!-+J __ h_,_9_22l-lJ,_'14 3 54_B!t_._r, o. Q0!-0:5 21 7_,~13 __ LcnJ. 7 c;. 00911 o. 48 79 5 
·0,06528~7 1.1598 O.S9R 237.4 0.07271 29.0127 1467.1 0.06740 1.07890 
....0.0657?77 1.72-S2 1.580 393.7 O.i')4-ll? '*.3.1577 7.323,5 0.04064 l.U-104 
o.o6~2B77 ?.5517 2.456 639.6 o.026~q 63.8~28 = 3611.8 o.o25JZ.l.G55oq 
0.0652~27 1.~916 3.621 980.2 0.01709 89.A477 53?4.6 O.Olh32 1.04723 
0.065?R77 4.9652 5.191 1456.7 0.01150 124.2Ggo 7633.2 G.01098 1.04691 
_ _Q_, u 6S2-B 2_7 __ _1_. C fJ9_5--J_,._~_q4-?-l4 9_,-6-D-.~0~3 0-1--l-1--~----S-'1-C-4:------l-DJU-Z-.-L-0-.-0.U-V-CJ 0 • 6 (+L4.....,2~-
0.0652H27 9.9~00 10.128 3038.8 0.00603 248.1561 l4R94.l 0.01085 0.55628 
0.065?~27 l4.09g1 1~.724 4244.6 0.00467 ~52.7CC4 ~0181.5 O.OQ9ql 0.47603 
0.0652R27 2?.9486 18.206 5792.2 0.00432 574.G774 ?6772.1 0.00897 0.4Rl53 
0,065?--3..27 ""2.803.4.-.2-2,941 7-'-WS-..-4 0.00-3-89 B20.60?,A 33735,1 O.OGRlo 0.465,2Q 
0.065?327 43.18'36 27.600 9154.0 0.003~4 10~0.2732 405tlh.4 O.OU791 0.44715 
0.012A2S1 3.1263- 1.7G3 23G.2 0.06870 79.P359 4970,4 0.06050 0.9RR41 
0.03?82'51 4,.J__05_7_]_,J__(;4 ~fl?.9 C_L-(2_4_0_':_9~. _ __.12_i:_.17')l 7~\H}.4 0,041 7R \),Qg] 10 
-o-~o-rz-if2?1 7.0263 4.12A f.C9.5 O.C262q 179.4306 12u67.7 O.OZh25 1.00146 
Q,C3?P~'1l <J,7157 6.009 921.7 0.01714 24.S.1l16 17574.3 0.01736 O.GA731 
0.032R2~1 l3.46R3 8.713 11R7.0 0.01130 343. 0 41° 254A2.H 0.01154 Q.g7963 
0. 0 32 R?. 5_1 _ _lH ._8]6_7_12. 5_1_9_2(. 6_fi;~,_4 __ Ci ._',J_Q_7fl_7 ___ 4_R2 ._Q_4_2_C•_261-tlJ_._z __ O_,_O_Q1L4_0_._9_'-}_QJ3'-!''----
~-.03ZA~~1 27.1317 17.126 zql6.R 0.005Rq 6°?.AA5S 5C0P6.8 0.0109~ 0.53643 
o.o3ze?5l 44.9~Q4 23.636 4157.3 o.oo512 1147.3647 6Q125.7 o.oo9a7 o.51~9o 
0.0328251 65.829C 30.647 5532.3 0.00446 1h8l.OT~6 AQfJ2Q.Q 0.00909 0.49118 
!)_._Q 32 R2 '>_L_9..LJi.O!t..3__lE.._l~ 9 7163_._0 0. 1~03 BQ 2 3't't. 4 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 54, 3 0. 0 0846 o. 460 3 6 
0.03282'>1 121.4550 47.471 8953.C 0.00343 3101.6050 138837.2 0.00796 0.43138 
i 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.08 % cis PIP 280 in Toluene 
-
TUB PSI. FT/SEC RE F MEAS nP/4L BV/0 F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.2634 0.9R5 7G6.C 0.02319 9.0274 R82.1 0.02266 1~02335 
-0.-l-D-V....3.U-~-24.9L--~1-l4 £41. 3 0. 01.7 /.Ci 1. 1. 9.62 a ll7h .1. Cl. 0 170 G-l-,..C l *On 
0.1072341 0.4675 1.7?4 1270.R O.Cl270 16.0218 1587.9 0.01259 1.00903 
0.1072141 0.6245 2.356 1687.7 0.00962 21.4017 2108.7 0.00948 1.01500 
0.1072341 1.09R7 3.228 2113.0 0.00901 17.6584 2890.1 0.011~1 0.76113 
_Q_._l.QJ 234.L---·2.-2-20.9-!t •. 4.41L-3 Ut1-l-D .• -C09.6D 7 6 •. 1.20.L-3-q_q2.-.-2----0--• ..0-1-0.&-9__t1-.. R~t......_ 
0.1072141 3.3R00 6.166 4417.6 0.00760 115.8492 5519.7 0.00970 0.7A3RO 
0.1072341 4.5429 7.996 572R.7 O.OOAOR 155.7CAl 715R.O C.009CO 0.67504 
0.107~341 6.852A 11.374 8149.3 C.00453 214.R7~3 10192.4 O.OOR16 0.554Rl 
0.1072.3 1~1 r;;;. ~~0509 J.-<ll-<]_9..01 Hi32l.4 C'.GOA49 0, 5<l9l3 
0.0652927 0.6157 1.03~ 450.6 0.03600 15.402? 1519.2 0.035~1 1.01384 
_o. o £?2.?. R? 1 o. ~ g ?_n_1_.__5i.5 __ {)_73_J___£_,_0.1 '>42 · 7 7. 4 o 11 2 z n . 3_D_. o z 3 75 o • o s t>3 1 
0-:G 6 '> 2 8 :?. 7 l • '• 2 1 ° 2 • 4 9't 1 C 8 7 • 9 C • 0 14 2 6 15 • 5 6 q 9 · 3 6 A 7 • 7 0 • 0 1 4 7 1 0 • 9A q 8 3 
0.06528?7 2.1004 3.646 1S90.4 0.00986 52.5440 5361.9 O.OlG06 0.97996 
0.0652827 ~.6298 5.343 2130.4 C.C0794 qG,R035 7R56.6 0.01178 0.67342 
0.065!R27 6,. 7815 7. 774 3'390. 7 0. 00700 l6C1.6437_1_1_~.3.l.•2~LL • .ll_LO!t_~_0_._6b_l!f_7 _ 
-o·.-06':52 H :rr·-yo-.·oT31-1-r.-34_4_494a~-o-o·.-oe5'i9 o--zs-c. <rRt>-5 166 R 1. 4 o. oo93 8 o. 52049 
0.0652827 14.58Rq 15.572 679?..4 0.00375 364,0516 ?.2R09,7 U.OOA58 0.41749 
O.Oh5?R27 20.8626 20.257 8835,7 C.OC317 521.RG4r, 2978A.2 0.00799 0.39724 
_o_,.o..b52..'3.?7--.2...L_6_4_~-~---l82.._LQ5_Lt_7_._6._0_ • .D_o2.9" 6 cu .• ..6lt..J.5_15...55.9. 6 o. oo 76 z o. 3a 12.., 
0.065?R27 ~3.2953 27.440 l1Q72.4 0.00?76 B1?,90Q2 403A3.0 O.OU737 0.17415 
o.o328?51 1.8?2C 1.803 395.4 c.o.-~630 47.?.949 527?..3 o.o4G47 o.9q7o'l 
-0..~.2-i:lJ 51 2--b1!70 2....-&?4 575. S 0....0-2~~ 7 1) 7674,1 0. 0?. 780 Q. AU4-t-4-
0.032R?51 4.1416 3.~76 R72.0 0.01669 105.7A5J 1162A.3 0.01835 0.90955 
0.032R?~l 6.0686 6.059 13?8.9 C.Ol053 154. 0 750 17720.A 0.01204 O.A74~4 
0.03?8251 8.9139 R.934 19'>9.1 0.00711 ??7.634R 26127.2 O.OOR17 0.97126 
-0. 0328251--14_ •. 3033-13. C20-2 855 .. 5-0 ... -00-53 7 __ ,3flS.2.b3:1-3BC'1.:7-.-7-C.....O-l-10.4-l) ... -'t.S.&-l-l--
0.032B?.51 25.2~4h 1R.7zq 4107.6 c.0045~ A44.q277 54773.1 o.ooqq1 o.4h2Q1 
0.03ZR251 40.0146 75.~39 5A01.2 0.001q1 1021.8545 74600.8 0.0090A 0.43145 
o.c:,2R251 57.6777 32.750 71R2.7 o.00343 1472.91~0 95780.1 c.ooB45 o.4o541 
o • o 3 7. s 2 s 1 1 6 • 9 4 2.{)...-4-0 ..• ..c 61 a~ o • o en o s 1 n 6 4 • s 7 16 1 1 11 6 7 • 2 o • o o so o o • 3 6 PH 
0.03287.51 93.84~A 46.070 10104.? O.G02B2 2396.5461 134736.4 0.00771 0.36551 
TUB ----PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.02 % cis-PIP 280 in Toluene 
RF F l-1EAS RV/0 F CALC ORAG RATIO 
0.107~341 0.1833 1.023 1141.6 0.01~97 6.2812 915.7 0.01402 1.06840 
_o_J_g 1? 3 4 l__o_._z.J5_5.___1_,3_3J__L't33_ .. J_Q_. __ Ca.u~t. P. • o 1 c r 11 q '3 • o o • o 1 o 1 6 1 • o s 11 1 
0.1C72341 0.3185 1.7R3 198g.q 0.00857 10.9167 1596.3 0.00004 l.Ob525 
0.1072341 0.6942 ?.4CZ 2691.2 C.0102A 21.7931 2150.7 0.0112B 0.91201 
0.1072341 1.2733 3.2?0 3602.A o.01045 41.6417 zsqo.l o.o1o3o 1.01397 
_O_. _ _lQ 72 3_4_1 __ 2_._3_2]_()_4 .53 3 __ 5(5A. 6_0_. O_Qg_6_~_-_ _7_ 9 .L5_f:.6 __ ,t057._9_L._O_Q9_3_3____L_D_3M__,_~-­
u.1072341 3.5716 6.137 6A49.5 C.00811 122-.4145 ?-494.5 O.OORS6 O.C)46fl9 
0.1072341 4.98(5 7.977 6SG2.3 G.C0669 17G.7C49 7141.2 0.00797 O.A39~1 
0.1072341 6.47R1 Q.R54 10S96.9 G.G0570 222.0344 8821.4 0.00754 0.75691 
_o_.l.G_IL141.__1 • .Il2_q __ u._!i_SP_12J.SJ_.B._c._cosc.h z 66_._4..12.:1 1 oz s 8. 1__c_..JW~z s o. 6ns sc 
O.OA52R?7 0.422R 1.063 722.5 0.02333 10.576~ 1563.9 0.02214 1.0534? 
-O .... u.652..S2-1--..C.....632.;. 1. 621-LlLLL..O o. o 15111 15. sun . < 3 en. 1 o. o 145 '3 1. c 3 39...l-
o.065?8~7 o.90A7 2.547 1730.7 c.ccgAo 24.9R38 3745.9 o.ou924 1.03890 
0.0652R?7 2.2R20 3.646 7477.3 0.01071 57.08S1 5361.9 0.011S& 0.92669 
0.0652~?.7 4.3409 5.165 3509.5 0.01015 1C8.5905 7596.0 0.01038 0.97771 
_o._0652.82.7_J._QQ9_9 _ _7 .261-.4-937_._4_0.00R28--l-1-5.~ 3.5S.6--l-O.b .. B.b .... S----C-.-00-9-3-9----D......SS2--1) .. 4.-
0.0652827 10.2697 10.027 6A12.6 0.00637 256.9018 14745.1 C.OOB57 0.74338 
0.06~2R27 14.0900 13.116 8911.4 0.00511 35?.4734 192R7.9 0.00797 0.64138 
0.0652R27 19.728C 17.598 11956.4 0.00398 403.5125 2~R78.5 0.00737 0.53911 
-0-.il.452Y.21-...?.-h.-1-?~---02-9 14 90-l......l---0--0.-0-:"U-h f. S l. S 2~ R 32194.6 0. C 069o 0 • 4 R ~59 
0.0652927 35.3799 27.347 18579.7 O.OG?q5 8R5.05A1 40214.0 G.OOh59 0.44769 
0.0128251 1.2736 1.753 ~98.7 0.02A41 32.524R 5125.R 0.02672 0~9Hq3h 
0 • 0 3 ? E 2 5 l l • 9 9 ?~4 ? • 6 7 q 9 1....5....-2 C. 0 l 7 6 8 5 :l • 8 7 9 1 7 8 3 5 • 2 0 • Q l 7 4 2. l • 0 l l '• 7 
0.032~?51 3.0964 4.111 1404.5 C.01167 7C).072? 120?3.R G.01139 1.0243~ 
o.032A25l 4.5095 6.0o9 ?C52.9 o.oo7q6 11s.1sq6 17574.3 o.oo779 1.02067 
~_:; 0.032?:?'51 9.8714 8.51~ 2qC8.2 O.CC86A ~52.0856 248(~7.0 O.Oloqq 0.7R91B 
__ Q_..0.32825l-L5-.. .3Al3-L2-.6.L9-431L • .O__Q .. _CC61 '~-3.91-.. -1-1-l-1-3.G-Slv{~ C. 00-977 0 .62-<l-.2_4.__ 
0.032P2S1 22.744? 18.~28 62~1.? 0.00431 58C.R21~ 53601.7 C.00878 0.4913A 
0.03282~1 14.0539 25.038 8553.6 G.OC34A 869.6362 7~226.3 0.0080h 0.42949 
o.0328251 47.9650 32.349 11051.2 o.oczqz 1224.RB55 94608.4 o.oo753 o.3~794 
~.0328251 64.174P 3Q.26C 13412.0 0.00265 1638.9154 114818.9 0.00716 0.37053 
0.0328251 78.4283 44.868 15328.0 0.00248 2002.8286 131221.6 0.00692 0.35Rh7 
Tll~ PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.008 % cis-PIP 280 in Toluene 
---
Rf OP/4L BV/0 F CALC DRAG RATio· 
0.1072341 0,1671 O,qPl 1237.0 O.Ol4A6 5.77R6 877.9 0.01293 1,14878 
0,1072341 0.2195 1.295 3633.6 ~.Jlll9 1.5243 l 159,4 0.00919 i.L4259 
0,1072341 0.2992 1.A90 2142.A C.OOR87 10.2559 l520.A 0,01210 0.73259 
0.1072341 0.6911 2.337 2G47.6 C.OlJ82 2J.6RA2 ?091.9 0.01095 0.9AR11 
0.1072341 1.2519 3.101 4C?4.R o.o1o5~ 42.0775 2R56.5 o.ooq97 1.0~~44 
.0 .... 10123 1-t.l 2 .... 16.R &-4 .• 4l.L-5563 __ 7__.Q..DQ.<l5_3 7-4.3 1!Ll---3.9A8 ... -0-U...OQS0.1L.-l~5:J---
Q,1072341 3.42?5 A.G53 7635.3 Q.OU799 117.305~ 5418.9 O.OOR31 0.96117 
0,1072341 4.711h 7.902 9°A7.4 C.006~h 164.2Q7q 7U7J.q U.00773 0,84873 
0.1072341 6,3258 9.666 121q7.g C.G0570 216.A149 H653.4 0.00734 0.78906 
-Cl...l.0-123.4.-1-...:L.b!.j..4.9 11. ?n 1 14?~i 5. 3 o. oo 'i I. 6 2 62--.-4.1) 77 1 C081. 6 o. oo 70 5 o. 1 H 61 
0.06~2827 0,38~? l.O~P 7~6.2 0,0?224 ~.6105 1526.6 0.02035 l.u9292 
_O_,J) 6 '2.?.3_?_1 0. C) 8j C 1 •~t;_,'l_S_l2_0 _ _n__,_l__l.~_Wt 't3 1 ~.J.J2.. 2 y1, Q. 0 U • 0 1 3 3 3 1 • 0 8 Zlt9 
Q,Oh5?~27 O.q371 2.~?? 10Q0,A G,Gnqzo 21.4580 · 370R.6 O.OUA3S l.OQ~14 
0 • 0 6 5 2 R 2 7 2 , 2 1 2 2 '3 , ') 1 2 2 6 7 4 • q 0 • ) l l G 6 5 S • 3 3 q R 5 1 9't • 3 0 • 0 1 1 2 H 0 , 1) q 0 ~~ 4 
0,0652n27 4.342A 5.140 ~Rq~.5 0.01026 1C~.6180 7S5A.7 0,01007 l.U1AR4 
_o ._o 6 sz ~P 1 ____ (1. h]C)O_J_, o 1 't_':> 3_11 ,_tt_o_._oo_'lltO ____ l6 s_ • .7 2 R_5_Lv_3._L~~-· LQ • .D_u'l20_D_._2l_)J3~l __ 
0,0652~27 0.6329 9.5?1 72QQ.7 G.J0663 240.9747 l4CU0.4 O.OOR44 0.7R564 
O.Q652R27 1~.6~57 1?.686 qA06.5 0.00530 34l.hr7c 186~4.9 0.007~1 o.~77QQ 
0.0652~27 19.~106 17.21A 1103R,A C.00417 4Q5.S7R4 2C))l9.g 0.007?.1 0.57832 
_o~_6...?_Z.B.Z.7_2J.t.!t..21 o z 1 • ., ? "LL62~1...__5_Q_j_G.J.5 6 6_6..L.B!t 3 o 3 1 6 't 9 • 9 c • a o 6 a 1 ,1 • s z 3 1 z 
0,065l~27 35,669~ 26.134 1Q~41.7 0.00121 A02.~013 ~R724.6 0.00648 0.49529 
0,032R?5l 1.1~01 1.743 AAJ.S C.C2412 ?9,3700 5fG6,h U.Ol41l l.OOG4B 
.O....D....1lB..251 2.832...6--'t.:.J.... .. '!> l!:d3.0 C.·Hll'3 7~.....3.3b.2 11"!14.8 Q,(il044 l.Oo65.? 
0.03?8251 4,2796 5,88Q 2742.3 C.007R6 1~4.?RR1 17?~2.8 0,01193 0.65A99 
O,Q32A?51 q,Q607 7.R12 ?Q74.~ G,QCg47 ?11,6146 ?2~46.6 O.OlOO? O.R6707 
0.03287S1 14.3004 11.317 43G9.2 0.00711 16~.1914 33QQA.3 O.OOQ77 0.72R03 
_Q, 0 32H2 5 L-20 •. -139 3--1~.2? 3- _5 7_<16.5.-C .. -OC 551•---~i l '• .;,_r:J!ll---44.52-L.-L-0 .• -0 C-8-9-1-'l-.-b.l-1'*'l+-7--
0,0~2R251 ~~.ROll ?1.633 ~237,1 O.GC3~? 735.49~4 632~7.6 O,OOR14 U.4P166 
0,03232~1 42,1405 28.744 10044,6 0.0032? 107A.l455 ~40o3.9 0.00755 C.4306C 
0.032R?51 58.3821 36.C55 1~72A.5 0.00~86 l4QG,Q077 105445.9 0.00712 0.40206 
0,0328251 18.4~33 4J,S67 l67C3,0 0.002~0 2004,2329 172292.5 ~.00677 0.38369 
TUR 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.003 % cis-PIP 280 in Toluene 
.. ------------- ------------···-----------DP/4L ~V/D F CALC OR4G RATIO 
0.1072341 C.1662 1.065 134l.6 0.01~~2 ~.6961 9~3.6 O.OllQ1 1.0517? 
0.1.07?141 C.lg43 1.?~o l'SA?.6 O.:'lCS3 6.66Jl 11uo.o C.OH'?'• l.C~,-;-7_...3*"3 __ 
• 0. lv 7?.. ~ 4 1 0. ? h '• <J l • h f) 1 2 c 9 5 • · ~ c. ,K ~Q 1 q. u 7 8 G 14 ~ 7 • u 0 • r}JIP~-1.-C74 7 9 
0.1072~41 ~.669G ?.3~7 2947.6 C.01048 72.0309 209t.o 0.01095 J.9~671 
0.107?341 1.?167 3.191 4G?4.8 C.ClJ39 42.3R85 ?A5~~5 0.00997 1.C4197 
0.107?341 2.2461 4.4?0 ~S75.6 C.J(lR3 7~.981A ~os1.0 0.00907 l.OA373 
-u.--ro7n4T 3.Bzfit' ---r.·;:-Fr rr:;rc.A G.Ciu8RS 13I.23IT8 '5444-~TT,-.-uOI"To--r.-o7J~-'175 __ _ 
0.10723~1 5.69GB 7.PPl qq43.7 C.GC7R3 l9S.0491 70~7.1 0.00776 1.01175 
0.107?341 7.&83~ 9.7C4 1?240.2 C.COh9R 263.3547 H~A7.0 0.00733 0.95199 
0.1072341 9.}_37C 11.2f.>l 1'-t205.3 O.')j~~l3 321.73R0 10081.6 0.00705 O.R9717 
0.065?8?7 0.3727 1.0~3 PC~.9 O.G?J96 q.3?4~ 1549.0 O.Ol 0 7R 1.05Y7H 
_Q_~.Q6!:i2.Q?7 0.56?2 ].r:;n~ ]?2t;.(, {'.[;]370 llto0623 2"-34!).8 C.t113Uf, 1.05'54lt 
o.06~2R?7 c.P92f ?.5c7 1s2s.o o.ocgA6 7?.31"2 36R~.1 o.our31 t.U6577 
0.065?~77 7.?953 ~.~G6 7761.2 C.OllOR 57.4192 ~2~7.4 0.01117 0.9°161 
0.065?q~7 4.254R 5.014 1R50.1 0.010'5A lC6.4~73 717?.6 0.01010 '1.04595 
_0 ... 0.6.52..327 7_._42_5_3_6_._2_P 9 ~3.6.6_.JL.fJ_.JlQ_9!t_ll 1 3 5_._1it 8 6 1 Q7_1_6_._']__o__._o_ug~_7_1 ... 03.~.IQ __ _ 
O.C6S2P?7 11.30~7 q.36Q 71G4.6 o.nOB04 2A2.R??J 1~777.0 O.OOQ4~ 0.95167 
o.065?127 16.857~ 12.5~4 cA25.? o.or~6a 421.5~6q 18431.4 0.007Rl o.R~757 
0.06571?7 24.5516 16.611 12755.S C.J055~ 614.1792 ?442A.3 U.0l725 0.76~79 
a.o6c;?:P7 v.._C;?S'• ?J.i''67 J617s.o o.r;,1478 i35].24-o3 3[,Cl79.7 o.on6'33 n.1Lu-!:-9.:::..t. __ 
o.o~~2~l7 45.R'544 ?5.A27 19q33~7·c.oo42c l146.'lA5o 17Q7°.9 o.nu~4~ u.6607A 
0.012~2c1 1.2A29 1.803 616.7 0.024~L ~?.7603 5?72.3 0.025q4 0.9559~ 
-0--C-.1?J1.-."-S-l--l....-9~'5Cl 2.564 877.1 c •. ~qJ~ tt-S..-BC03 749J'l.4 O.OlH24 1.02177 
0.0~2R~51 2.9858 3.926 1343.1 O.G 1 ~17 76.2496 ll4A1.9 0.01191 1.02168 0.032A251 4.4584 5.518 1Rq7.a 0.00920 113.0539 16139.1 0.00848 1.0A532 
0.0328?51 9.3170 7.411 2535.5 0.810b6 2l7.92R7 21675.0 0.01147 0. 0 2Hn1 
. .0 • 0 32 R25 l-15.16f..Ll.0-.-1-15._::\46.0-.h-0.-00.<).3l--."~R 7. }0.7-5.---2-9-?R..o~ .. ~-0-.-0 1-04c1-0--A-~B~---
0.0~2R251 ?3.10AR 13.420 45Q1.3 O.OOR06 5~0.1111 19249.4 O.OC959 U.R4055 
0.03?R251 32.2536 17.5?7 5996.0 O.OG660 ~23.66?6 51258.5 O.OO~R9 0.74244 
0.012H7~1 47.2651 22.234 76C6.4 0.00601 1?07.0110 65025.0 0.00832 0.72220 
<i.0-12R?.SJ 70.7059 ?..a.-443 973U.7 C.OOS4Q --J..S..O?.Ii2CR RJP3?.1 C.00778 0.7054R 
0.0328?51 99.9~09 34.553 11A20.8 0.00526 2~52.1958 101052.3 0.00740 0.71118 
0.0328251 134.0910 39.560 13533.9 C.00538 3424.2910 115697.6 0.00714 0.75177 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.15 % cis-PIP 70 in Toluene 
TIP~~ F T I\)~ r r~ F ~ n PI 4-l o \! 1 n c r "J ( rw _!1. f;~..Il..!1. 
0 • l 0 7 ? • 1 • 7 '"J, r 1 1 1 "i • n 11 • (' 1 r~ 1. "'L, 111 • n 1 ') 7 1 1 1 r_> 1 • '• o • r. 1 '• ~~ o l • 1 "7 q? r1 
. 0 • l n 7 ? i 1. • '5 1 1. · 1 '7, 7 ~) • l 11 • !' l ~ c:: 8 ~, l_ ? • 4 2 q ~ 5 1_ ~ ') 2 • A C • r 1 l f.. 7 A 1 • 1 '' ~ 1 B 0 
o. 1 "1 T' 1 ? • ~~ ~n 1 q q 0. s n. r· r1rn' 1 u~. c 1 R 6 1 1 q 6 ~. 1 n. 0 f' n l. A H 1 • 14 H? '1 0 
n. 1 (' 7? 7. "t .. r-. ? '· ·" r; 7 n ,-. 1 r~ 4 7 ~ ~) 11 t, n t .. -:>, t... 2 1 A o • ? n • r1 1 1 6 71.. n. 8 0 71 ~ 3 -0.~,_ 1"77 -,--:r-r,-. -'i'~. ";. :-:'1-----o: (-:-t-t·,"Q-'-'i"r.-. --6-~-:7a44? ~-~~To: 4-. --. (f~-nrr.,-,;:;-4 T. ~~~-4-r.;-4?.K--
o.1117' S.~c::~ ~nlA.~ n.r0or-.q7 lr7.607A4 407~.A O.ono~~A 0.031~~? 
0.1 117 ' R.n~~ 7?QS.A C.00A~A7 17?,lS241 710J.A n.('094l7 0.7QJ~A7 
() • 1 t! 7? 0 . • ~ 7 2._ P A ::> 1 • 4 J) • [_::! t:: "1.., Q 7 1 l. • ? f, ~ 4 f.., q ') A r1. 't () • fi 0 t< 0 ? ~ f) • 7? o. 0 4A 
0 • d r~ S J 1. l o 0 ' · ', C) 1 • l 0 • ('• ? r. 1 J '• 1 f., • 5 v, l ~ 1 7 S Cl • 1. 0. n 7 4 j ') (1 1. }'H-. C 6 9 
0 • 0 6 t:; < ! l • 7 7 ' • '1 7 q • f. n • r'. 1 q q ·~ 5 ? --3 • q q r; ~~. 7 ? 1) f1 r, • "i o • 0 J f. ~ '• o 1 • 1 A () 0 1 r 
O.OA~3. ?.~so l~~R.O 0.0l?A~7 15.n7q04 ~onn.7 r.riOHOQ l.IA4R74 
~0.0~r:;~.····-"·Jo~3'ln.~,?l51.~1 .·~.ros~95 "" l:i4.?2017 __ 57llt.?" ... 'J.Ol2095 0.7":\6f'Yt 
0 • 0 A '1 ~ ; 'i. 0 1 1~ .., 7 '' f\. 7 J • r l 1 l 7 r, 1 14 • f, ll· Cl '• . 7 -~ 7 2 • A 0. 0 1 l 1 f:. 4 l • '11 .0 PAR 
0 • n r, S '1, : 7 • 1 1 "i ":In;> 8, "' i~ • r '1 q? A 1 1 A 7 • f:. "i R q f.., l f) 4 6 .,, • 1 0. n 1 0 f1 ~ o ('. H'2? P 4 7 
0 • " A 1:) < I !) • ? 4? r; 1 ( ? • q ri • c r; ,, "-l 'l '1 ? ? 0 • 0 R 7 (" c::, 1 ~ t) 0 0 • q 0 • r 0 g 'l, 0 2 0 • 71 q 7 0 q 
_tj__c_~ .. _..,!l J ,: ... 5 7"1• 9 '"' .r· '15?. 3 7 ~.:!.C--.L6A7 .. 9 __ L? . .5L0.....6- O .•. O.U..8.6.6.0 Q ...6.1.0.4.33_ 
Q • \' 6 r, ~ : 1 S • ? 0 '+ 'l 6 t,. t, • ·~ n • (' n l, ? .,, ? -:1- of., • p t, ? ? Q 2 ? 4 Cl () • 1 0 • ll f' Q n 8 ') 0 • '5? ':\It 71 
0 • 0 f. r, "). ' 1 (1 0 l_ n " 1 'l r, f) 7 0 l 0 • r n 1 ,... 'L ? 5 l 7 • P. 4 l () q 2 q .? 2 4 • 4 {) • n r r f-, l r) ') • '+ 7 R 5 0 R 
o.06'1l ?1.'17t. 1l111"i.G n.cr,.,.,-,q 7t+., .• 7Jfl4r:; l466A.l 0.0('7?1"1, n.4A77R7 
0 • D 6 r:;_l: .. -2 7 • 6: .5 .. _l 'J? '52. !L '. c • c 0 3 ( 6 () __ . C) 3 3. 11 5 0 0 3 It 06? 3 • 7. '). 0 f) 6 q? ~ (1. _4_4 3_0? ~ .:.=.~-'-
. O.O~,,r-- ".:_1.;~ ')7;).-n n.r?n~o"i·-·-·· 'il)o":\f,AT~q '>004.6 0.0?P07l l..OA177"i 
n.nl?S ?.P~4 ?q?.4 0.r??JOn 7?.~77GO P~47.R 0.0?0191 l.OGQ(l?4 (· • rn ? 0 ~ • V' 7 l l 0 S • A 0 • C 1 '• ~ l f.. l 0 A • t, '-l q 1 9 l 7 "i '14 • (") n • 0 l ·p P ? l dl ~' ·q 7 4 '5 
__ 0_. O~_?P :'>_,_3.f2CI_.~ 7.~'1," n, n't?._~2.0_. __ ls7_,_.'i_:1 P '1_3_L~_1_9_11_ •. 5 ~-o_O_G_?D.6.2 ___ L.D7?".A9 __ 
() o 'J -:>, ? o · q • n l 4 J '~ 7 4 • r"' ('I o r. ti ..., 1 14 7 2 t, • 6 ('. '"l 'l. 7 ? (," r, ~ • ~ 0 • n 1 l c::. 6 2 0 • f., l r; 'l, 2 ~ 
n.~1?u 1l.Alq 1??5.~ o.r0764~ h11.~SRll ~1Q77.1 r.nlnA5? 0.111~1q 
o.Gl?P 1~.7?1 4J?t,.l 0.r~~rA4 ~t,lo~14?~ 44~71.7 o.nnna2~ n.~l714? 
0 e ,-. ~? '< 1 n. '• 3" ~ ·:1. 0/, 8 ] Q • r ,. It 0.,] 7'• f, • 1 Q l t; 11 "iS R? 3 • 7 0. n 0 Q l "i 6 ··a • 5_3B_5_"3,!...:? __ 
O.n~?q ':?4.~37 Aq1?.l 0.0~~l~Q 1nGl.41~'i7 7176l.R 0.GOR~74 0.4q1Rq4 
0.0~?n. 10.~47 RSGP.? n.nr,r;r;n Jl3A.'1~10~ nqA?Q.0 o.nQR06q 0.41110~4 
o.n~?q 17.4"i7 1~~09.o n.n0~1~7 1.77S.ROPll tnq546.6 o.or764R ~.4l?A38 
__ o .• 03.2.:: --~5--- •_H,Q 1? '1 1 2..~ c. nn? p ~'7R ? ~2 6 t A_3_Q'iL _ _l3 LR.Q.I. 4 - _D_ • .Dill.2.81.,.-__ o_._3_92.L33 __ 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 




CAPILLARY-TUBE ~LOW DATA 
0.4 % trans-PIP 60 in Toluene 
TUB PSI FT/SEC RE F MEAS DP/4L 8V/O F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.3~94 1.173 712.3 0.02295 12.6A05 10~0.2 0.0224A 1.07.168 
-0 • l 0 7 ~ 2 l • !H 1 0 l 7 • 4 C • C 1 7 6 8 l 6 • 1 R 1 0 l 15 2 • 6 0 • J l 7 4 4 1 • 0 11 9 2 
0.1072341 0.6944 2.196 1333.4 C.Cl231 23.798Q 1Q65.9 0.01200 1.02~92 
0.1072341 0.9419 2.928 1777.8 '0.00939 32.2818 2A21.2 0.00900 1.04370 
0.1G72l41 1.~372 4.0A2 2478.7 0.00994 66.1985 1654.6 0.01156 0.86007 
-D •- tC2203 41-- 3 •-5.252--5 • .3 9 6--3 2-16 .A-C-.-J1._iJ3S-------l20 •. 8-15 5 4-fL.10--.-8----0--.-~0---0--~1!~ 
0.1077~41 5.7550 7.160 4347.7 0.00960 197.2494 6410.2 0.00974 0.98498 
0.1077341 8.3444 9.1~0 5555.7 C.OOA52 286.0012 8191.1 O.OU9UR 0.Q386C 
0.1072341 11.3321 11.4?7 6G74.5 C.C0734 388.4038 1C283.3 0.00852.0.86202 
0.032A251 2.6329 ?.053 381.6 0.03S79 67.2~6A 6n04.6 0.04193 0.94806 
_Q_L~I_}]~._?5J __ _:~-'-fhl0_l _ _?.._,_o A '5 __ ':i5_!t__._l_..i)_,_Q2.1J R 2l~ .. C '1'tl R 7 :.> 8. 6 0. C 2 P A'* 0. 9 4 2 ?1 
0.0328251 5.7495 4.417 R2C.9 O.J1877 146.8256 12917.1 0.01949 0.96329 
0.032A2~1 7.9626 6.209 1154.1 0.01316 203.~403 lRlhO.l 0.01386 0.94R11 
0.0~232~1 11.2187 8.R54 164~.6 C.OCqlz ~86.4917 25P92.9 O.OC972 0.9376R 
_n .Q_32_f32'5_l_l5._35_74_11._8_1._f3 __ 2_1_9_6_._6_0_._0_Q_7_QG_· __ 1G2 ._LR2_'t_34.5J"'-2__•_9_Q_.__Ql2___0_l_Q_.___5Jl.33!t__ 
0 • 0 3? B ? ~ 1 2 G • 513 3 9 15 • 52 4 2 n 3 5 • 3 C • 0 0 5 '+ '• 5 2 5 • 6 53 6 4 54 C 0 • 1+ 0 • C 1 1 C 2 0 • 4 9 y, B 0.0~2R251 32.1707 lq.730 3667.1 0.00526 R21.5452 57702.4 0.01025 0.51373 
0.032A251 43.3148 25.238 469C.9 O.OC433 11CA.l335 73812.1 0.00953 0.45450 
_Q.__0_32_82'11 ?8.4191 ~1.6!t..8.__5_HJl2......3. O.OQ372 1491.8518 9255t~.l 0.00893 0.41590 
0.032A251 78.3043 38.759 7204.0 0.00332 199Q.6621 113354.3 0.00~44 0.39328 
0.032R251 101.6995 47.072 8749.0 0.00292 2597.l06C 137665.6 0.00801 0.36512 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.20 % trans-PIP 60 in Toluene 
--·····---· 
TUR PSI F TIS EC RE F MEAS f)D/4L 8V/n F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 C.?545 1.112 965.R C.C1760 8.7736 995.6 C.01657 1.06213 
0 • 1\i 7 ? Ytl C • "3 ts...a 1 • 3 P 9 1 2 0 6 • 2. 0 • C 1 4 Cd' l 0 • FP 3 7 l 2 4 3 • 4 0 • 0 13 2 6 l. 0 5 5 l ? 
0.1072341 0.4113 1.821 1581.1 (.01061 14.0980 16?9.9 0.01012 1.04~47 
0.1072341 0.~793 2.468 ?143.5 O.OJRl3 l9.A561 ?209.6 0.01210 O.h7187 
0.1072341 1.2385 3.172 ??54.7 C.C1052 42.4505 2839.7 O.Ol11R 0.94132 
_o_._LQ..723 4 L--1-.-ElTC-1~3 .._97-9.-3455_._0-Q..__QlJ.tLO 6.4 •. C-SL9 3 5.6.2-.-2 C. 0 l-04~~--
0.1072341 ?.8152 4.974 4319.~ c.G0973 96.4919 445?.7 o.oo976 o.99662 
0.1072341 4.06R7 6.194 5379.1 0.00907 139.4522 5544.q 0.00916 ·0.98962 
0.1072341 5.b28C 7.536 6~44.5 C.OOR47 l92.B979 6746.3 0.00867 0.97729 ~ • H'• 1 2 3 4 1 1 • 1 2-2.::t- 9 • 3 r 4 a1 s o • 1 iJ • J •) 1 ? o z A 4 • 6 <n 4 s 4 o t • 4 o • o D s 16 o • 91 a 4 1 
0.107?341 10.1058 11.355 9861.6 O.C067C ~46.374A 10165.7 0.00776 0.8S199 
o.o328?~1 2.R014 3.065 814.7 o.CI900 71.5406 B9h2.Q o.o1q64 0.96750 
_q_ .• _Q__lZ. ~2-'il l_,_2_2_R__f_2_.__12_'3___:__..'ih!t.w_ 4 Q • t1 2 7 2 5 4 n , 2 ~ (l 1 6 2 0 Q • 6 P • 0 2 8 3 5 0 • q 6 l j 1 
o.u328~Sl 4.1S47 4.407 117l.S 0.01~63 1J6.0982 128R7.A 0.01366 0.99787 
0.03782~1 · 5.B2A5 6.290 1672.0 0.00939 ~~~.A440 183q4.5 0.00957 0.98083 
O.Q3?82~1 10.32~4 B.A3~ 234R.3 C.00~43 ?63.6047 25834.3 G.0117~ 0.71690 
_q. y ~ 2 82 '>J_?:1_._2J}~--15_. _ _l2J_40_2 0!'_4_9, •. -Q.C!'4f3__'5_~4_._ 3}_2G_44'l2_R .. J __ 00_•.-Q-u1·_9091!.,-fJ_._65S;,_.._1..,_2 __ 0,)_,?8?51 16.73lH, 11.618 3088.5 \.Je00/90 427.2363 33977.1 V '7 0.731'5~ 
o.032q251 31.5196 19.4~0 5165.2 o.OG'53Z A04.9IB7 56R23.7 c.oonz7 0.57377 
o.o3ZR251 41.3184 Z4.A3~ 6603.o c.oo4~7 l055.149Q 72640.6 o.ooB65 o.4933o 
_o_.J)32B25I "~7R7 "'-l.M7 ezsl.7 o.oo~'29 J-.s6.11AQ 9osoo.1 o.ooa13 o.44r.94 
0.032R251 71.2637 38,459 10?24.0 0.00307 1819.8647 112475.7 0.00768 0.39954 
0.0328251 92.2458 46.070 12247.5 0.00277 2355.6877 134716.4 0.00733 0.37783 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0 • .30 % Hydrin 200 in Toluene 
TUI"\ PSI rT/SEC RE OP/4l P.V/D F CALC DRfiG RATIO 
0.1072341 0.35C? 1.?3Q 837.3 G.G1051 12.0033 1109.0 0.01011 1.02111 
O.l07/li_1 __ 0_._397G 1.'+17 9S7.8 O.Jl6~..l __ _lJJ..6_CJ~~ 12(,~.6 0.01670 1.01201 
0.1072341 0.5193 l.R49 1?49.6 L.01?9q 17.7Y80 1655.1 U.Ol2AO 1.01450 0.1072~41 C.6B95 Z.4R1 16~1.0 C.C0953. ?3.633? 2226.4 0.00952 1.00144 
0.1072341 0.9391 3.228 2182.1 C.CC770 3?.1889 ZR90.1 0.01201 0.64029 
O_._l_GJ? -~ 1t l __ l_._2)_9_R_4_. QJ 5_2_1 ?_ t._6_C_._0_06 4 6 ___ 4_2 .1 ':i L'L __ 3_6_11_._&_C... G 112 2___0_._5 _ _l_5~7-=-4 __ 
0.1072341 1.P.785 ?.03Q 3406.3 0.0063? 64.383R 4511.5 C.01U4R 0.60159 
. 0.107?341 2.4611 6.335 4281.1 0.00524 84.3546 5670.9 0.00979 0.53576 
0.1G72341 3.1346 7.6P6 5195.1 0.00454 107.43RO 6R80.7 0.00925 0.49023 
..O . ...LOJ.ll~l 4.2159 9.')72 6410.1 0.00393 14't.4996 · 8569.4 O.iWBJO 0•'*5228 
0.1072341 5.6266 11.637 7865.6 0.00355 192.8490 10417.7 0.00824-0.43102 
TUP. PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.10 % Hydrin 200 in Toluen~ 
RE F MEAS IJP/4-L RV/D F CALC O~~G RATIO 
0.1072341 o.?tB9 1.112 JC94.5 o.n15l4 7.503S Qo5.6 o.Ol4A2 1.03531 
O.lC7234l ()....2.b.'.l8 l.3JW 1357.1 C.IJ~l94- 9...-llCJO 1.23~.0 O.Oll7R 1.01126 
0.1072341 0.3~7R L.P22 179~.6 0.00921 12.2649 1631.5 0.00892 1.03?61 
0.1072341 0.7149 2.444 2405.1 C.C1024 24.5037 ?187.7 0.01167 0.37735 
0.107?341 1.?056 3.1?5 3075.6 C.01055 41.3228 ?7G7.7 0.01081 0.97661 
-0~1 OJ23Al-l.bTL~L ___ !t_._C54-3D.tJ O_._Q._t.-OOR-b-0 5 1--?.JL<) 7 3h2-Cl.~O-<L'J._Q_Q_..1Ll~--'Cbi--J1 CJ---HI----
0.107?341 2.1851 5.115 5C33.6 0.00714 74.8923 4578.7 0.00934 0.76475 
0.107?341 2.7541 f-.259 6160.4 0.00601 04.3964 5603.7 C.008A2 0.~8154 
0.1072341 3.4199 7.6?0 7499.6 O.OC506 117.9022 6A21.9 O.OOR35 0.60657 
o • 1 o 7.?: -~ ~ .. 1 4---?.JU-S...-q__~ a 4 n 2---'1-&.-C-C---0--0-4...t.fl 1 4 6 • 9 ' 4 4 a 4 01 • 4 c. • u u 1 8 n J • '> ? 7 ·3 9 
0.1072341 5.3873 11.468 117R6.4 0.00350 lR4.6499 10266.5 0.0074A 0.46792 0~-d652ql7- 0.4614 l.CR9 652.4 o.~J?47.<J 11.5420 1601.1 0.02t~'J3· 0.99021 .Q_&f,3.ZR~7 C.7564' 1.710 l~tB_.__3 O.Jl5't2 18.9211 2573.0 C.:J1526 1.01015 
0.0612827 1.1599 7.709 16~3.3 O.OC9R6 29.015? 3984.2 O.J09A6 1.00036 
0.065?A?7 ?.2124 3.7°A 227S.7 O.C0957 55.3448 5585.1 0.01187 O.AL605 
0.0652q27 3.~1R9 5.317 31~6.0 0.00799 90.S301 7819.4 0.01069 0.74700 
_0_._09 ~_2_J2_7 __ 4._7__:_13!:.~3 __ _? ._2l_6_4_32_3_._8_Q.J)('5]~_____1L9 .__7_3_l_9_LC·_6~_2_.__j)_Q___.___Q_Q9_7_6_l)~_5_8_1__6,~2 __ 
0.0652827 7.1483 10.306 6174.7 0.00420 l78.R100 15154.7 0.00881 0.47660 0.065~??7 A.8169 12.154 7?82.2 0.00372 220.5612 17872.9 0.0084? 0.44246 0.06~?~27 12.5110 15.496 9?R4.R G.C0325 il2.996l 22788.0 G.00788 0.41?53 _o_.!)_6_':5_2_!iZJ___l_]J-~64 2 19_._2_44 11 '5_3_Q._l_CJ____.J)_Q2__23 4 ~ '+- 3lq q 28 2 qg. 8 c. 0(. 74ft 0. 39 309 
0.06521327 23.3298 23.574 14124.4 o.00262 583.6133 34666.0 o.ou706 0.370A4 0.06528~7 30.6201 27.954 16749.0 0.00245 765.9R63 41107.7 0.00677 0.36135 
0.012R251 1.5937 2.011 686.5 O.C2505 40.6q95 5Rq7.4 C.0263P. 0.94957 
.0 ..LL1JJi2 __ 5J 2 • 4.31t7 --~ • 2 r: 5 q 6 5 • 5 0 • j 1 5 4-3 61 • 5 5 4 g ')? 71 0 0 0 • Q l 6 ~ 7 0 • 9 3 1 4 l 
0.032~?S1 3.7624 4.7R7 1447.? 0.11046 9A.0794 14vOG.9 O.Ol1C9 0.04264 
0.032H?Sl 5.76~9 6.610 1991.4 0.00~41 147.260~ tn3~l.A O.OOR03 1.04643 
0.032A~~1 9.047A 9.374 2~24.1 O.G0656 ?3l.G49h ?7416.0 0.01109 U.S9113 
0. 0.32 B2'::i L--13 .58't't--12.519--1. 7-1.1 •. 6--C •. JC_fJ52----"1'*-6----9062-3.f.6-13 ... 2-0...0-l-0-1.-6-0-.--SA_J_3_4--_ 
0.0378~51 2C.lR12 l6.~C5 ~C02.6 C.OC466 ~15.3677 4~563,7 O.OC93A 0.40~16 
0.03?~251 2A.8455 21.333 6426.7 O.OG4J4 736.h294 623A8.9 G.OOR71 0.461~6 
0.03282~1 42.1757 27.142 8237.1 0.003~9 1077.0?9A 79963.2 O.OC814 0.44154 
0.032B:?Sl 58.901?- 3-4--.--.bSJ l043G.7 O.J03l2 l'l04.lh4l-w--l:~45.2 O.GC.Io4 Ow40 1J00 
0.0328251 79.8793 42.765 12R83.6 0.00278 2039.8821 12~070.6 v.OC723 0.38470 




CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.25 % ECN in Toluene 
OPI'+l 8V/D F CI\LC DR.AG -R-ATIO 
0.1072341 0.1766 1.043 12C4.9 O.Gl3~9 6.0~33 933,4 0,013?8 1.04602 
JL..J. 07_2_3_4 L~.22~'J. 7_t.~1.3 3_L'i_4_9_!_0_0_.J)_LQ.'3 6 7. 714 3 1 19?. Q o. o 1 o·3 q 1 • 04 '16 6 
0 • 107 2 3 4 1 G • 3 3 C h 1 • 8 2 1 2 1 0 3 • 9 G • 0 u 8 53 l 1 • l 3 0 6 16 2 9 • CJ 0 • 0 1 2 1 7 0 o 7 0 0 4 1 
0.107?~41 0.7341 2.440 2819,7 O.J1054 25.1~20 21A4.4 0.01110 Oo94977 
0,107?341 1.1°46 3.097 3578.A G.OlJA5 4G.Q457 7772.4 0.01032 lo03l69 
.o~._J_Q72 34_1 ___ 1. _8 J'+f.: __ J. 97_0_4 ':i P.l.~_O_o_Ql Ol_7 ___ 6!t-L1Q_r_; __ :325~1_.___8_Q__,JLG 95_9 1. o 5 9:---==9_,3 __ 
O.lu72341 2.812R s.011 5791.2 o.OOY58 96o4075 44B6o3 o.GOA97 1.06723 
0.107?341 4.~447 6.475 74R3.0 0.00866 14S.4R69 5796o9 0.00836 1.0359? 
0.1072341 6.1570 7,881 9109.7 0.00847 ?11.0590 7G57.l 0.0C792 1.06954 
_o_lLLC.ll_j~'· l __ r_._7_22_1_ct_. __ 4_7_P l 0 <? '5~1 .. _3_Q_..__G.Q Rl(L__2._9 f3 o q 6 7 3 B 't g ~ o 4 o. o o 7? 't · 1 • 1 QU-1-.JlB....,___ 
O.C652A27 C.663? c,c75 3G3,7 0.04~55 1A.5904 14~3o6 0.040A4 1.07151 
J)_._L_n '5 Z:..'V _7 _ _1_._15 R 9 1 .33 7 7..CU__,_s_o __ ... .D2J q 1 2 R o o n 1 6 2 5 54 • '3 o • ~ 2 2 8 1 l o o 5 n '1 ~ 
O.C6~2R27 2.07~~ 3.140 126R.l G.Olll4 Sl,Ol96 4617.2 U.u1262 1.04120 0.06~2R27 j,71~C 5.2°2 2i3~o3 O.COR27 Q?,8R42 77R2.2 C,Ol21l 0.68299 
0.0652827 10.6070 7.A50 3170,? 0.01074 265.1423 l1S42.q 0.01071 1.00322 
_o_. oosz A. 27 ~-2'3. 120 2 12. 559 __ ?072_._3 ___ o._oo_J3_s ___ 5 ~3_._,_19!+_1B 4_6Jt._J_Q,_Q_~:_<i_1Z.___L. __ ODJ_o"---'='-a __ 
0.0652827 42.899~~A.041 72A6.4 o.ocqzz 1073.1609 26S3u.l o.o~R42 9.o1721 
0 • 0 6 5? 8 2 7 6 ~. 9 51 7 2 3. 41~ 7 9 4 6 9 • 7 0. 0 0 7 2 6 l 5 CJ 9. 8 0 2 7 _]_4 '~ 7 9 • P. 0 • 0 0? ~ 4 0 • q 7 5 ~ R 
C.032R?~1 3.4422 2.8R4 623.9-0,0?636 R7.9J~9 8415.7 Oo0256~ 1.02767 
_Q_.Jl;i?_i.Z.'>l ,._,_7_61~ 4.Q_r.;__A R11.~ (1_,_01344 l21.646Q llR62.7 0.018?4 1.0113(1·· 
0.032~2~1 5.1356 4,407 953o1 0.01685 131.14~0 12PA7.A 0.01670 1.C03S6 
Oo012R251 10.2499 8,qn4 1945.3 C.OOR07 261.7~1?. 26302.9 0.00~23 Q,9H1~1 
0.032B?~l 37.1934 15.323 311~.3 0.0100q 940,Pl03 44814.6 0.01056 0,05514 
_0. C ~?8_2_51 67.. 0760 20.732 44B4. 1 G. GC9 Z__O_l_5Jt5 __ .__2~3__9_5_f-<-.-0~1L--5 _ _Q_.Jl!J!lb.L0_..25 277 
o. o 32 a z :1-ro-r.--c8-95-~ 9-.--7·4-s--6-4'rs.-7-o.-'JG-74 2 zA 1 z. 6035 86992. 9 o. oos ·n o. 8'5 19 a 
0.0128251 159,0165 36.2~5 7R41.7 0.00771 4ChO.Rl57 106C31.7 0.00825 O,Q3424 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.20 % cis-PBD in Toluene 
TIJP,;: ?Sl FT/<;[r 
0. lJP?. n.?"2'5 l.l2A 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLO\i DATA 
O.OB % SR 54 in Toluene 
O,F F f)D/4l 
t l (• P.. 3 8.Cl~674 q.47r.qg 
_Q__. 1 i'r 7 ? r;!'1~'12 _L~_'l_C•_. _1_}_7 R • 0 0 • ('• l 1t ? 3 ] ll_._LI3 4·'H~ 0. l_(l72 C:. 1,3SO l. q '-IQ 1810.~ O.C'107Af:l 1'-to AO? 59 r. un? r. f.onr. ? • '• ~ Q 741°.8 O.GOFn?O ?.0. ln 2A4 0.10721 (l. ~ 246 1.1P.l 3131.0 o.C068~2 27.f-R079 
TURF PSl F T I sr:c D,F F OP/ltL 0.1 r. A') 1 ~""~4 '). ",~., -~7('1 ~ o.~.;l45R ~_2AA39 0.06'13 . t c·.t,?'J,n -,.~.J.P, 4GO.O 0.C''l, 0 '5'tB lfJ.t-.0494 0.06':'3 0.1-.2S4 l.2311 7 4 0, l; 0.07'555Q 1'1.64468 o.nr),., ] • 7\}(-.,'7 1.076 1841.1 0.011257 47.69'522 ·~-~---.5. ..______ -·-
TIIRr:--:P<=.T FT/SI=C RE )':::' - f)P/4l !'I • 0 3? R : l. n 2 r~· 7 l. q 9 3 
'570.3 C.G3't148 49.('4082 0.03?~ ?. 0 ~lr z.G?4 ~Rl.O 0.0217')A 74.59122 o.c~zr 4 .6n'~ ~.~c1 ]321.6 O.Cl50cH ]]1.52212 
RV/0 F CAl. C 
o. 0 1lt/+ 36 100R.?. 0 .__pJ_l6_ll_ L25:L. "i o-. oo as 39 1646.7 0.011644 2201.2 0.010749 284H.l 









CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0,05 % SR 54 in Toluene 
TlJi\ PSI FT/SFC RE F t'Ef\S OP/4L AV/0 F CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.107?141 C.2171 1.113 1103.0 0.014q8 7.4395 996.4 0.01451 1.0~?70 
0 • l o 7 ?2.Al.. 0 • 2 'i 2 4 1 • 3 04 1 2 g 2 • 7 o , n J 2 6 a o .l;) '• a 1 1-16 7 • a a • 0 1 ? 3 !3 l • o 2 4 413 
o.lo7?141 o.325R 1.n1o 1655.4 c.ooqaR ll.ln82 1495.4 o.oo967 1.03295 
0.1072341 C.4472 ?.191 2171.5 C.C0796 15.3285 1961.7 0.01205 0.6h075 
0.107?341 0,?3Rb 2,qoo 2064.4 C.C075h 25.3162 ?5q7,6 C,011G5 0.6R4?7 
-0 .. .107 ?..3/tl ___ l .•. L7l 2 3_._<;6.0 _ ____3_9 2/t_.b.~ •. C 0-63 R--4 0..-.lA..:...,•l 3 51.-5-.. 4 0, 0 l 0.0.4.---0. 6 3 5 77 
0.1072341 1.6966 5.490 5449,7 C.C04RO 5B.149B 4923.~ 0,00913 0.52541 0.1072~41 2.5Rn4 7,461 739~.4 C.OC39B R9.7404 667G,1 O.OOR3R 0.47446 
0.1072341 3.5657 9,478 9392,9 C.C0339 122.2143 A485.4 0.00786 0.43190 ~~1+1 4.947•-, 11.-4.£!7 ll::l.R,.1-.-1 C.CG:t;?-G 169,2146 102B3.3 0.00747 0.42fB6 
0.0652q~7 0,4682 1.063 641.6 0.02583 11.7126 1563.9 0.02404 1.03590 _o_,_u~~....R? 1 c t 6 6_6_LJ_._5J.7_9.J~...z._.rt_._D_L? 12 1 6. o 7l7 z 2 52. 1 o. o 1 11 1· 1 • o 2 ·u 3 
0,0652827 1.08q9 2.~19 lS20,C C.C107C 27.2190 3704.9 C.010~3 1.01A90 
O.C652827 1.6337 3.64~ 2lqS.8 0.00767 40,R6g6 5361.9 0.01200 0.6~A9l 
0.0652A77 2.6730 5.216 1146.9 O.QG613 66.R672 7670.5 0.01073 0,57123 
_0._0 652_R_?7 ____ ._4_,._l_?f. f __ 6. 96 3 It?. 0 C ,_o (,CO ')3 1 _1C l,j R_l}_l_0_2~'3_9_._7_0_._0Jl.9B!L.Jl. • .53.<;.B.l__ 
O.i)6'52li27 6.7357 -9~12-~-586·h-.O--O.-!)b-44_:> __ 1.69.4996 1429!1,3 O.·JOA94 0,tt97ZE3 
0.0652R?7 11.1010 13,5?1 Pl57.4 C.00370 277.7CCO 19RR3.6 O.OOAl6 Q,4A42R 
o.n65~327 17.20C4 lR.?qz 11C29.3 o.oo~?1 43C.~820 268B3.R c.oo751 o.4ZA47 
._O_ • ..:'l65_2.:.9_1._"I_2_4..__33.1: 7 2 3_._3.~6___li_C_,.~._6_G_._Q_Q21.9. 6C 8. 6S3 6 34 3 3Q. 9 0. OG7il7 0. 3940 6 
0.0652A?7 31.7597 2R.410 17119,R O.C0246 794.4°~9 41777.9 0.00671 0.364Q7 
0 , 0 12 G? ~ 1 1 , 3 ~?. P l • 7 R 3 . - 5't C. A G, C?. 7 7 2 3 r,. 3 12 0 52 13 • 7 0. 0? 9 59 0 • g 3 n 7 A 
0 • C 3? s 2 51 2 • 1 S l.-2 ?--16'• r 3 8 • 5 0 • C'.J.ll..lR ? 5 • 7 C ·) 7 B u 8 4 • 7 C • Q PlO S 0 • 9 s ~ q a 
0.012R?~1 3,2966 4.C5b 1230.4 O.Ol27t P4,lR67 11862,7 0.01300 0.98158 
0.0128251 4,q646 5.oso 1"07.7 O.CC891 12A.7q2~ 17427,9 0.00885 1.00&lR 
0.03~A251 7.7415 R.563 2597,6 0.00673 1S7,6946 ?5043.4 0.01139 0.59060 
_ 0 .• 0 3 2 H 2 5 L-12 •. 1-.C...1lt-l 2 ._l.n CJ---.3 69.1 .. 3--.C • .OD5'• n_ __ J ?A .. 1+ 0-1..0._:._3.55$8....1) 0 , 0 l-0-2 3 0 , 5 3-4-J-5--
0.0~2~~Sl 19,A07C 16.625 ~C43.3 0.00456 505,Rl23 4R6?2,3 0.00933 Q,4H90R 
0.012H?51 31.6641 ?2,735 6~96,5 Q,CQ390 R0~.6CRh 664R9.6 0,00854 0,45670 
0.03?R2,1 47,5957 30.?.4~ ~175.1 C.003~1 12l5,4S31 8R457.4 0.00791 0.4l91R 
o.o3ZB2C)l.---Q.4.....b.Q. ~1.1oa ll43a.s o.oc?oa lb5C,2ZR3 lliJ77a.a o.0074ll o.3aat5 
0.032A251 83.2028 45.269 13732.3 0.00259 2124.7551 132393,2 0.00711 0.36351 
----tiff"\ ------pSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
Oo008 % SR 54 in Toluene 
RE r- ME AS DP/4L ~V/0 -F CALC ORAG RJ\TIO 
O.lC7?341 0.1511 0.985 123~.6 G.Cl3~0 5.1777 AB?.l 0.0129? 1.02973 
0.107:?341 O.JHPR 1.220 1513.5 O.•Jl084 f:J 4f->S6 1092.2 0.01043 1.01723 __: (f.J:D7?34-l O.-z?-·~C(,-ffG-71?-3.3 ·C.GOR?C g.3R32 1512.2 0.01214 0.67575 
0.107?341 0.6511 2.327 zgzs.~ C.Ol028 22.3147 ~OB3.5 0.01097 0.93637 
· 0.107?,41 1.0556 3.050 3A33.R O.C097C 36.1792 2730.4 0.01011 0.95918 
0. 107 2 31-tl 1. 48 3CJ 3. q4 l 49 54. 4 C. OOR l 7 ~_O_._R_C)95 __ 3_'i2_8_._6_Q._O_Q93.8_Q~JiLQ5.~0:..__ 
:-o-.·rc 7~':<~1+T--2-~CY6_G_3--4.-0 '5-5-672-Ef.-4--G~-C-1J'117 70.61 '>7 4't 15.9 0. 008 7 9 0. 81613 
0.107?341 2.A553 6.156 7738.3 0.005QS 9l.010R 5511.3 0.00828 0.72356 
· 0.1072341 3.1986 7.~45 q4R4.1 C.G(51C 116.4862 6754.7 0.00784 0.65131 
_O_._l._Q.]_2_3.41 ~-._5~23_..3J~~-....'l.L.LL8_I_B_.__i} _ _G_,._o_o't3? 1 '14...__6.29? R't6 0. 2 Q. 00 73 q 0. 5 Rlt~ <J 
0.107?341 5.9182 11.430 14167.8 C.G03R7 202.8448 102~2.9 0.00703 0.5'5063 
0.0652877 0.3347 C.9~7 712.4 C.C22RO A.3716 14U7.5 0.0218~ 1.04350 
o • o 6 s ;> s 2 1 c • c; 3 3 5 l • 5 4 s 1 l a 7- o (l • o 1-3.-9 s 1 3 • 3 4 5 1 :z 7 71 • ~l C· • o 1 3 s 4 1 • o 3 o 1 a 
0.0652?27 O.BQ50 2.5~7 1S57.0 C.OOR54 22.3AR1 3760.R O.OOR1A 1.04441 
· 0.0~~?~27 2.23A9 3.5Q6 2751.5 O.ClU8C 55.Q~A6 5287.4 0.01118 O.Q6533 
0.0652~~7 3.4396 5.11~ 3914.1 C.GC8?G P.A.0455 7'521.5 G.Ol005 O.H1631 
_Q ._0 65 2 . .8.?~ 7 __ 4 •-g 2 8J ... __ 6 .JB .7--523.L .. _J_Q_.i) 0 65S-....--l.J.-3 .. -2JU.U-l 0 C 5 45-0.....0..0.<tl-4--n ..... :U . .7.-k-4-l--
0.06~?q27 6.h3lq 0 .065 6916.8 0.00504 l6~.QC30 13330.2 O.OOA53 0.5Q033 
0.06S7827 9.1164 11.~ 0 7 8A74.5 C.0047~ 22R.0530 17053.7 O.OC79B 0.53024 
o.o6~?~27 12.1q67 14.560 11141.5 o.on~76 319.R6q4 21410.3 o.oo1~1 o.so11R 
-0.-.-0.1~827 18.~-l-.H.lSS l3S9·3.C O.O.-l:J-4 .. H 46C.?l4R '?6t=>07.6 0.00700 0.4o097 
O.OA52~27 27.2223 22.?RZ 17C~1.4 O.J0342 6RO.OA35 32767.0 0.00674 0.507~A 
0.0652A27 38.7523 26.GP1 19q57.R O.OCl56 969.4216 38352.1 0.00648 0.54.871 
O.OJ78l51 1.30A5 1.552 '5S1.3 Q.G34'54 33.3~41 4~40.0 0.02679 1.289?8 
_0_._0~)11;?51 1.13?~ 1. 7'l3 674_~4 O • .Jl2_3__4_~ ?...:S...CJ19q 5125.8 0.023_13 Q.<l80R~ 0.012R1-S-r--C.-t~-5-il-Z.S64 GR6.5 O.Clh02 42.2165 74gR•'1 0.01627 0.9R77lt 
0.037?2~1 2.R054 4.C06 1~41.4 0.01114 7l.h422 117lh.? C.0103A 1.0727R 
O.O~?ql51 4.267~ 5.CJQq 227~.6 C.C0770 1C8.0ROO 17201.4 G.OllBA 0.65557 
0 • CJ? f1? S_l_l 0. R94_"__ 1 1._11 7_4 354 ._6 ___ C_._OC_'5_4?. __ ?_7 R ._2129_~..3_r~_p_._3_Q._00_9_74 _0_. 5.5_63__3. __ 
0.032R?51 14.7?qf 1~.0?~ 57RC.4 C.0041A 37A.~~01 43G35.A O.OCROA 0.46310 
0.0~2~2~1 21.0271 19.?29 739B.n 0.0J1h2 536.'7709 56?37.B 0.0083~ 0.432~2 
O.Ol2A?51 ·31.?771 24.337 G364.~ C.001~6 7QR.7307 71176.0 0.00786 0.4l7RO 
_O__.__(L1.2.?.!.?.'iJ__!t.~~1!t_1_2.9. 74_?__J_~!t..5_,_z_c.._cim_o 1 1 h8. 9524 969..9.2· 9 o. no 746 o. 4'tl9 1 
0.032R?51 65.061~ 35.6S4 l171R.R 0.003?6 1661.4802 l04l74.2 0.00712 0.45811 
o.032Q~51 97.1079 41.764 16C69.? o.oo355 ~479.q521 122141.6 o.oo6A4 o.51B71 
TIJR PSI FT/SEC 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.003 % SR 54 in Toluene 
I"C· -
,-<r:: F "-',FAS BV/D F CALC nRAG RATIO 
0.1072141 C.l516 1.Cl4 1?35.0 C.Cl262 5,1056 001,3 0.01206 0.973A3 
0 • l a 72.Yt l 0 • 1.9 9 "l, l • 2~P--LS5--.'L.-2---C....-0-l-CI-4 6 6 , 9 ? 9 a 1 l 1+ 2 , t, G • 0 1 (' 2 CJ 1 • 0 l n 59 
0.1072141. 0.293~ 1.760 2144.1 G.COAlO 10.058? 1575.3 0.0121C 0.6h967 
0.1072~41 0.6493 2.365 2PR1.6 C.OCQq3 22.2550 2117.1 0.01103 0.900J5 
0.1072341 0.9301 3.144 3830.8 O.COA4A 13.5G4? 2814.5 C.Ol011 O.A1A?4 
_Q_. .LO 7 2 3 4-1--1..-?. S-9 ( __ 4 • .DG 7_4J~ 82....1L.C.o-1) Oh8 6 4ft. l-7R.L---3. S ... B1.--4-.. 0-.-0.0Stt<'J 0 • 12 A 15 C 
0.1072141 1.65q5 5.011 61~6.3 0.00565 ~h.~ROh 44R6.3 O.OG884 0.63014 
0.107?341 2.302G 6.194 7547.1 0.00513 7B,q010 5544.9 G.OOA34 0.6154R 
0.1072341 2.Bq50 7.620 9285.3 C.DC4?6 99,2219 6R21.9 0.00788 0.54085 
-O-.-l-0-1-2-~l---~-R...C)..40 9.666 tl778,l c.n01--":>1 13.?.(n~o er-s3.4 c •• ;c740 o.47'144 
Oa101?3~1 4.9QgS 11.543 14065.1 C.0011~ 168.7700 10333.7 0.00707 0.44540 
0.0652827 0.3780 l.C38 170.1 0.0218q 9.4~70 1526.6 0.0207A 1.053il 
_o_.o_65?.!}2_7 __ o __ L5 .. 6 .. 12_L_~7o LL6!±_._L(L._0.l!t76 l!:t..JlBRCt 21c:q.o o.oJ37',. 1 .037S!t 
o.u652Rl7 c.Rg~6 2.481 1A4o.e o.ocqo6 ?2.3~49 3649.1 o.ooB6Q 1.041RB 
0.06')2877 1.705C 3.697 2742.4 0.00778 '+2,650R '.1436.3 0.01120 0.6q528 
0.0652877 2.8170 5.241 38~8.2 0.00640 70.470h 77u7.7 0.01007 0.63539 
... o • -Ob 52 R?7 4 • 0 '+ (j " 7 • 1 1 5 5 2 7R • 1 c • CJ 0 '+ 9 C( 1 0 1 .? 2 I) B_j_C!.t_h..:t._l____CL....D...Q.9_2_Lj)_. 54 l't 0 0. 0 65?. ~ -z--.,-~s-~--CJ207--9:-3T8-b-9T2-~-3-0~-::;-C1'-t'[6--l4R-.YCOR. 13 7 02.6 o. o C854 0. 498~2~A'--
0.065Z827 A.4124 12.001 8903.~ c.oo~64 210.4~26 17649.5 o.oo797 o.457?1 
0.0652877 11.R032 1~.345 11182.7 0.00~11 ?g5.?~68 22564.6 0.00747 0.41RB5 
_o_._Q_65? ~'2J___i6_._~4!t.£. ts. 1 o 3 142 ~ L_P. .. ~. coru. __ ~. s 73'+ zs 2 ?4. 3 o. oo U1'i o. 3 qz 74 
0.065?R27 22.3835 23.549 17468.5 O.CG252 5'\0,"429 3~6~8.8 0.00670 0.17617 
0.06~2877 29.9~27 78.4P6 21131.3 0.00230 74A.7q05 41RR9,6 0.0063q 0.36027 
0.032B2?1 1.9011 2.554 952.6 0.01935 50.5Q2~ f4A9.1 0.01680 1.15197 
.O .. td?...B.....?SL .,,,Q•')!....:J__4.056 151~.9 c,'JltJ)~ 76.73l4-UOG2,7 0.01058 1.10006 
O.OJZA?Sl 4.A450 6.CC9 2241.4 O.COA19 11~.h19l 17574.3 0.01193 0.6P6~4 
0.0328/;1 7.2653 8.613 3212.7 0.006?4 1R5,53?h 25189,9 0.01(66 0.5A497 
0.01?82~1 1C.674G 11.618 4333,1 0.005C4 272.5815 33977.1 0.0097~ 0.516~1 
.0. (; 1/~?5 1--15 .• SO.P l-1S •. 023--56.f.:....1 .. S.--O.~;}G438---19b ... .G...."l.OR--4.:~<p~Q...QI)-b--.Q.......4.RJ~3...,.0--
0.03?875l ?1.897~ 19.329 7~09.8 0.00371 55Q.1975 56S30.8 O.OOA44 0.44?30 
0.032R?Sl 31.1141 ?.4.537 9152.3 O.C0329 7q4.5630 717~1.8 C.00791 0.41609 
0.032S?~1 42.6731 30.547 11391,7 0.00291 lOA9.7446 R9316.1 0.00747 0.3901R 
0.0328251 56,9249 37.057 138~1.9 0.00264 1451.6936 10R375.Q 0.00710 0.37177 
0.0328251 74.7628 44.26B 16511.5 0.00243 1909.2219 129464.2 0.0067q 0.3~78R 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.003 % SR 130 in Toluene 
TlJP,f FTlSF.C RF F OP;4L 11V/n F CALC·----0-Rh_G_IfATIO 
o • 1 o 1 2 . 1 • 1 1 2 l'tt '5 • 7. o • o 1 1 4 q q , • 1 o o 6 '5 9 9 5 • n o • o 1 1 3 o h 1 • o 1 1 o 6 5 1 , , 
0.1072 1.3119 1767.'1 O.OOBRSC} 6.85093 1241.4 · 0.00905~ 0.97FIA60 
_Q_t. 1012 l • 7 7 A 7 7 6 3 • 7. 0 • 0 0 7 o 55 9 • 7 0 5 2 ~ 15 9 2 • l 0 • 0 llf~ 9 4 0. 6 4 3 f:l2-r-A __ 
0 • 1 0 2 ?. • -~ ~ 'J 1 o o 9 • 6 0 • 0 o 7 3 1 3 1 o • 3 9 50 '.> 2 l 1 7 • 1 0 • 0 1 o A 8 o 0. 6 7/TI 7+ 
0.1077 1.134 3088.9 0.005977 ?3.54187 2ROA.l 0.009994 0.598076 
0.1072 4.0R? 'Jl95.1 0.004773 1l.RA4BO 36'54.6 0.009254 0.515721 
-~1072 '1.068 6449.1 0.0041B6 ______ 4ri3;;-'.~09Q84 4'536.7 O.OOR706 0.480883 
o.ro1't 6.lq't nr~sz.3 o.Oo379:f ss.JZ814 5'54'··9 c:r:ooB237 o-.-4604'11--
o.l07? 7.620 Q697.o o.oo336l 78.21?18 AR?l.9 o.oo7790 o.431392 
0.1072 9.385 11942.q 0.003067 10~.?8424 8401.4 0.00737h 0.415R40 
-
D. •. 1072 1,1.~~~ 144c>0.0 , ro?7°9 144 14~ 1 1n165 7 0 007"?~ 0 ~970~~ -~· ~--""::-~-.....__--=-~-~-Jl....-~J!-.J:.L.-J_l...:_:t.:!_.!J.LJ_G:_, ~c;~·':-l·-~· \!..L.:-L£0!2,____:..· _J~~·· "· 6 J • • \' . _., • ., ._, _., 
T\JC\E FT/SEC RF F OP/4l 8V/0 F CALC f1RAG.RATIO 
0 , 0 6 5 ~ • 0 4 ":\ R 0 R , ? 0 • 0 2 l 0 7 0 9 • 19 ? 6 7 l ') -~ 4 0 0 1 9 7 9 6 1 , 0 6 43 4 6 
0.065' 1. 2 1373.l O.Cl2358 15.56417 ~606.5 0.011A~1 1.0606l5 
0.06'>3 2.659 7059.R O.r.OA43? 23.89566 3909,7 0.00776A 1.085596 
·0.0653 1,7R9 20l4.R 0.006643 19.21~75 5570.4 0.010964 0.60589R 
0.0fJ53 5.31;:....,7;---_.,.4~1:-:;19.7 0.0062 1d~ 70.RlR?l 7R19.+4 ___ 0.009899 O.h3l119 
-u.-clo'JT 1:1 '~ 1 s s 3Y. 1 o. oo4 GT5 9 s. 567-:F+--nr':>-on. 't o. oo 9o<n.)--o-.-5T4·3-62--
. 0.0653 9.343 7238.9 0.00402~ 140.074A4 11739.8 0.00843? 0.477747 
0.0653 11.911 922A.l 0.003445 195.94452 17515.5 0,007A94 0.436425 
0.06'13 1~.117 11711.6 0.00298~ 273.71143 7?.?29.5 0.007413 0,403049 
u.0653"" 1A.q4o 11+673.9 0.00?607 374.Wt473 7.7q'12.0 O.OOA996 0.372584 
0.065~ 22.q14 17675.3 0.002415 '103.91406 33549.0 O.OOh676 0.361728 
0.0653 ?6.587 20598.4 0.002576 730.10547 39097.1 0.006429 0.400746 
TU~F FT/SEC PF F nP/4l RV/n F C~LC DRAG RATIO 
O.O'l,?.~ _l.q98 739,3 0.0?1907 31.633RO 5'550.~ O.O?l6 1tl l.Ol2?9A 
o.o3~R 2.Q14 t135.3 o.o14Z34 48.46BR1 ~s2~.s o.o14093 1.o1oo33 
O.Ol2R 4.307 1677.7 0.009695 72.08376 12'1°4, 0 0.0095~7 1.016565 
o.o32R h.009 2340.9 o.o07404 107.18770 17574.3 o.o11767 o.6?92R3 
0.032R~~~Rr .• ~4~3~":\r-~·3~2~A~5~·~1--~0~·~0~0~A~O~B~4--~l7~-~~~·4320B 74662.7 O.C1059~ 0.574316 
--o-:;-,n7-n 11.111 4'P)0.7 o.oo53~5 2A3.R1JTI)? 12512.5 o.00975s o-;-s'i'S-ff'lo;<--
o.oJ~R 14.622 56g6.2 o.oo435Q 373.66992 42764.2 o.oo9015 o.4B3590 





2 3. 836 qz 8.5_._b __ _D_._00.31J)q 708_ ... D!t.9...0J_6..TI.l_L 4 !l..._O_Q.JA A 1 0_._3_<&_4 3<),__ 
zg.545 11~09.5 o.ooz777---9~7~1.65771 86407.1 o.oo7447 o.372A64 
36.~~5 14\6?.'1 0.002446 l7.95.909q1 1063?4.h 0.007059 0.346465 4~.195 16671.2 0.002420 1776.44097. 125158.4 0.006774 0.357160 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.001 % SR 130 in Toluene 
·;-u~F -Fti<;F~ ·qf.- ¢ - · ort4L AV/fl F CALC DRl\r, R~Tro 
0.1012 1.10~ 11~9.6 n.rtl1~4 5.56?57 9R9.7 n.otl5l4 o.qo~n6o 
0.'!.072 l.?"il 1AGR.7 0.('0°44'5 t.,.9l4ql l2f19.R 0.00r)4J9 l.nn?76Q 
n.[f172 .• ~I 2"1..76.7 u.!'llffl(l ttJ.l1944 [621.5 O.OtlRfl 0.640~!6 
0.107? 2.47R 1114.? O.OC7~~3 1R.~1072 ?218.0 0.0107AA 0.70~49~ 
0.1~1? 1.1~~ 1a~1.5 o.ra~214 ?..4.76Qq4 ?R2?.a o.o1or1~ 0.t.,?n6?P 
n.\01?. 4.0J~ ~07?.4 0.00~415 ~5.14764 1A1?.6 O.QOQ1lA n.~AllO~ 
· '-"D."t ~17 -----··t:; .-roo--- A41 J .7--o~ 004-'~71 ___ 7.._6 ~ 65 v;c;----4'i6A _-,----o. OCH'17,..- -rr. 51 1cn,c,--
o.ln72 t.,.241 7844."i ~.rn1646 5~.93054 5586.Q O.OOR?4~ n.~4?0~~ 
6.\r7? 7.592 9~43.1 o.rn~547 ~l.96Q50 6706.7 o.on7R74 n.451417 
a.l07? 1.?~1 lln7A.2 o.ro~qo1 l~'i.1Q461 ~317.4 o.oo74l 0 a.'i~AA47 
o.t:n-r-- rr. ~65 l't2H5.7. o. 1'03"i=\A un.oq•nt ttl! 74.t n;-nnro-44 o."i''2!1I6 
').:r6c;3·--1-:·rnfg--· R33~? o.n1aP\? 4.116~13 1601.1 o.ot9701 0.99~A77 
0.16~1 t.793 1171.9 O.Ol?Ol~ l~.4Rnr7 ~6~A.1 n.01l~A~ 1.0~0176 
0.~~~1 ~.AR1 ?05?.0 0.00~367 24.11~4? 1941.2 0.007707 J.n710A3 
_') __ !_1'1_6r; 1_ ~ • qy~ 7.03 3. ~ 0. 00F-.4'l6 ~9 • 01 ~ 1? "i6 ~ 1. 4 0_~_01n9 65 __ . _0. "iRf\7_4CJoor-_ 
0. i"!~Ci'3 --- r;.-17·r-,+ rc·9 ~-~rcr.-(ft'i5"]51) 5 o·;'5 ,, 4-l 9--T~O '., 0. Cr)r:)OOA 0. "it en? 3 
o. :v .. c;" 7. lf, 1 s 4 7°. 7 o. o 04'3 q o q o • 4 3 4 3 A 1 n ~ ~ o • l o. o o q 1 1 s o. 4 ~ ',.., 71 
O.~A~1 ~.410 7~0R.l O.r0~A~4 13I.n464,.., 13R~l.S 0.00~441 0.4364~6 
n.0,.,'l3_ It'.t1::n 92"'1.C) o.rn'323A t87.780qR 176A6.q o.o_o7ooo C'.40ClRQ7 c. 'H;r; 1. 15. 1 67 1l6ry6. ~ o. rn? rrq c:; ?.Af> .f'i·~-,.--,--,-,----,--n-4. o o .rr'f74~ 1 o. :OtR 7 77 
o.no~~ 1q.~1Q 14416.2 o.r07003 4?5.7~4~5 771~1.1 ~.o~7G77 n.4?'i~40 
o.~6~1 ??.~17 171~?.~ n.rn3oq~ 61~.7229~ ~1?RR.4 o.o067lO o.45o749 
-~·"'"~~- ?6.11")9 ?~117.~ O.C0~107 947.~3"7~ 3Rnq7.'5 O.OOA465 n.~?540A o.0~?~ · r.AA3 731.5 o.0'~1A""9.6 3T711~13 ---sr;r·f;;!l o."1Y7YR14 1.oo11 74 
0.11~~ ?.o04 1131.4 Q.Cl3o~? 47.01447 A404.~ n.n\4141 0.98~105 
n.~ 1 7~ 4.4n7 1716.7 o.oo9?"iq 7?.0ROR1 1?~~7.A o.0no~?O o.qo~4?0 
0.017q A.nnQ ~34n.o 0.COQ~q0 14~.0?A20 17574.~ 0.0117~7 O.R~0 ~ 0~ 
:1 • o ~~ ~ . q .-~,,.. ":\-- 3 '351. 4---n. CH~A27~-- - 1 R6. t "1 1 ,- - ''H 60.,----0. o l o.:; ~a------- n. c;Q~~ 2q·----
n.n1?P 11.~~A 4~14.1 n.ro~o~7 ?71.11"94 ~~APQ.2 o.ooq~~~ o.~??~~A 
0.0~'R 1~.04~ ~qAO.l 0.~"41?7 ?71.~~1~7 4lQ"4.4 O.OOA94~ 0.4AOQ~} 
o.n~?~ -.-lQ.?,n __ 7t.qn.o o.r.n~4'10 c;17!_2=lo'i~-:-- ~6'?37.~ o.0t:'~~·:n O~L7~!!_n:..;... __ 6 • 6?, 7 ~ • 2'+. 1 A7 q'~? '. ~ -- n. no31 ?4 77Q. sn 1 Q5 ___ 7nT~6. 6----o·.·oo7Aso--- o. 4 ~J 1 Qc;--·r~'~ ?Q.QQ6 ll6R5.0 0.003ro3 111Cj.4Q3l~ ~772~.1 ~.0074}0 n.41A9~4 
OI).01ZA· 36.0~5 14045.5 0.003204 IAAQ.~A748 105445.Q 0.007074 0.4 5?qo? 
• · 4l.hh4 lh230.~ o.oo35b6 74~l.te457 12184~.7 o.00682o o.52l1q1 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.0003 % SR 130 in Toluene 
Tllf-\ PSI FT/SF.C 
CAPILLARY-TUDE FLOW DATA 
0.6 % SE-30 in Toluene 
RE F ME I\ S [) p /lt l 8V/D F CALC ORhG RATIO 
0.1072341 G.2R91 l.Cl4 672.4 0.0?406 9,9077 G07.3 0.02380 1.01106 
O.lC;7...2..:l!~1 C .. 3-7..JL-l--3C9 86R-5 0.01864 L.2,80fJ7 1112.0 l),OlA47 1.01201 
0.1072341 0.50RA 1.783 1182.9 0.01168 17,437Q 1596,3 0.01353 1.011~1 
o.10723~1 o.b795 2.379 1578.2 o.JlG27 ?3.2913 ?129.7 o.o1o14 1.o1261 
C.107?341 0,9852 3.21R 2147.9 C.OOB04 33.7672 289A.5 0.01209 0.66442 
n.._l CJ1 23 4_1 2 .1;-181 __ 4 .• 5 c;8..____.3Q5_Q._6.__G.,JJl DB-3-- __ <J_L.1-g2-L-4-1-16......1----!J. .. -O-lC..U-v--9.9._9-.4to..;.l5'-----
0.lC72341 4.A8h9 6.250 4146.4 C.01026 16G.640R 5595.3 0.00988 1.03920 
0.1072341 7.2715 8.0')2 5341.7 C.·00°59 249.?292 720A.4 0.0091R 1.04445 
0.107?341 12.7470 11.261 747C.9 0.00850 436.RG99 10081.6 U.OOA36 1.02810 
-0.-l.Q.l2___--t41 l{t. • .l}.!-.3..1---!.l-666 6412.5 O.C()9l9 3t._t~-l.b 8653.4 G.OG'I:i7? 1.05397 
O.Oh52A~7 G.6R5J 1.046 42?.4 C.0391l 17.1442 1537.8 0.03788 1.03227 
J)_,_Q.J!.SJ~?--1 t.OQ'J,4 l_,~s~Q A?s._q v.•J?607 Z">.l {HO 2278.8 Q.OZ556 1.01 qqz 
0.06~28?7 1.5608 ?.431 981.7 0.01648 39.0456 3574.6 0.01630 1.01140 
0.0652H27 7.39CC 3.672 148~.8 0,01106 59,7RA9 5399.1 0.01079 L.02~3h 
0.0652P27 4.2S34 5.5C7 2?24,1 0.008A3 107.4026 8098.7 0.01196 0.1~q5q 
. _0._0652 8 27 _ _l_C_._4_599 __ _7_,_7._7_!+_______2JJSL._5_0_.D~J)_8J) __ _2f-l .• _6_6_3_l_____ll_43l .• 2 C. Q.lCL4._L._QO 574 
0.0652827 19.7630 11.091 . 4479.2 0.01003 494.4097 16309.0 0.00966 1.01001 
0.0652R~7 34.0103 15.1°~ 6135.9 C,QQgto 850.7Q54 ?2341.1 O.OUB83 1.04156 
0.0~52~27 50.5RZ4 19.750 7976.7 C.GOR09 1~65.3596 29043.5 O.OOR21 0.98553 
_Q_._0_652_~23 57._03ll3_2_1_ • .'t22 86?1.6 o.o0776 1426.8601 315Ql.o c.ocsrn a. 0 651,9 
O.Oh52127 71.0917 25.017 10103.8 0.007C~ 177R.415P 367SR.4 C.00771 o.ql9~l 
0.03?8251 1.6A44 1,392 282.7 C,G5536 43.0136- 4071.4 0.05660 0.97H23 
Jl...Q...3.2..R25) ?.,1972 2.253· 457.6 0.03509 11.1 .. <33 fJ500.4 0.03496 l.OCd6;;? 
0.032R?5l 4.99SC 3.966 805.4 C.02024 127.6595 1159g.1 G.01q87 1.01008 
0.03?82~1 P.202B 6.650 1350.5 C.011A2 2fS.4751 )C44P.9 O.Ol19S o.g972R 
0.032~2S1 1?.2235 q,955 2G?l.6 0.00786 3\2.1521 29114.8 C.0070l o.gqz73 
__ Q • 0328.251-28 .• 5 2":31-l_3_._!-t.20--2-J2-5 .... 4._G .. ..0l-DC-0--J2i3....3..9J,5 -392 4-9.. .... 4 li • 0 1--1.22-0 .... ..RQ-9.2..8-,_. 
0.03282S1 49.3851 18.~2~ 3701.6 O.QQ047 1261.1514 5330A.R 0.01022 0.92657 
0.01?8?.51 73.9G3q 24.G37 4R81.2 0.00~15 1RR7.ZF83 707q7.2 0.0094~ C.R6486 
0.0328?.S1 104.69R2 31.24R 6345.6 C.80h83 2673.6R36 q13H~.4 O.OG875 0.7HlC6 
0.0328251 138.£54£ ~.fl?Q 7B91.3 O.QQ'jiJ3 3530.()vS£ 113647.2 0.00£123 0.7Gij2~ 
TUR PSI FT/SEt: 
CAPILLARY-TUBE FLOW DATA 
0.2 % SE-30 in Toluene 
RE F MEAS BV/0 f CALC DRAG RATIO 
0.1072341 O.ZlG~ 1.014 SR1.3 0.0175? 7.2150 907.3 0.01630 1.07457 
-O.-l..D..1-2.3-U----L-..-..?1-..J 6 1 • ? 0 0 l ? 4 9-4 r • (' 1..3.-U~o 9 • 1-1...0..-! 1 1 ? 5 , < 0 • 0 l 2 q 1 1 • 0 7 2 7 6 
0.1072341 C.36')2 1.755 1699,I.G.01C14 l2.S1h2 1S7l.l 0.0094? 1.07n60 
2117 1 0 011 ~5 Q,71R9? 0.1072141 0.5572 2.365 2289.7 0.001357 19.0995 .. • .. ' -0.1072~41 1.4628 3,1c7 3289.2 C.OlOA4 5G.l~66 3041.3 0.01059 1.02142 
_ _o-lD 12.3 4_L.___2_.__7 31 z_ __ 4_.___7_6_1_4_6l5 .. _a______Q._DlD2 7 o !.._f .. D-9_!j____4?,_6J. 9 0 • 0 t}9_?-JL--l-..-C-72--9.11---
0.1072341 4.5145 6.391 6187.7 O.OC945 154.~~28 5711.~ O,QCR81 1,07104 
0.1072341 6.4498 7.RA3 7612.4 C.COA~7 2~1.0650 7CS7.1 U.OUR31 1.067A7 
0.1072341 B.AR48 9,431 9131.7 G.OOR54 304.~227 8443.4 0.00792 1.07R75 
...G-.ll72341 ll.7Jl12 11,092 10739.9 O.OOJ.l.11 40l.?nl5 9930.4 0.0075$ 1.07278 
o.oJZB?51 1.15Q4 1.783 528.4 o.o23Z4 zg.6o6s 5213.7 u.o302R o.76739 
_O_._Q_1_2_R_?_~l __ z_,_L5...LC___2J_4 R 4 7 3 (>_._j_!L_,_D.J..J-2 l '14.._? ~ 0 1 7 2 r~ 4. 0 0 • 0 2 1 7 3 1 • C2.1.._..R-'::'R,___ 
0.012R2~1 3.44?1 3.866 1145.8 U.Ol467 R7.90GR 11306.2 U.Ol396 1.05063 
o.J~2B251 5,1qsg 5.889 1745.4 c.ooqss 132.7645 172Z?.R o.oo917 1.04171 
0.032P?5l 12.0656 8.541 2532.0 C.01053 108.1194 ?4qR4.8 0.0114A 0,9174~ 
_O_._Ci328_25_1 ___ ?_2_~_043!+ __ l_l_._q_1_8_l._4_4_3_. _ _3_0_._Q_l_Glt_O __ S __ 6_2_._92~3_l~~~V_7_._L_Q_._Ql_Q_4._4_ll_._2_9A..?2 
0.032R2Sl 15.4973 lS.123 44R2.2 0.009R9 9G6.'t971 '~422R.,7 0.009n6 1.0237~5:::---_ --
0.032R251 5~.4785 19.590 5806.0 O.ooqRB l~A~.6A41 57202.3 0.008Q7 0.99004 
0.0328251 76.0184 24.R38 7361.4 O.OC7A5 194L.2859 72640.6 0.00839 0.93527 
_Q.Q32A25l_l.0.4.6982 31.248 qzot_.2 0.00683 2673.6836 91386.4 0.00789 O.R6609 
0.0~2&251 138.7155 38.559 11428.0 0.00594 3542.~865 112768.6 0.00746 0.79662 
TABLE 2. PIPE FLOW DATA 
0.08 % cis-PIP 280 in Toluene I, 
TUBE. GPM ·--oOPOL--------nvto-FT(SEC Rt F 'ORA~ RATIO 
--2 • 00---3 3 • 6- z 6 61?() 16 5 -3.4 3 ----81 364.---o. 005A4??-~.......--t-. 2001 H-7 --2.00 61.1 67:oo4q 300 • 6.24 147915. o.oo42~4G . 1.01'3907 2.00 76.4 04.0~05 17'l: 7.BO l849U~. 0.003A579 . 0.97ll'tl. 
2 • 0 0 8 A • q 1 2 5 ;-';-5-4-7 4 3-6- 9 • 0 7 2 1 5 1 7 8 • 0 • 0 0 ~ R 0 3 1 0 • 9 8 h 2 2 7 
"""2";-00--t-4-.-4 -5: 403 0 7 3: -l-.-5-.3-----:--3-6+1-1-. 0. 0~).-1-89-Q..- l • 0 2 q4 (1 11 2~00 24.3 13 • 2551 11 ~. z.4R 58P3B. o.oo~37QO 1 .o6~ts7 1.00 9.0 34 451r1 181 · 3.99 47272. 0•005'•059 l.C2l'~P1 1.00 3.7--· 6-:-<ni;-,---i44 :- t.so 17A19. o.oo770.2? 1.1-;?:-n? 
·1.00--7.3 21.7713 2Rb. --2.9~---15303.----0.0961250--.-t.OB~xt}~-
1.00 9.8 36.9901 383. 3.99 47272. 0.005R039 1.09?61~)-
1.00 14.9 75.7768 586. 6.10 72353. 0.0050752 1.01)297?. 
1.00 24.3~,57 9'5-4-;- 9.93 117675. 0.0017R65 O.A70?35 
--=1 ~-o o 3 3 .. 6 . 2 z 1 • 4 4 9? 1 .n tJ • -r, ~7 3--16 2 1 z A~-- o. o o 1 <J-s-86-= -(1.-TZ 6 1-z z--
1.00 45.5 336.7?".i6 17R8. 18.60 220557. 0.00?.4270 0.6324l0 
1.00 61.1 477.9331 23(")q. 24.96 205869. 0.0019143 0.5277?.7 
0 • 5 1 1 • 5 --1 ~ • 0 3 1t R--··lt 5 A • - 2 • 4 3 llt 6 6 1 • 0 • 0 0 8 0 1 A 5 ' 1 • 14 5 ()/. 1J 
-o.-51 r • q 3 9 • ? o 1 o " s R • 2 • 9 o r r s 6 2 • o • o 1 1 I1:151r 1 • 6 1 q a u 2_ 
-0.51 3.7 RO.l73n lOQO. 5.7A 14906. 0.0059.'3<11 1.05f:l071 
,0.51 5.0 124.~4f37 l't91. 7.fJO 47749. 0.00496R2 0.~40837 ~.0.51 7.3~7.3<no ~15'1-.-11.45 69154. o.003757o o.771916 
:.a... 51 ---q-.-8 30?. A 11 z 2 P.9l. -ts.-33 _____ 92Mn-~---v--.oo 3? 14·"3---o-;.-'70?.8?.-t-
0.51 13.7 469.2056 4067. 21.57 13027l. o.0025165 ·o.5<J05l4 ___ _ 
0.51 19.4 719.ll10 5758. 30.53 184411. 0.0019252 0.4A4380 
PIPE FLOW DATA 
0.08 % SR 54 in Toluene 
PIPE FLO\-l DATA 
0~05 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
TUBE GPM DOPO~ PV/D FT/SFC RE F ORA~ RATIO ~.o0o0 ~!·92. i3.t:ZR 12r. ~-~~ 45117. o.o0408lQ o0 .9p,33 ~~RR.r7 r. -~ • · 20.6415 169 .7e ;JO Al940. 0.00 1d'545 ' ·• -· u-
-2-;oo-4s.6- ~4. Q3Z7 724 :--4. n6·---R.z~o4·.--n. oo3q62 s---o. R4'5S a 1--
z.oo 56.7 93.8683 27B. ~.79 10254R. o.oonqoz7 1.539633 
z.oo 66.o---72.-nosc:;----324 -- 6.74 llq4"'1· o.oo1R990 0.898792 
_2.00 73.1 q'>.7244 3sa: 7_.47 132304. o.oo37Rl7 o.R.90l96 -r--ou-z-~ 152.7501. 979.·~;-]q ~0?34. o.oo~6ZTo 0.7B75To-
".oo 3't.2 225.5193 1 ~44 • 13. 0 8 1~3R80~ 0.002R36Q 0.6'58R96 1.00 ~5.6 3?8.5Ql8 I79o-;- lB.63 165008. 0.0023297 0.5TB66 
_1_.00_?_3_.1 410.7397 2086 • _21.1c lqz;n,z. o.00214'51 ~_0._54_4145 
-o. 51 6 • s- 1 61.041 o 1 qz 7 • 1 o.-1.'?·----4~ 1 o7.--o·.-·oo3 7'96't- o-. 711?99-0.51 7.F .258.0784 2320: 1?.30 555?3. 0.0041955 1 0.821619 
0.51 q.7-3v~-.-o3"13 2 870-.-15.22 6?.675. o.oo360R9 0.740369 0.51 17..7 514.0923 3760. 19.94 899132. 0.0031820 0.691570 
-u-;-r;-r ro.9 • 405.6995 3 215 I7.01t 76926. o.oo3435A o. 72?Z7r-0.51 14.9: 659.6492 4421: 23.44 105604. 0.0029531 0.663947 
PIPE FLO\~ DATA 
0.2 % PEO Coag in Benzene 
PIPE FLO\'/ DATA 
0.4 % WSR 205 in Benzene 
P.V /0 -FTfSFc--- _R_t ________ F --- -~----uR-1'\G ·R_AfTCr -TU~E ~~~9.~87 143. 2.97 35613. 0.0070382 1.246A11 
2.0Q ?Q.l463 168. 3.51) 4lR7R. 0.005P.66"1. 1 .078'500 2.0•.., 42.2191 zoo. '+.2q 51426. o.oo5o150 1.0R493o 
z.oo --c:;s·-770-8 749. -s.t9 5Zr1t7. o.nos-M-zs- l.0?.7.2~ls-
z.oo 74:7(:)46 297. 6.18 71t040. 0.004~160 1.004150 
2.00 93.2?53 347. 7.2~ 86604. 0.004~R75 0.945!385 
2.00 lOA.7'N,9 -,76. 7.83 Q3A07. 0.0042All 0.938!-,38 ~: gg ·-r?-7. or-e? 410. R;-c;"1---r O? 1 B3. ---o~0042Qfi4--. o·.-qs B'-·ns-~-
10 753o 318. 3.11 1qR13. O.C06B99l 1.063203 
1.00 i;z:7Z05 447. 4.6'"5 27A7't. O.G059A79 1.GOt687 
1.00 l0h.CJ41l 695_. 7.23 433}Q. 0.00502Ql 0.93169Q 
1.00 ---l4R-103Z ___ B4A. 8.8? 5?.8~3. 0.0046B8"4----o-~90Pl2l 
l.QO 25·i:igoo 11.43. ll.A9 71??6. 0.0043694 0.903461 
11• 0v00 ZCJ4.6067 1344. ; 11.98 83756. 0.00370o0 0.793323 • 1"n f->2A9 16'50 · 11.11 lO?.P.51. o. 0029750 0.664934 
1 oo - · • · -~qq-4" :··zo~-75. ---l-24"_n4. ---o.-0. o-z-6'748----------n-. 62.16·61'\. --
__ 1 • 0 0 ~-n""R • 7 6 ~ 8 1 . • , .., v ..., 
l "'oo '>86.11?1 2376. 24.71 14BORL o.00?35A7 o.s£>.qo41 
• 168 3324 1266 6.71 20476. 0.0091977 1.42R~'tl. 
o.s1 ?o4:4771 1631: ___ .q.65 ?o382. o.006730C 1.111210 __g.;~.--,tt8~8R4l-206T. lu.q.s 33ttn. o.ooso995 0.89028~ 
0 • 51 304.6504 ?414. l?.RO 39049. 0.0045771 O.R28174 
O"cl 366.6133 2941. 15.59 47580. 0.0037098 0.701977 ·~ 440.96A7 3375. . 17.89 54601. 0.0033RP3 0.661102 
o ·'51 57. & 6P .,-8 4 o5o. --zt·.·sr---611678" ~---·-o-;oo2·eot·4-~-o-. s-69074 ___ _ 
--o.st 62o:6609 '•541. 24.oq 73503. o.ooz6317 o.5478£>4 




PIPE FLOri DATA 


























constant in the viscometer equation· 
~ 
constant in the viscometer equation 
exponent of Mark-Houwink equation 
polymer or solids concentration 
critical concentration 
152 
concentration of incipient overlap of the average pervaded 
molecular volumes of polymer molecules as determined at 
infinite dilution 
optimum concentration used by Shin (45) 
pipe inside diameter 
Fanning friction factor - as measured 
friction factcr for laminar flow 
friction factor - as predicted for purely viscous fluid 
fractional _drag reduction defined as (f -f)/(f -fd) pv pv x 
force-mass conversion factor 
Prandtl mixing length constant 
constant in Mark-Houwink equation 
consistency index Robinowitsch-Mooney equation 
length of tube 
length of bond 
molecular weight 
critical molecular weight at incipient entanglement 
viscosity average molecular weight 

















generalized Reynolds number, defined by equation (14) 
Deborah number 
number of bonds in the main chain · 
flow behavior index in Rabinowitsch-Mooney equation 
pressure drop 
gas constant 
root-mean-square end-to-end distance 
root-mean-square end-to-end distance in a Theta solvent 
root-mean-square end-to-end distance for free rotation 
average velocity at a point 
friction velocity 
mean-square of the radius of gyration about the center of mass 
bulk mean velocity 




constant in Elata et al. equation 
solution viscosity 





first eignevalue in Zimm theory 
density 
Zirnm's first mode relaxation time 
shear stress at the wall 
critical shear stress at the wall 
bond angle 
universal constant in Flory-Fox equation 
entropy parameter in Flory equation 
parameter in Shin's equation for critical concentration 
laminar sublayer thickness 
a function of ~ used by Seyer (43) 
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